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1
S E X U A L C O M M O T I O N

Some years ago, on a trip to Australia and Thailand, I met five Latin
American women connected to the sex industry: the owner of a legal
brothel and two migrants working for her in Sydney, and two women in
a detention centre for illegal immigrants in Bangkok.These five women
were from Perú, Colombia and Venezuela; they were from different
strata of society; they were different ages.They also had very different
stories to tell.

The brothel owner was a permanent resident in Australia. Her
migrant workers came to Australia on visas to study English, which gave
them the right to work, but getting the visa required paying for the entire
eight-month course in advance, which meant acquiring large debts.The
madam was very affectionate with them but also very controlling; they
lived in her house and travelled with her to work, where she was
teaching them the business. The outreach workers from a local health
project did not speak Spanish.

Of the two women detained in Bangkok, one had been stopped at a
Tokyo airport with a forged visa for Japan. She had been invited by her
sister, who once worked illegally selling sex and now was an illegal
vendor within commercial sex milieux.This traveller was deported back
to Bangkok, the last stage of her journey, where she was imprisoned for
a year before being sent to the detention centre. The second traveller
was caught on camera in a robbery carried out by her boyfriend and
others in Bangkok, after she had travelled around with them in other
parts of Asia; she completed a three-year prison sentence before being
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sent to the centre. Her papers were completely false, including a change
of both name and nationality.

Both detained women were waiting for someone to pay their plane fare
home, but there were no offers.The women’s complicity in events leading
to their detention disqualified them from aid to victims of ‘trafficking’;
not all Latin American countries maintain embassies in Thailand, and only
one person from local organisations visiting the detention centre spoke
Spanish. While the two new migrants in Sydney seemed to accept the
work they had just begun doing, I sensed ambiguity and ambivalence
about the language course on which their visas were based, and the size
of their debts did not leave them any real choice about what jobs to take.
Both appeared to be recent graduates of secondary schools.The migrant
to Japan believed she had not been destined to sell sex, but her own upper-
middle-class family had been involved in getting her the fake papers, and
she was suffering considerable guilt about letting them down. The
woman caught in the robbery, who was in her mid-thirties and from a
working-class background, gave the impression that she had sold sex,
but she did not appear to give much importance to it. Her eyes shone
when she told me about the thrill of seeing places like Hong Kong and
Singapore.

Numerous characters had participated in fixing up these women’s
journeys, including Pakistanis,Turks, Australians and Mexicans. On the
surface, the stories have all the ingredients of exotic melodrama. But
people who desire to travel, see the world, make money and accept
whatever jobs are available along the way do not fall into neat categories:
‘victims of trafficking’, ‘migrant sex workers’, ‘forced migrants’,
‘prostituted women’.Their lives are far more complex – and interesting
– than such labels imply.1

Media Panic

An open space near a highway, at night. Cars continuously drive up,
headlights shining on figures standing about who are scantily dressed, in
high heels, thick makeup, wigs. Brief snatches of conversation, raucous
laughter, taunts.

Scene from Pedro Almodóvar’s Todo sobre mi madre 2
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Within seconds, most viewers guess what’s happening in such a scene,
which is depicted in the media most days of the week. This is what
people call ‘prostitution’, buyers of sex approaching vendors who make
themselves available in marginal urban spaces.The following treatment
is not unusual:

French working girls lose their privileged role
Paris’s sex trade is threatened by a new conservatism and a wave of East
European prostitutes.

Casual visitors to the Bois de Boulogne at night find they have
wandered into a surreal enchanted wood. Among the trees gleam
exposed flesh, bottoms and breasts are displayed in bizarre leather
arrangements, thighs spring from high boots – here almost all the
prostitutes are men. Some have been operated on but most are
pumped full of hormones and silicone.

Behind this carnivalesque scene is a rigid organisation. Each
section of each alley relates to a geographical area – Colombian,
Brazilian, Peruvian, North African, Spanish, and so on.3

References to carnival, risqué clothing, distinct nationalities, sex
change and – not least – some ‘loss’ Europeans are suffering because of
migrants: these are the standard ingredients of stories about Europe’s
sex industry.Another typical treatment invokes slavery:

Once they were girls.Now they are slaves
Frightened and penniless children from Eastern Europe are trapped in
prostitution in London.

‘I start work at six most evenings and sometimes don’t finish till
eight the next morning. I must see up to 30 men a night if all the bills
are to be paid. I owe a lot of money to the men who brought me
here.’ It is hard to hear Aura’s quiet voice over the noises in the Soho
street below. She is sitting on the edge of a small double bed. The
sheets are soiled, the floor covered with a stained carpet. Her dark
features and highly made-up face belie her age. She is only 17 . . .4

Here the focus is on the age of a victim, her helplessness, and the
barbaric conditions she is forced to endure. Repeated continually with
little variation, these treatments keep the gaze squarely on the non-
European Others who have moved onto the sex scene. Statistics are
tossed out without sources and the focus stays on miserable tales of a
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few individuals. On the way to football’s 2006 World Cup, media
coverage intensified, giving unsubstantiated figures concerning the
millions of men expected to converge on Germany:

Angela Merkel’s World Cup trafficking silence
. . . German officials are in denial about what the rest of the world
sees: There is a human-rights disaster in the making in the coming
months. In short:Where are all the women needed for this increased
demand for prostitution going to come from? And under what condi-
tions will they ‘work’? 

For the most part, they won’t be German women. Over three
quarters of the women in prostitution in Germany are foreign
nationals, the majority of them from poorer Central and Eastern
European countries. The German Women’s Council estimates that
40,000 women will be brought into Germany to service the fans.
Experts estimate that most of them are trafficked, meaning they are
in prostitution as a result of force, fraud, or coercion. In most cases,
they are literally controlled and in many cases effectively enslaved by
criminals and organized crime groups.5

Sensationalism is common enough in the media’s attention to all
migrants – and it should be noted that both Right-leaning and Left-
leaning media are implicated, as in the above examples. But where sex is
involved, not only the media (where it is unsurprising) but many sober
authority figures take the same tone, decrying migrations that involve
working in the sex industry and setting up projects to prevent them.The
urge is to help or even save migrant women, and it has spawned a
veritable Rescue Industry.

Sex at the Margins examines the intersection of two groups of people:
those who migrate to Europe and engage in domestic, caring and sexual
labour, and those working in the social sector with these migrants. By
social sector I mean people whose jobs, whether paid or voluntary, are
dedicated to improving the condition of society in a wide range of ways.
Many social agents identify themselves as doing work dedicated to help-
ing others, providing them with services to improve their lives, and for
this reason they consciously spend time thinking about how people
ought to live and how to achieve that vision. The social sector takes in
projects that are broadly aimed to affect a large population, and projects
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that are narrowly aimed at particular problems. Social agents include
social workers, policy makers, individuals in charge of funding, religious
personnel, counsellors, academics and non-governmental organisation
(NGO)6 employees and volunteers: anyone who, in their work,
consciously attempts to better other people’s lives.

Increasingly, people who work in home and personal services in
Europe are migrants who enjoy few rights. Some discussions of com-
mercial sex are just beginning to reflect this sea-change, an acknow-
ledgement that the traditional debate about whether ‘prostitution’ is
violence or work does not address the hundreds of thousands of illegal
migrants earning money in this sector. Overwhelmingly, however,
media, academic, government and most NGO voices either infantilise
these migrants or ignore their existence.

Sex at the Margins examines current ideas about this phenomenon of
travel and work, demonstrating the discursive gaps and silences  through
which poorer and undocumented people slip, especially women who
sell sex. Usually, these slippages are blamed on abstractions – society,
the state – but this book argues that those declaring themselves to be
helpers actively reproduce the marginalisation they condemn. I aim to
connect domains usually treated separately – studies of migrations and
service work, the sex industry, feminism, philanthropy and social
projects – to show that these separations cannot be justified once all the
cards are on the table.

I began to brood about this topic fifteen years ago while working in
Latin America and the Caribbean as an educator with adults, including
women and men who sold sex. Many were thinking of travelling to work
in Europe or had already returned from there, or they had friends and
family working abroad. Trips were a common topic of conversation
everywhere: trying one’s luck abroad, making money, seeing the world,
meeting new people, learning new things. As part of my NGO job, I
talked with families of daughters selling domestic and sex services
abroad. I wrote a proposal for education for travellers, an interesting
project we framed as ‘capacity-building’, aimed at averting the most
drastic kind of problems confronted by poorer people who travel to
Europe. However, the European funder’s desire to discourage migration
forced us to reduce the proposal to a single aspect: psychological
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support for traumatised returnees. Similarly, when a funder com-
missioned a film on the experiences of migrant women in Holland, the
result was a nightmare vision of police raids, client violence, economic
desperation and social shame.7 The film was shown widely to poor
women, who were invariably sceptical about the melodrama.All of them
knew people who were successful in their working travels to Europe,
whether they sold sex or not. In an attempt to understand why funders
viewed the situation as they did, I spent a year in several European
capitals, talking with people in a number of NGOs and with migrants
themselves. Later, I enrolled for a Master’s degree and carried out
ethnographic field work in Madrid among outreach projects and
migrants selling sex in the street.8

Taken together, these experiences showed me that how people on the
southwestern side of the Atlantic talked about their own trips had little
in common with European ways of talking, and this is still mainly true.
The crux of the difference concerns autonomy: whether travellers are
perceived to have quite a lot versus little or none at all. I decided to try
to find out how this difference comes about and what it is made of, but
where I expected to find theory to enlighten me, I found little: either
the whole problematic was reduced to a few simplistic concepts, or they
were ignored.Thus when I looked at work in the fields of migration and
diaspora studies people selling sex were not there (until extremely
recently), migrant women from poor countries being figured as
domestic workers and migrant men as engaged in construction and
agriculture. Studies of services, the concept usually invoked to describe
migrant women’s work, omitted sex. There was a new area,
‘trafficking’, which dealt with the criminal aspects of the worst kind of
migration and could not be imposed on all migrants. People selling sex
were dealt with and normalised in AIDS research, but there the interest
was reduced to condom use and other aspects of ‘risk behaviour’.
Nowhere did I find these migrants treated as having a range of interests,
occupations and desires – as being people who read newspapers, cook,
go to church, films and parties or who count themselves as activists in
any political or social cause. At the beginning, then, I was dealing with
absences and silences, except in one area.

Within feminist theory, a hyper-production of writings existed on
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the concept of ‘prostitution’, repetitively arguing about whether or not
it is always and intrinsically violent and exploitative. In this literature, it
was common for each side to do little more than criticise the other.
There were also scores of research studies about women who sell sex in
the street, tending always to try to explain why in the world they did it,
the assumption being that it was uniquely perverse and devastating.
With few exceptions, this large literature, including epidemiological
and health-promotion research, time and again arrived at the same
conclusions. Descriptive studies seemed more open-minded but often
concentrated on a specific locale or epoch (‘female sex work in
Calcutta’,‘prostitution in belle époque New Orleans’), and this specificity
could not be extrapolated to current migrant subjects.

I wanted to know about the abundant social programming aimed at
helping these migrants. Given the lack of information, the incoherence
of so much social action was not surprising. But why had social agents
not come up with their own theories, based on their experiences? Are
they so caught up in their projects that they do not stop to measure the
effects on the people they want to help? By and large, they accept the
‘prostitution’ discourse – and the ‘prostitute’ as victim – as fact, not as
social construction. From there, they position themselves as benevolent
helpers, in what seems to them to be a natural move.Through historical
research, I found that this self-positioning began at a time in European
history when interest was awakened in the art of government and the
welfare of the governed. Those who were concerned, the growing
middle class, saw themselves as peculiarly suited to help, control, advise
and discipline the unruly poor, including their sexual conduct. I
speculated that examination of this impulse to control during the period
when the modern sense of ‘prostitution’ was produced would help
explain what goes on today, and my historical research did prove that
early, proto-feminist concepts relied on notions of helping and saving
that go some way to explain social programming today.

In my field work, I found that the theorising, with its silences and
fixations, can be understood as the desire first to know and then to
control people whose activities are considered deviant.The focus I bring
to this study belongs to a postcolonial framework that questions
missions to help non-Europeans, particularly the maternalistic tradition
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– even when it is called feminist – to rescue non-European and poorer
women.

This book argues that social helpers consistently deny the agency of
large numbers of working-class migrants, in a range of theoretical and
practical moves whose object is management and control: the exercise
of governmentality. The journeys of women who work in the sex
industry are treated as involuntary in a victimising discourse known as
‘trafficking’, while the experiences of men and transgenders who sell
sex are ignored.The work of migrant women in Europe, not only in sex
but in housework and caring, is mostly excluded from government
regulation and accounts, leaving these workers socially invisible.
Migrants working in the informal sector are treated as passive subjects
rather than as normal people looking for conventional opportunities,
conditions and pleasures, who may prefer to sell sex to their other
options.The victim identity imposed on so many in the name of helping
them makes helpers themselves disturbingly important figures.
Historical research demonstrates how this victimising and the
concomitant assumption of importance by middle-class women, which
began two centuries ago, was closely linked to their carving out of a new
employment sphere for themselves through the naming of a project to
rescue and control working-class women.

Sex at the Margins portrays social agents’ current practices in services,
education, outreach, publications, conferences and policy-making, and
shows how they perpetuate a constructed class – ‘prostitute’ – which
justifies their actions and serves an isolationist immigration policy.
When possible, I let the words of those who sell sex describe their own
experiences; the translations of testimonies not originally in English are
mostly my own.

I hope that this book will be of interest to both non-academic and
academic readers. For the former, I have taken out the insistent citation
behaviour required by the latter; for the latter, I have preserved the
references in notes at the end of each chapter.

I have found the concept of discourse extremely helpful. The dis-
course on a subject refers to a language or way of talking that develops,
through use, a series of conventions and becomes institutionalised
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through use.The discourse defines the socially accepted, mainstream or
apparently official version, the version that seems obvious or natural.At
the same time, this discourse always leaves out experiences and points of
view that do not fit, silencing difference and producing unease in those
who do not see themselves included.To understand the concept of dis-
course is to remember that what we say about any given subject is always
constructed, and there are only partial truths.

N O T E S

1 This argument is developed in Agustín 2002a.
2 Almodóvar 1999
3 Hannah Godfrey, The Observer (UK),19 January 2003
4 Kate Holt, The Observer (UK), 3 February 2002
5 Donna Hughes, National Review Online,1 May 2006
6 NGO is the general term for an array of projects large and small, also known as charities,

non-profit organisations, foundations, etc. They may provide direct services, do
research, publish and/or fund other projects.

7 Krom 1993
8 Agustín 1999a
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The story begins with ideas about migration, because social helping
projects classify people according to labels, such as ‘migrant domestic
worker’ or ‘migrant prostitute’. I begin with notions of travel in
general, because so much stigmatising and bad publicity derives from
wrong impressions about what people are doing when they leave home
to work.

Migrancy is at best a temporary identity, referring to a stage of life
when people are in transit. Migrants are often assumed to have moved
from their country with the intention of settling down in another, but
research shows that some who think they are leaving for good actually
return, others never consider their journey to be other than temporary
no matter how long it lasts, and some who settle abroad still feel
permanently uprooted, meaning that physical location and even legal
status are not good indicators of affiliation to a migrant identity.
Societies on the receiving end want newcomers to ‘integrate’, which
depends on migrants’ desires and abilities to adapt, assimilate and lose an
identification with migrancy. Yet receivers make this difficult by
constantly finding migrants lacking in necessary skills and culture and
making legality and security hard to acquire.

So it seems to me that these travellers have in common a process, not
an identity: they have all left their countries and they have to earn
money to live.When a particular group of them is treated sensationally
in the press or defined as needing to be rescued, the difference is not in

2
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the people themselves but in how they are supposed to have arrived and
how they are making a living. Jobs selling sex form part of a vast,
unregulated, unprotected, informal economic sector. Migrants engage
in many other commercial activities, such as selling leather goods, silk
scarves and sunglasses on the street, that are also unrecognised and
uncontrolled, but these provoke neither the passionate desire to help nor
a scandalised media gaze.The association with sex overwhelmingly affects
how migrants are treated, excluding them from migration studies and
stories, disqualifying them as travellers and workers, and constructing
them as passive objects forced to work and travel in ways they never
wanted.

Theories of tourism and migration are changing, in part because of
this kind of ambiguous situation. Rather than surveying them
exhaustively, I expose odd silences in the theories to reveal a story
common to all, in which migrants are considered separate, uncreative
and unsophisticated. In this metanarrative, leisure is considered an
aspect of western modernity that facilitates tourism, which is character-
ised by the absence of work, while migration is undertaken by less
modern people impelled by identifiable causes to leave home. The
tourism and pleasure seeking of people from ‘developing’ societies
rarely figures, as though migration and tourism (and working and
tourism) were mutually exclusive. Why should the travels to work of
people from less wealthy countries be supposed to differ fundamentally
from those of Europeans?  To answer this, I examine concepts of labour
migration and the so-called feminisation of migration, as well as theories
of global flows and transnationalism.

The particular travel I’m looking at involves women, men and trans-
genders who work in personal and home services in Europe. Since many
people do more than one of these jobs, I don’t attempt to keep them
separate and later show that the boundaries between them cannot be
maintained. I also blur the line between men’s and women’s migra-
tions, since migrant men from the third world are often presented as
feminised, vulnerable and victimised and because they work in service
jobs, too. On the other hand, I pay more attention to women, not
because there are not many transgenders and men in the situations
discussed, but because women provoke the scandal. For this reason, I
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closely examine concepts of ‘trafficking’, an account of women’s travel
that ties it up with the sale of sex.

I have carried out several kinds of field work during my nearly fifteen
years of study. In the area of the México–US border known as The Valley,
near Brownsville and Matamoros, I did participatory action research
with a group of migrants from Central America, Cuba and México who
were applying for political asylum in the US.At the suggestion of one of
them, residents in a Roman Catholic refuge taped the stories of their
journeys, beginning with the complex and sometimes desperate
situations they were living in before they left.1 In the Dominican
Republic, I interviewed people living on remittances from women
working in Europe. I did research among migrant women selling sex in
Spain.2 Apart from these more formal situations, I have been making
friends with people trying to travel to work for decades, all over Latin
America and the Caribbean, and talking with migrants all over Europe,
not only from Latin America but also from West Africa, Eastern Europe
and countries of the former Soviet Union. Some of these felt they were
victims and were living in shelters.

Travel and Travellers to Europe

On the European continent, the desire to make a European Union
places emphasis on what defines a member, a European, as opposed to a
non-member, outsider, non-European. In matters of culture, there is
considerable tension between a project to mark out Europe as an entity
and efforts to conserve and protect particular national identities from
outside influence. The current drive toward pan-European policies
means members would like to agree on a single immigration policy, but
all have complicated migration histories, and several had or have
colonial dependencies. Members perceived to have inadequate border
controls (like Spain) or to be too liberal towards migrants (like Holland)
are under pressure to ‘close up’ their borders better.These divergences
of policy do not apply when the outsiders are called tourists.

Tourism 

For several decades now, tourism has been a major source of income for
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some European countries, and others consider it to be their future
economic salvation. Tourists are generally defined as people who have
time and money to spend on leisure and who journey somewhere to do
it: they travel for pleasure. Many scholars define tourism through the
absence of work. For Erik Cohen, ‘tourism only remains functional so
long as it does not become central to the individual’s biography, his life-
plan and aspirations’.3 So tourists are believed to leave their regular jobs
behind to indulge consciously in not working, the word vacation referring
to vacant time.

Despite these ideas, European tourism advertises itself as not only
pleasurable but educational, and some tourists are said to be doing hard
work, arriving with long lists of items to be seen and appreciated, in
pressed and crowded conditions, at a high cost and without necessarily
having a very good time. But though seeing the world may be
educational, it is not a necessity, so tourists are not considered to be on
the brink of making important life decisions, acting under duress or
intending to stay, characteristics associated with refugees, exiles and
migrants.

Most of the concepts developed in the sociology of tourism are
masculine. Since women have been theorised as experiencing space and
time differently from men, much of what defines tourism may change as
more information on women’s tourism comes in. Many women have
different ideas about work, too, so the positioning of tourism as Other
to work may change. I believe the dichotomy work/no work is
misleading and that there are multiple forms of travel that have aspects
of both. Deconstruction of this taken-for-granted duo allows me to
make postcolonial and class analyses of various themes involved.

Returning the gaze

John Urry gives us the concept of the tourist gaze,4 which, like other
gazes, has been called peculiarly male. Some claim that flâneurs,
wandering urban observers in the nineteenth century, could only have
been men.5 Laura Mulvey theorises the male gaze as a visual power held
by male spectators, particularly in relation to female objects: ‘pleasure
in looking [as] split between active/male and passive/female’ in
patriarchal society (in reference to the idea of scopophilia, the pleasure
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of looking at other people’s bodies).6 While work guiding film,
photography and other visual arts suggests the gaze’s inherent mascu-
linity, there is no evidence that disempowered or oppressed women and
men do not also gaze, or gaze back, at the eyes that make them objects.
For Malek Alloula, writing of French postcard photos of undressed
Algerian women:

These veiled women are not only an embarrassing enigma to the
photographer but an outright attack upon him. It must be believed
that the feminine gaze . . . is a little like . . . the photographic lens that
takes aim at everything . . . Thrust in the presence of a veiled woman,
the photographer feels photographed; having himself become an
object-to-be-seen, he loses initiative: he is dispossessed of his own
gaze.7

Leonore Davidoff, writing of the long-lasting love between a
nineteenth-century English gentleman, Arthur Munby, and a domestic
servant, Hannah Cullwick, shows the essential equality of their desires
and how Hannah changed her social destiny even while exaggerating her
role of grimy cleaner.8 Katherine Frank notes that ‘men’s interactions in
strip clubs are with women who look back at them, from the stages
(“Remember to make eye contact!” managers urged)’.9 These are all
examples of how people in disempowered and overtly sexist situations
assert agency, take action, resist.

The modern tourist gaze is usually associated with Europeans, but
travellers like Flora Tristán (1840, Perú) and Domingo Sarmiento
(1849, Argentina) wrote extensive counter-accounts of the peculiar
habits of Europeans. Sarmiento describes how he caused Paris crowds to
form by staring, flâneur-like, at cracks in walls and wonders how these
French could possibly be the same people that made the revolutions of
1780 and 1830:

What Humboldt saw in the jungles and pampas, Sarmiento sees in the
shops of the Rue Vivienne, the collections of the Jardin des Plantes,
the museums, galleries, bookstores, and restaurants . . . 10

Being less modern, in the European sense, does not impede travellers
from gazing, questioning and joking about aspects of modernity, nor
does it exclude them from engaging in tourism.
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Hybrid Categories: Tourists that Work 
and Working Travellers

Travellers are sometimes said to seek exotic, intellectualised or esoteric
trips untypical of tourists.11 Some travellers say their trips are
unplanned, open-ended and longer than tourists’, and that they work
along the way. They are proud of not travelling in groups, of spending
little money, of trying to speak local languages, of meeting local people
and appreciating ‘real culture’ more than tourists supposedly do:

[W]e experienced the country in a totally different way than a Tourist.
A Tourist wants to observe and experience only the best of the
culture.A Traveler travels with humility and respect of the culture . . .
While working with the people we made friendships with them. By
doing that we are immediately connected . . . and always will be.12

Many travellers who position their experiences as more authentic than
tourists’ and want to ‘interact with the culture’ get jobs. Unless they are
wealthy, they need to make money if their travels continue long enough,
whether they call themselves vagabond, beach bum, drifter or travel
writer. Combining travel and work is perhaps a hybrid form of tourism,
indicating that the supposed contradiction between leisure and work is
not true.

Business travellers engage in tourism while travelling, their expense
accounts increasingly important to European city economies as they
entertain themselves and clients in theatres, cabarets, restaurants, bars,
sports arenas and sex clubs. Sports professionals, entertainers,
musicians and theatre companies work while touring and do tourism
when not working. Sailors, soldiers, airline and train personnel,
commercial fishermen, farm workers, long-distance truck drivers and a
variety of others travel as part of their jobs. Academics, consultants,
missionaries, ‘development’ workers, diplomats and social-sector
personnel attend conferences, do field work and provide expertise
while also seeing the sights. Explorers search for oil, minerals,
endangered species and archaeological artefacts. Many of these people
spend long periods away from home, their work lives punctuated by
leisure and tourist activities. Religious pilgrims may work and engage in
tourism on their way. And then there are the people called Roma,
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gypsies, and Travellers, whose itinerant way of life includes working
while on the road.

Many theorists distinguish between all these people and migrants on
the grounds that the latter settle: for example, ‘If the nomad can be
called the Deterritorialized par excellence, it is precisely because there is
no reterritorialization afterwards as with the migrant.’13 People from
wealthier countries who decide to settle abroad are often called expat-
riates, not migrants, or émigrés, which may imply politically motivated
self-exile.14 In comparison with postmodern, first-world, innovative
individuals, migrants are made to seem earthbound and barely modern.

What and Who Is a Migrant?

In 2005, the UN estimated that only 3 per cent of the world’s population
were migrants (191 million) and that 30–40 million might be
unauthorised (undocumented). They also estimated unauthorised
migrants in Europe in 1998 to be around 3 million, but the Migration
Policy Institute’s estimate is 7–8 million. Some figures also state that
‘illegals’ are 10–15 per cent of migrants already present in Europe and
20–30 per cent of those entering it.15

The combination Europe migration until fairly recently referred to
Europeans who left to colonise other parts of the world, either as immi-
grants or during inter-European wars and ethnic conflicts. Since World
War Two, this situation has reversed, with European countries receiving
ever more migrants. Since the 1980s, economic booms in Europe and
the disarticulation of ‘iron curtain’ countries have promoted mobility.16

Most governments publish statistics not on immigrants per se but only
on different statuses related to immigration, such as visas, work permits
and municipal registrations; official countings of ‘migrant workers’
inevitably include only people with legal status. Statistics depend on how
calculations are done, and results can vary widely. The attempt to
distinguish legal from illegal or unauthorised is, furthermore, too crude
to be useful.The figures cited above illustrate the muddle.

Categories of unrecorded, or inadequately recorded, labour migrants
include EU nationals such as posted workers, transit migrants of all
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nationalities, suitcase traders from different countries of origin, the
self-employed,‘forced’ migrants and hidden migration including clan-
destine movements. Additional statistical definitional problems arise
from the equation of unrecorded as illegal, and with the many out-
standing areas of unharmonised legislation on migration across
Europe. ‘Category switching’, the movement of an individual over
time between different administrative categories and legal statuses,
further complicates the question of obtaining up-to-date data on
recorded migration.17

Statistics in general must be understood as constructions, not truth,
deriving as they do from labels and methods that reflect subjective
visions.18 Statistics coming from countries left behind are also skewed:

[The usual data] refer to legal labor migration and only to that part
which is officially recorded as overseas employment migration.They
do not cover women who leave a country for reasons other than work
(most commonly tourism and education) but in fact end up working
at the destination nor women who leave or enter a country illegally,
not going through border check points, also to work as migrants.
When undocumented or illegal flows are also considered, both the
numbers and proportions of women are likely to be much higher.19

These various confusions in terms cause misunderstandings.Theories
of migration have tended to concentrate on why people move to new
countries, some focusing on international structural conditions such as
recomposition of capital (for example, in export trading zones) or
globalisation of markets, others on the national policy level or on house-
hold units, and still others on wage differentials between countries.
Migration is described as caused by the desire to make better money, by
loss of land, by recruitment by employers abroad, by flight from
violence, persecution and war, by the need to reunite with family, and by
the ‘feminisation of poverty’. None of these causes is exclusive, and no
single condition guarantees that someone will migrate. Nevertheless,
migrations are commonly discussed in terms of ‘push–pull factors’.
Armed conflict and loss of farms may push people away from home,
while labour shortage and favourable immigration policy may pull them
elsewhere: the basic concept is unarguable, but it also envisions migrants
as acted upon, leaving little room for desire, aspiration, anxiety or other
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states of the soul. In contrast, first-world travellers are imagined to be
modern individuals searching for ways to realise themselves.

One sign of changing discourses is the gradual abandonment of the
distinction between emigrate and immigrate, which depends on two
easily separable standpoints deriving from distinct events: the definitive
leaving of a country (emigration), and the arrival in another with the
intention of staying (immigration). Immigration was traditionally
viewed as a masculine project, according to a generation of scholars
trying to inject gender into research and analysis.

Commentators also try to distinguish migrants from refugees, who
are imagined to have no desire to leave but to be abruptly forced to go by
disasters, fighting, persecution. The United Nations High Commission
for Refugees grants refugee status to people fleeing from selected situa-
tions, failing to recognise many similar situations (for example, armed
conflicts not considered ‘war’ because rebels are not acknowledged by
governments).

The arbitrary nature of these categories and the assigning of people to
nation states constitutes a form of international biopolitics, a means of
controlling populations.20 According to nations’ statuses (first-world,
poor, at war, non-European), governments decide whether to label
people migrants, refugees, guest workers, tourists, students or business
travellers; according to which label is assigned, the traveller is subject to
more or fewer rights and obligations.

Against the determinism that produces poor people as shunted about
by purely external factors, Saskia Sassen writes:

If it were true ... that the flow of immigrants and refugees was simply
a matter of individuals in search of better opportunities in a richer
country, then the growing population and poverty in much of the
world would have created truly massive numbers of poor invading
highly developed countries, a great indiscriminate flow of human
beings from misery to wealth.This has not been the case. Migrations
are highly selective processes; only certain people leave, and they
travel on highly structured routes to their destinations, rather than
gravitate blindly toward any rich country they can enter.21

‘Only certain people leave’ applies in places of violence and crop failure
as well as in urban ghettos. The question of who becomes a migrant is
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deeper than traditional theorising suggests and can even be viewed as
‘individual resistance by way of physical relocation’.22 But the predomi-
nant discourse concentrates on economic factors, especially work, and,
as such, is gendered:

The underlying assumption in studies of migration has been the male
pauper – a single or married male who looks forward to amassing
capital with which to return to his native country.Thus, the corollary
assumption has been that it is males who typically make the decision
to migrate and that females follow.23

Women do, of course, migrate for family reasons, as men do, but
statistics estimating that women constitute more than half of migrants in
the past few decades cannot be explained by the desire of family
members to join each other. Men’s decisions to travel are generally (and
seriously) understood to evolve over time, the product of their normal
masculine ambition to get ahead through work. But when women
decide to travel, commentators search for reasons. The desire to be
more independent, see the world, make money and travel is not
gendered. A recent UN report found that women who accept the
challenge of migration worldwide are increasingly motivated by the
desire for personal betterment as well as, or even rather than, by family
responsibilities – yet also send a large proportion of their salaries home
and become the principal sources of family income.24

Although statistics show that in many areas of Europe other European
migrants still predominate, the word migrant is generally used to signify
non-Europeans. Ambiguity arises also because migrants now ‘assimi-
lated’, or who have become European citizens, are sometimes included
and sometimes not in both popular definitions and official censuses.

The Concept of Labour Migrations

In formal discussions of labour markets, classic economic and demo-
graphic concepts and dichotomies prevail: legal and illegal workers,
formal and informal sectors, the real market and the black market, and,
in Europe, Community and non-Community states. These constructed
concepts25 fail to describe large numbers of job searches, jobs and
workers. If the divisions between tourism and working travel are fuzzy,
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those that attempt to classify labour migrations are even less clear.
Governments may organise labour migrations, conceiving them as

temporary. In Europe, examples include Algerian migrations to French
factory work and Turkish migrations through the German guestworker
system. In such programmes, states actively recruit workers and control
their stays with permits that may prohibit changing jobs.26 But formal
programmes describe only a small portion of labour migrations,
omitting even the movements of individuals to take up legal jobs when
they undertake them independently. And, of course, many or most
people actually called migrants arrive without a concrete job offer,
although someone may have told them a job is available. State discourses
on immigration, social services and social integration describe migrants
as always seeking legality, but job seekers often expect to work in
informal or illegal jobs, even though they know they can never
regularise their status this way. Migrants are excluded when their
professional qualifications are not recognised across country borders,
with the result that trained and experienced dentists or teachers end up
driving taxis and doing manicures. Some countries impose quotas on
how many professional licences may go to non-natives, and many
countries simply do not allow even experienced migrants to apply for
many posts, keeping these for their own citizens, who continually worry
that migrants will steal good jobs.

For jobs to be considered legal, employment must be recognised by
official government accounting as part of the formal economy. Legal
migrant workers possess work permits and corresponding visas. Quasi-
regular situations arise when migrants work in the formal sector without
a work permit or work in jobs for which no work permit exists. Large
numbers of migrants who intend to look for jobs arrive in Europe on
tourist visas, which by definition prohibit them from earning money.27

The informal economy is also called underground, hidden, cash,
black, grey, shadow, irregular, subterranean and twilight, and
encompasses all areas not included in government accounts, which
does not mean that the regular economy of capitalism is ‘wholly
formal’.28The artificial dichotomy formal/informal obscures more than
it reveals, and the range of income-generating occupations excluded
from accounting is too wide to be coherent: do-it-yourself work, selling
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without a licence, guarding parking spaces, bet running, providing bed-
and-breakfast, begging, selling home-grown produce or cooked food,
drug dealing and supplying places to use drugs, unlicensed taxi services,
loans, pawn and check-cashing services, carpentry and construction
services, selling sex, ‘pimping’ and other protection services, sports
coaching, card-sharking, running dice or shell games or neighbourhood
card and chess games, cleaning windshields, dog walking, childcare,
street and party entertainment, car repair, home computer help,
messenger services, manufacture of pirated products, language teaching
and homework tutoring: the list is long and ranges from small-time
infractions to more important ones, which also include smuggling,
embezzlement, robbery, burglary and fabricating false documents.29

Some of these occupations resemble formal-sector activities but do
not fulfil local regulations; some are forms of tax evasion or money
laundering; some are crimes that require a victim; others fit definitions
of alternative or solidarity economies (mutual aid, community projects,
voluntary work, self-help) and household economies where women and
children are expected to go unpaid. Legal citizens also perform these
jobs.When the informal sector is criticised, blame goes to those selling,
but those who buy are equal participants. Informal work often comes
about as the only available way to earn a living:

Anna . . . worked in a hairdressing salon until it was taken over by a
Spanish man, who told her he would have to hire Spanish people.
Now she works informally as a hair stylist, visiting customers in their
homes. All her customers are British and pay her with cash. These
women have not chosen informal work within their own ethnic niche
as a preference, or as a means of avoiding integration. It is merely a
way of earning an income where formal employment is not an
option.30

Thinking about a first-world character is instructive. Somehow, Anna
has travelled from Britain to Spain, where she needs to make money.
Because of the bureaucratic requirements surrounding work in the formal
sector, she must work informally. To describe Anna as doing something
wrong, all travel outside one’s country of passport would have to be
limited to tourism or business, which would require hundreds of thou-
sands of people to abandon their second homes in other countries.
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Technically, when Anna works for cash she is doing wrong, but how many
people would blame her? And if Anna is excused, why should a
Moroccan or Romanian not be?

The popular prejudice that informal activities are criminal and caused
by migrants is mistaken. Sassen sees the informal economy as ‘a
necessary outgrowth of advanced capitalism’,31 and Ruggiero shows
how the entrepreneurial activities of many people, including illegal
migrants, are interlaced in informal economies; he asks whether ‘the
official rhetoric is part of what organizational theory would term as
manifest goals, . . . destined to be ignored because they are inoperative’.32

Many legal citizens spend their lives in the social margins, engaging in
activities not considered crimes. Both Prince Charles and Prime Minister
Thatcher, for example, claimed that the existence of an irregular eco-
nomy proved that ‘the British are not work shy’.33 Bureaucratic processes
involved in becoming legal can be overwhelming and trigger investi-
gations inconvenient to numerous people.And then, some people prefer
a more marginal life, avoiding taxes, enjoying independence or taking
pleasure in the company and lifestyles found away from the centre.

European policies promote the idea that migrants can be easily
divided into legal and illegal, in terms of how they travelled and got their
jobs, but a German example shows otherwise:

There is more than anecdotal evidence that the different ways in
which people from the East can legally obtain employment in
Germany constitute bridges for undocumented workers ... both
employers and employees often benefit from overstaying. In addition,
the more people there are coming and going, the greater the
opportunity to spread information in sending regions about the
destination country in general and about the structure of job
opportunities.34

Travelling and working people who have correct documents mix with
others who do not, often with the help, collusion, tolerance and for the
convenience of regular citizens in states with restrictive policies.

Women are disproportionately represented in informal economies
worldwide, predominating in domestic service, sweatshop labour, home
piecework, export processing zones, caring jobs and commercial sex.
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Globalisation theorists link the growth of production, commerce and
finance with the increase in women’s participation on the production
side, and note that migration is often the only way for women to get
jobs.35 Although there have been complaints of a lack of interest in
working women within migration studies,36 migrant domestic and
caring workers are currently the subject of considerable research.
Migrants working in the sex industry, however, are usually ignored, as in
the generalisation ‘the domestic sector is the only economic sector that
employs a large number of female immigrants from developing
countries’.37 Alternatively, those selling sex are minimised, as in the
statement ‘quantitatively this sector is far less important then the migra-
tion of domestic workers’,38 though no reliable numbers are available
for people who sell sex. Scholars of the sex industry estimate migrant
workers there to be equal to numbers of migrant domestics. Again,
statistics  may not be used to prove these points.

‘Feminisation’ and Gender in Migration

References to the feminisation of migration are now routine, but
although migrant women are believed to outnumber migrant men in
Europe, proof is impossible, since so many of the people involved are
undocumented. For the process-word feminisation to make sense, one
must believe that previous to recent history, women did not migrate in
great numbers. It has been said that ‘histories of travel make it clear that
women have never had the same access to the road as men’,39 but several
kinds of research disprove this idea.40 One study of European migration
examined 7,000 English life-histories covering 1660 to 1730, finding
that more than three-quarters of country women left their villages, in
greater numbers than men.All types of migrations were included, from
inter-parish to long-distance.41 A very different kind of study, carried
out in Africa to determine the geographic range of sex-related DNA,
revealed that male chromosomes tend to be more localised.This points
to a rate of female migration eight times higher than male, owing to
traditional practices of patrilocality, under which brides move to their
husbands’ houses: patrilocality is a common practice worldwide, and in
countries with enormous populations.42 Two sets of data from the UN
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show that women and girls have constituted a large proportion of all
international migrants for many decades: in 1960 at least 47 of every
100, in 1998, 48, in 2000, 49.Talk of a significant change in recent years
is not substantiated.43

Industrialised countries’ shift to a service economy while moving
manufacturing to ‘developing’ countries contributes to an increase of
jobs for the ‘type of worker represented by immigrant women ... gender
cannot be considered in isolation of these structural arrangements ...
whether within their countries of origin or outside’. 44 In addition, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) has, since the late 1970s, imposed
policies of ‘structural adjustment’ on third-world countries that seek
loans or want to refinance debts. Structural adjustment policies mandate
severe cuts in government spending, and social programming is always
cut first. Women, who predominate in the social sector, lose jobs – as
teachers, hospital workers and social workers, as well as support
personnel such as cleaners and secretaries. Structural adjustment
policies are also often blamed for the disintegration of families and the
migration of women looking for incomes far from home. In the case of
the Philippines and Sri Lanka, official government programmes facilitate
women’s going abroad on contracts to do domestic work, while the bulk
of their earnings are sent back home.

Migrants describe how economic factors influence their decisions to
leave home:

The alternative would have been working for one of your Italian firms
that have come to Albania to exploit our work.Two years ago, when I
left home, a worker in one of your shoe factories made 150,000 lire a
month [C= 77]. A woman, half that amount. I don’t understand why
Italy is amazed if young Albanians come here to try to make money
the fastest way possible. Girls like me in one evening earn 800,000
lire [C= 413] and sometimes more than a million. Should we be making
shoes for 150,000 lire a month? (Albanian woman in Italy)45

You work, work, work and then they don’t pay you, because there’s
no money. For example, I worked in an ashtray factory, and when
there was no money to pay me they said ‘take ashtrays’, 100 ashtrays.
So? Can you eat ashtrays? (Ukrainian woman in Spain)46

Giving economic need as the ‘reason’ for selling sell sex can also be a
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performance of ‘poverty’ that listeners will accept as an excuse for
immoral activity.47 However, migrants’ reasons cannot be reduced to
economics only:

I worked in a company, but they were letting people go. I had
problems with my children’s father, he mistreated me, he threatened
me, they were going to fire me. I have a sister who’s a resident here
.. . I came with the money they gave me when they threw me out of
work. (Ecuadorian woman in Spain)48

I separated [from my husband] and then began to work in my city in a
[sex] club . . . Since the work was hard, I said to myself, I’m going to
go far away . . . to Spain, because I had a friend here and my mother
came years ago and stayed five years . . . My friend helped me come
and my mother helped with the money for the ticket. (Brazilian
woman in Spain)49

Before, I just want to stay in my province, but then I found out there
was something else in life . . . I did not even know there was such a
thing as a lamp ... then I had experience with a light you could simply
plug in . . . now that I have lived in the city, I do not think I could live
in the province any more. (Filipina migrant in Manila)50

Pleasure and desire for travel enter into the migration project:

Sometimes I enjoy working, I can travel and see beautiful places. I can
go to nice restaurants. I enjoy that the Turkish men view us as
desirable. (Ukrainian woman in Turkey)51

When you work a lot in one place then you . . . get tired of the clients
. . . Even though it will be the same, you imagine another place with
other people, and then you come to life inside . . . I go to another
country, another city. Lately I live between Mallorca and Barcelona
.. . In summer I always go to Mallorca to spend a little time with my
son. (Latin American woman in Spain)52

Women are widely considered the least demanding workforce

for all the stereotypical reasons: lower labor costs; manual dexterity;
greater tolerance of and better performance in repetitive and mono-
tonous tasks; reliability; patience; low expectations and lack of
employment alternatives; a willingness to put up with dead-end jobs;
higher voluntary quitting rates; and so on.53
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So the fact that women predominate overwhelmingly in poorly paid or
unprotected labour is usually treated as unremarkable.

What we see at work here is a series of processes that valorize and over-
valorize certain types of outputs, workers, firms and sectors, and
devalorize others. Does the fact of gendering, for example, the
devaluing of female-typed jobs, facilitate these processes of
devalorization? We cannot take devalorization as a given: devalor-
ization is a produced outcome.54

Mirjana Morokvasíc considers that the general lack of surprise at
women’s undemanding ways and concentration in unprestigious
sectors comes about because no one considers their paid employment
their primary role – neither themselves nor their employers; their
wages are considered complementary.55 Although more and more
information exists on female migrants as protagonists of their own
lives and family heads, policy and discourse are mostly stuck in the
past, perpetuating the dichotomy of ‘males producing and females
reproducing’.56

Within migration studies, therefore, a specialisation has arisen
concerned with examining issues of gender: not only to pay attention to
women but to compare women with men and to investigate why ideas
about their travels to work do not enter mainstream discourse. Of
course, we know that women do not form a homogeneous group: their
experiences are mediated by class, colour, nationality, age and so on, and
what happens to a migrant in one place might not happen to her or him in
another. Pierette Hondagneu-Sotelo writes that feminist concerns with
gender used to focus on the domestic arena, while a more integrated
gender perspective looks at everything from ‘ethnic enclave businesses’
to ‘hometown associations’.57 Maintaining that gender is still not given its
due in mainstream migration circles, Sarah Mahler and Patricia Pessar
propose a framework called ‘gendered geographies of power’, to study
gendered identities and relations across borders, along ‘multiple axes of
difference’ and across ‘sociospatial scales – from the body to the globe’.58

Nicola Piper suggests that the gender-and-migration concept needs to be
‘integrated into a larger socio-economic and cultural context of men–
women relations and women-to-women.’59This is a field in flux.
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Ways of Leaving and Arriving 

Until recently, there was little concern with how individuals migrate.
Now, however, as wealthy countries increasingly aim to tighten border
controls and keep out irregular travellers, research is proliferating.This
material reveals the abundant, creative methods that migrants and inter-
mediaries use to evade official checks; it does not validate stereotypes of
large-scale gangs as major actors in the ‘smuggling’ of humans (defined
as helping people get into countries illegally). Many of these studies have
centred on women who sell sex, but they demonstrate that all informal
migrations share basic characteristics; researchers mostly view people
who facilitate these travels as service providers.60

To come to Europe, people have two basic choices: to enter as a
tourist or temporary traveller, with an appropriate visa, or to enter with
a job offer and official working papers in hand.The latter being difficult,
many people get in with a tourist visa whose term they are prepared to
violate by simply staying on. However, even obtaining a tourist visa can
be next to impossible for citizens of many countries, or may require
years of waiting. Or the potential tourist-migrant may be able to get a
visa but not have the money to buy tickets and survive while looking for
work. So would-be travellers commonly seek help from intermediaries
(known as travel agents, coyotes, snakeheads, prestamistas) who sell
information, services and documents.When travellers cannot afford to
buy these outright, they go into debt.Those who sell these services are
often family members, old friends, tourist acquaintances, independent
entrepreneurs or any combination of these, and they may play a minimal
part or offer a whole travel package linking them closely to the migrant
at every step of the way. Marriage may be part of the deal.

Services offered for money include the provision of passports, visas,
changes of identity and work permits, as well as advice on how to look
and act in interviews with immigration officials, police and other
authorities (at the border, at airports, on trains and buses, in the street),
the loan of money to show upon entry to a country as a tourist, pick-up
services at airports, transportation to other countries or to pre-
arranged lodgings and contact with potential employers.These services
are not difficult to find in countries where out-travel has become
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normal; in many countries, formal-sector travel agents offer these
informal services.

In Trujillo there are international travel agencies, and some of the
people who work there know the ways out of Perú . . . he says ‘Look,
I’ll take you to Spain in a roundabout way’ .. . then you give him the
money . . . but if you can’t get in, and the police deport you, you can’t
get your money back . . . Then you go to an EU country, you take a
tour, then they pass you to some smugglers who bring you by land to
Spain. (Peruvian domestic worker in Spain)61

They lent me for the ticket . . . My mother signed, and if I don’t pay
they’ll take things from her house, the television, the refrigerator.
There are people who live by lending money, people leave their car,
motorcycle as collateral. (Colombian domestic worker in Spain)62

Hari-prar arranged my illegal documents. It took him months, many
trips to Chandigarh and Delhi, and cost me everything Prakash had
saved. My passport name, officially, was Jyoti Vijh. My date of birth
made me safely nineteen years old. ‘Otherwise, problems.’ Said the
travel advisers. All over Punjab ‘travel agents’ are willing to advise.
The longest line between two points is the least detected. (Indian
nanny in New York)63

Our research indicates that the market for human smuggling services
is in most cases not dominated by overarching mafia-like criminal
structures that have monopolised all smuggling activities from the
source to the destination country. Rather, in many regions there
exists a complex market for highly differentiated smuggling services
offered by a multitude of providers from which potential migrants
can choose.64

Travellers need these services before, during and after their journeys;
to get a safe job with decent pay and without severe labour abuses,
workers need advice, names, addresses, transport, translations,
technical and cultural information, medical references and so on. Being
involved in selling sex does not change this process.

Once I was talking with a friend and she asked if I wanted to go to
Spain. I knew why, so I said: ‘Ah, do you want to?’ . . . and I don’t
know where she met this guy, he got the papers for us, . . . the money
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and we left . . . This guy went to look for work, where are the best
places to work, where there are men . . . Because one place has a lot
of men, another doesn’t . . . I worked in Logroño a month or so, . . .
then back to Málaga . . . then I came here . . . He talked first with the
boss of this place, . . . said he was looking for work for us. (Ukrainian
woman in Spain)65

Far from being the most desperate poor, migrants need social capital –
networks and reliable information, as well as the ability to judge charac-
ter, to compare offers and to bargain.

My brother lives in Germany. I had to negotiate quite some time with
the smugglers until I knew about the safest route to get there. The
safest route proved to be the most expensive one. But for me arriving
safely was the only thing that really counted. (Turkish migrant in
Germany)66

Travellers in countries that many are trying to leave often find
themselves being sized up. Once, in a Caribbean town near beaches full
of holidaymakers, a young waiter asked me if I could help him travel to
Europe, in exchange for any kind of services I liked. My sympathy could
have led me to help with money, ideas or contacts, so becoming a link in
the chain of informal networks assisting migrations. Help may come in
many forms and unexpectedly:

In the train, one of us had to sleep with the conductor. He had
collected all our passports together – we all came illegally via Paris.
There were five of us and we’d had no border inspections. But then
the next morning one of us slept with the conductor . . . and that’s
how we came to be here. (Latin American woman in Germany)67

The entry of intermediaries into migration networks can be thought
of as a way to redress the imbalance between the number of people
seeking entry and the limited visas available:

This imbalance, and the barriers that core countries erect to keep
people out, create a lucrative economic niche for entrepreneurs and
institutions dedicated to promoting international movement for
profit, yielding a black market in migration. As this underground
market creates conditions conducive to exploitation and
victimization, voluntary humanitarian organizations also arise in
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developed countries to enforce the rights and improve the treatment
of legal and undocumented migrants.68

Considering all outsiders who insert themselves into migration
networks downplays the significance of profit-making versus charitable
intentions and the possibility that some participants may have criminal
intentions. These networks have always existed, but only with
heightened anxiety about the sex industry has the entrepreneurial side
been attacked en masse. According to the myth, travel to sell sex is
different from all other travel.

Trips to Work in the Sex Industry

In Europe, as in the rest of the world, itinerancy has long been associated
with selling sex. A myriad of vendors accompanied pilgrims and cam-
paigning soldiers,69 and people have always sold or bartered sex when
moving from the countryside to cities or from richer countries to
poorer (including Europeans who travelled to Argentina in the
nineteenth century and contemporary young Japanese women known as
‘yellow cabs’ who travel with foreigners).70 In recent times, migrants
selling sex are found travelling in every possible direction to, from and
within Europe, and networks have arisen all over the world to facilitate
finding jobs. Newcomers need to meet insiders with connections to the
sex industry, whether they charge money for information and services
or not.

Research shows that most migrants who work in the sex industry
knew from early on that their work in Europe would have a sexual
component.71 But ‘knowing beforehand’ is a poor measure of
exploitation and unhappiness, since no one can know what working
conditions will feel like in any future occupation.The sex jobs migrants
might have done or seen at home may be unlike some in Europe, such as
standing nude in a window or performing blowjobs day after day with
no other social contact with clients. Furthermore, assertions like ‘the
majority of female migrant workers finding themselves in sex-related
work migrated for work of a different nature’72 fail to understand that
interviewees may not reply truthfully to questions that require them to
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admit ‘immorality’. Besides, an honest reply can disqualify them from
the ‘victim’ status that receives help from social agents and police; as one
research team says,

The apprehended smuggled migrants that we interview usually have a
vested interest in describing themselves as hapless naïve people who
have been betrayed and cheated by powerful gangsters.73

Some intermediaries deceive migrants egregiously, as when the
package includes signing a contract whose language and foreign curren-
cies they cannot comprehend. Some overeager travellers do not investi-
gate what they are promised, and some permit false documents to be
prepared which render them vulnerable in ways they cannot imagine.

A friend proposed that I come, she knew a girl who could bring me
...You sign a note for seven million pesos [= 4,207] and they tell you
that you can pay it back working for a month.You know what you’re
going to be doing. Anyone who says she didn’t know, it’s a lie – a
married lady with children, how can she not know what she’s going
to be doing here? When you arrive, you crash, because the work is
bad and it’s a lie that the debt can be paid in a month.You talk with the
other girls and see that the debt is more than it cost the girl to bring
you. [But] I want to pay her, because she takes a risk, too, to bring you
over . . . (Colombian woman selling sex in Spain)74

Many people say that you go to Spain, you earn a thousand dollars,
you pay back your debt in one year – and finally you get here, and it’s
not like that. It takes you six months to find work, your debt is
increasing because of interest.You don’t earn a thousand dollars . . .
and you spend rent, food and all this and your stay, which was going
to be one year, becomes two, three, and you are still here.
(Dominican domestic worker in Spain)75

Often we work for a month or longer and don’t see any money. I had
worked for a month, then the woman there said to me: ‘You are
illegal. I don’t pay you.’And me, with the fear of deportation . . . and
her: ‘I’ll call the police this instant.’ (Latin American woman in
Germany)76

Some entrepreneurs take tremendous advantage of these situations,
withhold personal documents and threaten migrants and their families
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at home. Others rely on the dependency that recently arrived and dis-
oriented travellers inevitably feel or simply follow a policy of secrecy.
Migrants from any context and working in any kind of job may
encounter these abuses.

To come to Spain, my brother-in-law lent me the money. My cousin
encouraged me to come, saying that I could work as a waitress in the
bar her husband had opened. When I arrived in Pamplona, I found
that he wanted me to work in the bar, but without getting paid; he
said the bar didn’t make enough to be able to pay me. (Colombian
woman in Spain)77

[He] told me what would happen three days before departure. He
was going to get a passport and he would hold the passport and the
ticket, I should remain behind him and follow. But he did not tell me
where I was going. (Ethiopian asylum seeker in the UK)78

In some cases, deceit is total: a traveller who never thought of doing
anything sexual when accepting a trip to Europe is forced into selling
sex.

As soon as I was brought to Turin I understood that I had ended up in
a blind alley: I found myself with a ‘madam’ who ordered me onto the
sidewalk and wanted 50 million [lire] [C= 25,800]. It was a real night-
mare . . . (Nigerian woman in Italy)79

I was deceived. On arriving I began to rebel and the problems began.
The first few days they made me come down and I sat there in a chair
and wanted to throw stones at the drunks that came near me. Then
the guy told me: look, things can’t go on like this, you owe me
300,000 pesetas [C= 1,800] that you have to pay me with your work
here. Everyone owes me that money and all work to pay me it.When
you pay me, you can leave. (Colombian woman in Spain)80

Some commentators hold that all these travellers were forced, but
the concept of force must also be dismantled. Some people feel forced
who could physically escape; others start out doing other work but feel
obligated to sell sex because they will make so much more money if they
do. Women in Nairobi who were asked if they realised that sex jobs
could be dangerous, answered that they were not selling sex in order to
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live safely but to earn money and be independent.81 Migrants widely
understand that any migratory project carries with it risks and dangers;
leaving home represents a momentous life change.

To return to the provinces and to live as poorly as your parents would
be like dying. So there is no choice! You have to pay for your right to
live in the capital, to have a good job and a flat with what you have
got. With your body . . . today thousands of girls are calmly and
calculatedly selling themselves. The stupider ones do it just for
money, those with more brains and bigger plans do it for a prestigious
job and a place to live. (Russian commentator on ‘sugar daddies’ in
Moscow)82

In the beginning you have no money, nothing to eat, so you have to do
things, make some money here and there . . . There was a café on the
Martelaarsgracht where all the illegals came.You could always make
some money there, hustling, dealing. (Algerian in the Netherlands)83

Obviously, an infinite array of relationships is possible between
migrant and entrepreneur, boyfriend, sugar daddy and madam, and
there is no doubt that some of these figures talk in disagreeable ways.
‘The cargo changes every 10–15 days’ demonstrates how people-
movers may commodify their clients.84 This kind of talk is not, however,
evidence that the speakers behave violently or exploitatively. Many
researchers approach this field with the preconceived (and sorrowful)
notion that migrants have been abused, which can cause interviewees to
tell them what they expect to hear:‘sad stories’.85 The opportunism and
willingness of some migrants to steal, cheat and manipulate others is
usually ignored.

Many assume that women who live inside sex establishments have
lost all freedom, but sometimes workers prefer less free situations, for a
variety of reasons:

When you live in the club it’s cheaper, because it’s a daily rate that
you pay for food and lodging, while if you live outside you have to pay
the expenses of flat, food, transport . . . Most of the time you’re in
the bar, you save more. My sister and I finished working, went to bed
and slept as much of the day as we could to avoid expenses and to feel
that the time was passing faster. (Colombian woman in Spain)86
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No one mistreats you, except if you leave to go outside and
something could happen to you, but inside nothing can happen . . .
you end up feeling protected. (Ecuadorian woman in Spain)87

When we lived in the club we had the owner on top of us taking care
of us:‘don’t go with this one’,‘don’t go with the other one’. He was
like our father. (Colombian woman in Spain)88

Migrants without permission to work may feel safer if someone else
takes charge of finding new venues and arranging jobs.The media, police
and helping projects, on the other hand, only hear about the most tragic
situations precisely because something has gone wrong.

The debt that migrants contract is often referred to as bondage or
slavery, but all debts are not alike and not all require working in a
specific place or in oppressive conditions.

People come here that have a debt, for example one girl I have right
now.They’ve all come on their own feet, they have a debt they have to
pay . . . The last girl had to pay a million [pesetas] [C= 6,010] . . . After
five months she was finished. (Dominican woman running a sex
business in Spain)89

You ask the bank for a loan, giving collateral or guarantees, they give
you the money and you pay interest every month. I did it with a
friend’s guarantee. (Ecuadorian domestic worker in Spain)90

The woman who brought me told me that they gave us everything in
the club, food, a place to sleep . . . I didn’t know how the debt worked
... After twenty days the woman came to get the money I had made
... She told me what I owed . . . it seemed too much to me . . . The
owner said: I give you your money and you fix it with her. He was
different from the woman who brought me . . . I had trouble with the
woman and finally stopped paying her . . . The deceit is in the debt and
the payback, not in the work. We pay the debt and we are free.
(Colombian working in Spain)91

I never considered it to be a debt. For me it was like a favour that they
did for me. (Colombian working in Spain)92

Even when migrants feel deceived, they usually complain of working
conditions, not the fact that the work is sexual,93 and they often prefer to
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remain in the industry. Many migrants’ primary goal is paying off debts
in the shortest possible time, so they focus on the future and play down
unpleasant stages already behind them.

Yet migrants who sell sex are routinely treated as victims. Altink
notes that the word transmits shades of meaning insinuating that these
victims are chaste and ignorant, which

ignores the sense of responsibility which leads women to migrate in
search of work . . . ‘It hurts, but don’t call me a poor thing,’ one
woman . . . said. Victims can also be very tough who will do
anything to avenge the damage done to them and make a better life
for themselves. Some victims don’t go to the police but start
trafficking for themselves, or side with the traffickers to avoid
reprisals.94

When someone is shanghaied and forced to work, everyone agrees that
it is a crime. But ‘rescue’ raids by police and NGOs often fail because
arrested workers refuse to denounce anyone.95 Critics conclude that
workers are afraid of reprisals, but it could be that they have nothing to
denounce.96 Nonetheless, doubt is always planted about the condition of
the sex worker’s state of mind, if not of her soul. Nickie Roberts des-
cribes working as a stripper in London’s Soho in the 1960s:

A lot of the girls were Northerners who, like me, had hitched down
to London with lots of high hopes, big dreams and fuck-all else. One
or two had escaped from children’s homes and crazy fathers who beat
or raped them. These were the ones the media and all the ‘experts’
call ‘sick victims’.They were nothing of the sort – they were kids who
had the guts to do something about their bad ‘home’ situation: they
ran away, and found sanctuary in the sex industry. That may sound
absurd, but it isn’t.Those young runaways, some as young as 14, 15,
were independent; they had control over their lives, whereas back
where they came from they had none.97

None of this nuancing of deceit and coercion lessens the multiple
abuses sometimes committed by those facilitating travel, whether
against migrants who end up working in sex or against migrants in any
other job.What needs examining is why so many people insist that this is
criminal by definition, the crime being called ‘trafficking’.
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‘Trafficking’: A New Keyword

The enormous interest and concern for trafficking and human
smuggling in governmental, inter-governmental and non-
governmental organizations, in the media and popular opinion, is
running ahead of theoretical understanding and factual evidence.98

The identification of activities called ‘trafficking’ began to take off in the
mid-1990s, carving out new areas of research such as ‘modern forms of
slavery’, or expanding older ones, such as transnational crime. Some
activists speculate that large-scale criminal organisations are dedicated
to enslaving migrants, but research does not prove this, including a study
from the UN Crime Commission itself.99 Rather, opportunist and many-
branched networks develop in situations where people see travel to
work as the solution to their problems.

All attempts to quantify cases of ‘trafficking’ are questionable. An
Italian study estimated 18,000–25,000 ‘foreign prostitutes’ in Italy
through interviews with 50 women identified as ‘trafficked’, extrapo-
lating to estimate 2,000 such women in Italy.100 However, there was no
consensus among sources on the definition of ‘trafficking’ or other
terms that attempt to pin down enigmatic issues of will, consent and
choice: whether people travelling with false papers ‘chose’ what awaited
them, whether they ‘really’ understood their contracts, whether they
felt in love with an intermediary, how their parents’ participation
affected their judgement or if they understood how being in debt would
affect their mobility. If such epistemological questions are difficult for
people secure in their homes, they are more so for those who have left
home to face cultural disorientation on a grand scale and who might be
best thought of as giving their ‘resentful consent’ to those helping
them.101

Some projects attempting to quantify victims count all migrants who
sell sex, others consider anyone who agrees to denounce a ‘trafficker’
according to local law, others count everyone who gives money to a boy-
friend, and yet others include all illegal sex workers. Victims may be
tallied only in countries of origin or only in destinations or in both;
studies may include transit countries or not.102 Attempts at quantifica-
tion are made more unreliable, moreover, because most segments of the
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sex sector are not recognised by governments, which means there can
be no proper counting of ‘sex workers’, as a category, either. In 1999, a
European AIDS prevention project,Tampep, estimated migrants selling
sex as percentages of all sex workers by country. The numbers were
entirely schematic, coming from a limited number of projects that did
not use the same method for counting, that did not all have the same
type of contact with the industry (for example, some only met street
workers, others only people using health services), that were not
conducted in all languages necessary to communicate with all migrants,
or that operated only in big cities.

Other complications to counting victims include irregular migrants’
reluctance to give correct information, and their use of forged
documents and nationalities, which means that tallies by country of
origin are unreliable. Migrants who do not pay taxes may prefer to avoid
being counted. Some studies count transgender workers as women and
some do not, while most counts omit men. Some health projects count
‘attended persons’ or ‘medical attentions’, meaning that a person who
visits a mobile unit every week, for example, could be counted 52 times
a year.103 For 2003–4,Tampep’s figures describe migrant percentages of
member projects’ contacts with sex workers. Such countings cannot be
considered definitive or dependable.

Outside the Tampep network, projects count migrants who sell sex
using a range of criteria. For example, one cannot compare the statistic
‘23% (412) and 14% (117) of women with visas to work as dancers in
Switzerland were from the Dominican Republic and Brazil’ with ‘75%
of foreign prostitutes in Germany are from Latin America and the
Caribbean’.104 Moreover, projects that refer to ‘prostitutes’ do not count
migrants working for erotic telephone services, or as dancers, or in
other sex jobs. Given the impossibility of counting not only
undocumented migrants but all workers in informal economies, there
can be no trustworthy numbers, so the published statistics are mostly
fantasies. Even those who admit this propagate estimates obtained by
entities such as the US Central Intelligence Agency:

Because sex trafficking is so far underground, the number of victims
in the United States and worldwide is not known, and the statistics
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vary wildly. The most often cited numbers come from the US State
Department, which estimates that 600,000 to 800,000 people are
trafficked for forced labor and sex worldwide each year – and that 80
percent are women and girls. Most trafficked females, the depart-
ment says, are exploited in commercial sex outlets . . . ‘The number
will always be an estimate, because trafficking victims don’t stand in
line and raise their hands to be counted, but it’s the best estimate we
have,’ said Ambassador John Miller, director of the State
Department’s Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons.
The CIA won’t divulge its research methods, but based its figures on
1,500 sources, including law enforcement data, government data,
academic research, international reports and newspaper stories.105

Many of the sources referred to, when investigated, are simply small
local NGOs, local police and embassy officials, extrapolating from their
own experience and from reports in the media. Most of the writing and
activism on this issue does not seem to be based on empirical research,
even when produced by academics. Many authors lean heavily on media
reports and statistics published with little explanation of methodology
or clarity about definitions.106 The ‘evidence’ is often circular, as officials
cite news reports which cite officials . . . Sweeping generalisations often
feature in such writing:

[W]omen are never made aware of the extent to which they will be
indebted, intimidated, exploited and controlled.They believe . . . that
they can travel to a richer country and earn large amounts of money
in a short space of time, which they can then use to move themselves
and their families out of poverty and despair. In reality, they are told
they owe a huge debt which must be repaid through providing sexual
services, and they are able to exercise virtually no control at all over
their hours of work, the number of customers they serve, and the
kinds of sex they have to provide.107

Such passages erase diverse experiences and claim reality for only the
worst.The many research projects referred to in Note 60 of this chapter
show that many women do achieve the goal of earning a large amount of
money in a short time and are glad of it. The Coalition Against
Trafficking in Women (CATW), an international NGO, agitates for a
discursive change that would make ‘prostitution’ by definition a form of
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violence against women, eliminating any notion that women who sell
sex can consent. CATW also proposes that the word ‘prostitution’ be
made to mean the same thing as the word ‘trafficking’, so that 

all children and the majority of women in the sex trade would be
considered victims of trafficking . . . Unless compelled by poverty,
past trauma, or substance addictions, few women will voluntarily
engage in prostitution. Where the demand for prostitution is high,
insufficient numbers of local women can be recruited. Therefore,
brothel owners and pimps place orders with traffickers for the
number of women and children they need.108

The movement against ‘trafficking’ (and ‘prostitution’) uses the
theory of violence against women, conceived as a ‘manifestation of
historically unequal power relations between men and women, which
have led to domination over and discrimination against women by men
and to the prevention of the full advancement of women’.109 The feminist
project to reveal the routine nature of violence against women has led to
widespread understanding of the insidious workings of patriarchy; the
problem comes about when the roles of ‘perpetrator’ and ‘victim’ are
treated as identities rather than temporary conditions.110 But services that
want victims to become ‘survivors’ sometimes reinforce passivity, par-
ticularly in therapeutic contexts, diagnosing syndromes and disorders
and emphasising damage over coping.111 Ratna Kapur explains that in the
legal context 

it is invariably the abject victim subject who seeks rights, primarily
because she is the one who has had the worst happen to her. The
victim subject has allowed women to speak out about abuses that have
remained hidden or invisible in human rights discourse.112

Victims become passive receptacles and mute sufferers who must be
saved, and helpers become saviours, a colonialist operation warned against
in discussions of western feminism’s treatment of third-world women113

and now common in discussions of migrant women who sell sex.114

The ‘trafficking’ discourse relies on the notion that poorer women
are better off staying at home than leaving and possibly getting into
trouble; men are routinely expected to encounter and overcome
trouble, but women may be irreparably damaged by it. The lack of a
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coherent definition of the term ‘trafficking’ has inspired an avalanche of
meetings, conferences and reports all over the world. In multiple
sessions between 1998 and 2000, the UN Commission for the Preven-
tion of Crime and Penal Justice listened to the arguments of two groups
lobbying in different directions, especially over words describing consent
(obligation, force, coercion, deceit).115 Agreement was reached on two
protocols appended to a UN Convention against Transnational Organised
Crime, and entire documents of footnotes and explanations have been
published to reveal the conflicts behind the final words.116 The protocols
produced two separate concepts: ‘trafficking’ and smuggling. The
‘trafficking’ protocol expresses women’s presumed greater disposition
(along with children) to be deceived, above all into ‘prostitution’, and
their lesser disposition to migrate;117 the consent of the woman victim is
sidelined.The smuggling protocol positions men as capable of deciding to
migrate but also of being handled like contraband, and ‘prostitution’ is
not mentioned. The conflation of the ‘trafficking’ discourse with
migrations to work in the sex industry has caused enormous confusion:

Does not this trend towards ‘criminalisation’ of individual move-
ments of migrants have the paradoxical consequence of promoting
the development of organised trafficking in persons? 118

Unfortunately, efforts to prevent ‘trafficking’ often try to prevent
migration itself, and, when researchers find women and girls absent
from a village, they tend to list them as ‘missing persons’.119 But despite
attempts to distinguish between ‘trafficking’ and ‘sex-work migra-
tions’,120 public debates focus on criminal abuse, and matters are not
helped by some campaigners’ virulent attacks on those who don’t agree
with them:

There is an international movement to legitimize, legalize and regulate
prostitution, which is referred to as ‘sex work’ ... At every oppor-
tunity, they interpret law and policy to support this point of view ...
They advocate for the acceptance and legalization of prostitution, and
fail to assist victims of trafficking, even when they come in contact with
them.121

Everyone wants to prevent abuse, so the waste of energy in such
assaults is deplorable. But women who cross borders have long been
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viewed as deviant,122 so perhaps the present-day panic about the sexuality
of travelling women is not surprising. To migrate is to make risky
decisions, and only one link in the chain needs to be weak for things to go
wrong. But is that a good reason not to treat the people who act within it
as real and whole?

[A]utonomous migration means more than unauthorized (‘illegal’)
border crossings: it means a community strategy implemented, deve-
loped, and sustained with the support of institutions, including
formal ones, at the migrants’ points of origin and . . . points of
destination. Precisely because core institutions (legal, religious, local
governmental, etc) support this migratory strategy, undocumented
migrants do not perceive its moral significance as deviant. Migrants
may see their autonomous migration as extralegal, but not
necessarily as criminal.123

The core institutions of many countries accept that people travel in
quasi-legal if not outright illegal conditions, and embassies and consu-
lates often grant spurious visas.124 Furthermore, the money that
migrants send home not only contributes to individual families but now
represents a large proportion of many countries’ Gross Domestic
Product.125 So migrants may be forgiven for paying scant attention to the
bureaucratic ‘illegality’ that may be involved.

To grant agency to migrating individuals does not mean denying
structural conditions, nor does it make them over-responsible for their
fate, but it does consider their own perceptions and desires to be crucial.
Moments occur during migrations when travellers must choose
between doing things legally and doing them so that they might turn out
well. The Colombian woman in Bangkok I mentioned in the
Introduction felt guilty because she had knowingly bought fake papers.
She was a victim, but she had made choices and felt responsible, and I
would not want to take this ethical capacity away from her. She was
caught in global forces, but she also wanted to be.

Autonomy in a Space of Flows

Manuel Castells’s term a ‘space of flows’ attempts to represent all kinds
of movements – not only human but financial and informational.126
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According to tradition, migrants ‘settle’, but very many don’t, either
because they never mentally or physically relinquish a house, village, city
or culture, or because they set themselves up to do business between the
old and new country or because they find it unavoidable or impossible
not to go back. The last by no means signifies failure of the migration
project, which may end up taking the shape of repeated use of tourist
visas or repeated attempts to cross borders without getting caught.
Many such people come to feel they have more than one home and that
they live in both of them.

The concept of flows may seem to mask inequalities that determine
their direction. Some see the flow of culture as asymmetrical, stronger
from centre to periphery than the other way round.127 But we don’t
know how to measure cultural impacts deriving from the periphery and
affecting the centre, which may be less concrete and visible than cultural
or social. Some authors emphasise mobility’s power relations, with
some people initiating movement, others organising it, others receiving
it and some apparently imprisoned by it.128 The migration project is
mixed up in a vast complex of circumstances, from the national and
global to the most local, personal and serendipitous (a meeting in a café,
the detection of a false visa). How people move, how necessary
knowledge moves toward them, how they move their money, how its
value moves them and how they encourage other people to make similar
moves: all form part of these flows. Castells describes how the current
downsizing of large corporations depends on plans to subcontract work
out to individuals afterwards without offering them job security or
benefits; he refers to the replacement of ‘the organisation man’ with ‘the
flexible woman’.129 Many migrants are flexible women par excellence:

I had a three-month visa, I came for tourism, to see if I could find
work; I began in a restaurant, cooking, on the coast; there were many
women from different countries. After the season, the restaurant
closed and I began domestic work, and now I pick fruit. (Moroccan
woman in Spain)130

I arrived in Almería through a friend’s mediation. I began to work as a
domestic, I was badly paid and mistreated. Sundays I came to the edge
of the sea and cried. One Sunday a Moroccan man saw me crying, I
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explained my situation to him, he took me to his house. I was a virgin,
he promised he was going to marry me . . . he got me a residence card
.. . He found me work in a restaurant and let me stay in his studio, he
told me I had to pay rent. I began to sleep with some clients from the
restaurant . . . Now, I would like to go to France, I want to get
married . . . My sister who lives in Bézier says she’s going to find me a
Frenchman, to get a residence card. (Moroccan woman in Spain)131

What employers call flexibility (closing up shop in one country,
moving to another, relying on subcontracting or homework) often trans-
lates into oppressive conditions for workers. Flexibility can be reduced
to regimes in which workers are passive objects:

Transferability, ephemerality, servitude, diffusion. Transferability: to be
transferred across places or labour procedures, according to market
necessities; ephemerality: to be involved with projects of short dura-
tion, fragmented, and directly consumed; servitude: to be involved
with tasks that necessitate the further decentring of identity and
work and to be used as an auxiliary to the main economic activity;
diffusion: not to hold any attachments or loyalties that may impede
the completion of the labour process.132

Such classifications do not recognise how workers use grassroots net-
working to their own advantage. As the story of the domestic worker in
Almería shows, everyone becomes an opportunist, women as well as men.
Everyone looks for chinks to exploit for their personal benefit: places to
live, jobs, husbands. Ownership of high-technology or expensive items
such as laptop computers is not necessary, as migrants use cybercafés,
phonecall shops and mobile phones like anyone else. Networked social
relations are everywhere.

Living in More than One Place

Since a real link is often imagined between culture and place, migrants
are often envisioned as ripped up by their roots. But many studies
suggest that migrants come to feel equally at home in multiple places.
Research describes Dominicans who live in both Santo Domingo and
New York or live ‘between’ them.133 These stories are about how people
move, make homes and get jobs, as well as return to other homes and
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jobs, in series of trips that last indefinitely, involve extended and
multiple families, and often branch into migrations to other countries.

Although having more than one household in two different countries
might be a source of emotional stress and economic hardship, it also
arms family members with special skills to deal with uncertainty and
adversity. They become more sophisticated than nonmigrant people
in dealing with a rapidly globalising world.134

This way of living is sometimes described as transnationalism, its
protagonists people with ‘dual lives’, gaining their living through con-
tinuous contact across national borders.135 I remember one day in a rural
Caribbean town when everyone turned out to greet a returned migrant
known to sell sex in Germany. Festooned with gold jewellery and
extremely pregnant, she had arrived to give birth to and leave her child
with its grandmother, as well as to sell items of clothing brought in her
suitcase. The grandmother’s house was, not suprisingly, the best in a
town both poor and cosmopolitan.

A lively debate currently questions whether working-class migrants
can be cosmopolitan or whether that term must be reserved for elite,
urbane globetrotters. Some fix migrant identity in a reluctant leave-
taking and wariness toward the new, seeing their lives as a series of dry,
instrumental decisions.136 Belittling treatments of migrants abound.
Arjun Appadurai says Mira Nair’s India Cabaret is about the ‘tragedies of
displacement’ of women from Kerala who go to Bombay ‘to seek their
fortunes as cabaret dancers and prostitutes’. Characterising men who
frequent these cabarets as migrants returned from the Middle East
whose ‘diasporic lives away from women distort their very sense of what
the relations between men and women might be’, Appadurai falls into
moralistic universalising about sex and relationships.137

Other thinkers, and I am one, see no reason for poorer travellers to
be disqualified from cosmopolitanism. Bruce Robbins argues this for the
protagonists of two novels, third-world nannies in the west whose
discoveries about the metropole and ability to reflect on culture are as
astute as anyone’s.138 A raft of terms attempt to describe such phenom-
ena.139 And if working-class people can be cosmopolitan, then some who
sell sex also can. In many commercial-sex sites, migrants from Brazil are
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found working alongside others from Russia, Thailand and Nigeria.
These are workplaces where employees in erotic uniforms spend their
time socialising, talking and drinking with each other and the clientele,
as well as with cooks, waiters, cashiers and bouncers.The experience of
spending most of their time in such ambiences, if people adapt to them
at all, can help produce cosmopolitan subjects.

Anyway, at what point does a person stop being a migrant and
become something else? At the beginning newcomers may feel reluctant
and wary, but most do not remain in this stage for long. James Clifford’s
travel theory seems to have a place for ordinary working people,
whether they sell or consume sex or not.Taking in popular notions like
New York City as part of the Caribbean and Los Angeles and Miami as
Latin American capitals, Clifford focuses on encounters between the
local and the global.140 bell hooks, noting that the concept of home is
different for those who have been conquered, occupied or forced into
slavery, is sceptical,141 but I think an emphasis on flexibility and mobility,
rather than identity and fixed location, allows people in low-prestige
jobs to figure as something other than victims. Finally, Akhil Gupta and
James Ferguson, considering today’s deterritorialisation of identity,
suggest that ‘refugees, migrants, displaced and stateless peoples . . . are
perhaps the first to live out these realities in their most complete
form’.142

These ideas take us away from the traditional focus on migrants’
losses, which tends to sentimentalise ‘home’ with warm images of close
families, simple household objects, rituals, songs and foods. Religious
and national holidays reify concepts of home and family as part of a
folkoric past. In this context, migration is constructed as a last-ditch or
desperate move, in which migrants are deprived of the place they ‘belong
to’. Yet for millions of people all over the world, the birth and
childhood place is not a feasible or desirable one in which to undertake
adult or ambitious projects, and moving to another place is a
conventional – not traumatic – solution.

In the sentimentalising that occurs around ‘uprooting’, the myriad
possibilities for being miserable at home are forgotten. Many people are
fleeing from small-town prejudices, dead-end jobs, dangerous streets
and suffocating families. And some poorer people like the idea of being
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found beautiful or exotic abroad, exciting desire in others. Valerie
Walkerdine criticises middle-class abhorrence of children’s talent con-
tests popular with the working class:

Girls form ambitions and desires around aspects of femininity which
are presented to them. In fact . . . the lure of ‘fame’, particularly of
singing and dancing, offers working-class girls the possibility of a
talent from which they have not automatically been excluded by
virtue of their supposed lack of intelligence or culture.143

The same can be said of many who end up selling sex.Whether or not
they are misled or mislead themselves about the meaning of an offer to
work, they have their own desires.

I wanted to be independent. I have a big family, but I didn’t get along
with them. I wanted to be on my own. I saw the neighbours who are
doing OK, who have money because there’s someone in Italy.
(Nigerian woman in Italy)144

I left my job in the Ukraine because it was boring there. I wanted to
go abroad and experience the world. After my experience in Italy I
came to Turkey two years ago because I was looking for a chance . . .
When I came to Turkey I didn’t know about the opportunity to work
as a sex worker. I first worked as a translator in Karakoy. (Ukrainian
woman in Turkey)145

Many travellers and migrants believe they have the right, after
enduring conquest, looting and colonisation, to ‘reconquer’ Europe.
Consider Stuart Hall’s wry account of ex-colonial citizens of the British
Empire:

[The British] had ruled the world for 300 years and, at last, when they
had made up their minds to climb out of the role, at least the others
ought to have stayed out there in the rim, behaved themselves, gone
somewhere else, or found some other client state. But no, they had
always said that this was really home, the streets were paved with gold,
and bloody hell, we just came to check out whether that was so or
not.146

Few people would deny that historical colonial relations are involved
in migration, especially where migrants move to their former ‘mother
countries’. But Abdelmalek Sayad considers a more serious proposition,
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that migrations are a structural element of colonial power relationships
that have never ended. His case study, the Algerian migration to France
in the second half of the twentieth century, shows how the economic and
social life of a rural colony was subordinated to another country’s indus-
trialism, peasants became ‘workers’, and immigration was turned into a
social problem.With this move, the dominant member of the migration
relationship firmly maintains control over knowledge and management
of the ‘problem’, according to which immigrants are always lacking
necessary skills and culture.147

Many argue that national borders should not exist at all:

I don’t come from the sun or moon, I’m from earth just like
everybody else and the earth belongs to all of us. (Kurdish migrant in
Holland)148

In this chapter I have described concepts that for one reason or
another disqualify the experiences of a large number of people travelling
today.These concepts rely on opposites: work/leisure, worker/tourist,
gazer/object, home/abroad, work/pleasure, legal/illegal, formal/
informal, backward/modern, victim/criminal. Direct opposites rarely
exist in pure forms, and the label migrant does not adequately describe
the travels and work of millions of people. Specifically, the field of
migration studies is guilty of ignoring women who sell sex and
consigning them to the miserable field of ‘victims of trafficking’.149

Despite being largely excluded from normal discourses of pleasure-
seeking, work and travel, migrants who work in low-prestige jobs fit
into – and prove – interesting contemporary ideas of flows, trans-
nationalism and cosmopolitanism. To look at them in these ways, we
have to grant the possibility that less empowered, or simply poorer
people, are not by definition passive victims. We have to realise that
there is more than one form of autonomy, the western one, which can
only occur within western ‘progress’ and modernity. Considered as
people in flux and flexible labourers, rather than people with identities
attached to the jobs they carry out, these travellers become ordinary
human beings working to overcome specific problems.

I want to emphasise the quantity of empirical studies carried out in
many parts of the world, and which use reputable, ethical, social-science
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methodologies, on which I am able to draw information about (and
direct quotations from) migrants stigmatised by sex.150 When I began to
collect these in 1998, I found fewer than ten; eight years later I am able
to cite 55. Since there must be many more, the total refutes accusations
that migrants who talk this way are an insignificant minority.The words
of these migrants tell us not that there are no abuses or problems but
that ‘trafficking’ is a woefully inadequate way to conceptualise them.
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3
A W O R L D O F S E R V I C E S

In employment market terms, European demand is strong for migrant
women in three areas: cleaning, cooking and housekeeping inside
private houses; caring for sick, disabled, elderly and young people
inside private houses; and providing sex in a wide variety of locales.1

The great majority of these jobs, casually referred to as services, are not
regulated or formalised, in part because of the enduring exclusion of
traditional female labour from definitions of economic productivity. In
cultures where one’s waged occupation is considered crucial to one’s
identity, there is scarcely a lower-prestige job than ‘maid’, yet cleaning
and caring are said to be ‘dignified’ work (in comparison to selling sex).
The result of these contradictions is rampant exploitation for
employees. How can one understand societies that first encourage the
migration and employment of people to do particular jobs and then
refuse to recognise or value them? Though all migrants are affected by
these contradictions, those employed in the sex industry – widely
assumed to make up half of the whole – are most consistently ignored.

Undefined Sectors, Undefinable Jobs

Service jobs in what economists call the formal sector are varied, one
government website listing beautician, cashier, embalmer, florist, hair-
dresser, nail technician, newsagent, pharmacy assistant, salesperson,
service station attendant, ticket writer. In all these, one person pays
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another to help get what the consumer needs. Some relationships are
dry; others involve emotions or physical contact. Service jobs not
formally recognised and counted by governments are not included in
such lists: these are the ones available to migrants.

Behind this incoherency lie distinctions between the perceived
usefulness and agency of persons, and the ‘productive’ or ‘unproductive’
nature of their labour. In ancient Athens, men who maintained house-
holds were granted the status of citizen, while women and slaves who
performed household work were not. In the eighteenth century, the
Physiocrats deemed only agriculture to be economically productive;
later, Adam Smith called services unproductive because they do not
contribute to the accumulation of physical wealth. John Stuart Mill
began to argue that some services do contribute to economic growth, but
analysts then shifted their attention to another pair of concepts, market
versus nonmarket labour, disqualifying unpaid work. By the twentieth
century, economists agreed that all paid services are productive, leaving
housewives to languish as unproductive,‘unoccupied’ and ‘dependent’,2 a
‘prejudice bred by Western capitalism and its interest in industrial labor
markets’.3

Economic philosophising and political ideologies translate into
government policies, census-taking and calculations of growth. In the
late nineteenth century there were British proposals to include house-
work in government accounting in order to present a picture of Britain
‘as a community of workers and a strong nation’, while Australia divided
its population into ‘breadwinners and dependents . . . to provide an
image of a country where everyone did not need to work, and thus to
appear to be a good place for British investment’.4 But what do the jobs
actually have in common, and what makes them come to be considered
work? 

If [another] person could be paid to do the unpaid activity of a house-
hold member, then it is ‘work’; so clearly cooking, child care,
laundry, cleaning and gardening are all work, as a household servant
could be hired to perform these activities. On the other hand, it
would not be sensible to hire someone to watch a movie, play tennis,
read a book, or eat a meal for you, as the benefits of the activity
would accrue to the servant, the third person, not the hirer.5
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Some call housework reproductive labour, because it replicates social
life by maintaining families and the houses they live in. But this brings up
questions of what is ‘necessary’ to human life.

Nobody has to have stripped pine floorboards, handwash-only silk
shirts, ornaments that gather dust. All these things create domestic
work, but they also affirm the status of the household, its class, its
access to resources of finance and personnel, and the adequacy of its
manager, almost invariably a woman.6

Employers here have a disease, it’s a disease of cleanliness . . . There
are employers that look for something to clean even when the house
is already clean. (Filipina in Italy)7

Necessity is a subjective term, and some tasks may have a priceless
symbolic value to employers. Consider the sales pitch of an employment
agent who offers domestic servants on the market:

Imagine coming home at the end of a workday, and all the stress is off.
The kids are happy, the laundry is washed and folded, you can smell
the chicken cooking in the oven.The girls don’t want to stick around
with you and your husband at the end of their work day, so you have all
the time alone you want ... they leave to their room and you are home
with your kids. It gives you peace of mind and it gives you your
equilibrium.8

This vision conveniently ignores the unjust issues inherent in the idea of
adult employees ‘going to their room’. Employers widely expect maids
to be available continuously, even when they are in their bedrooms.With
timetables rarely fixed, many maids work twelve-to-eighteen-hour days;
to be free of demands, they have to leave the house, but many are given
only Sunday off. Domestic servants are routinely expected to carry out
a seemingly unlimited range of tasks – walking dogs, helping at neigh-
bours’ parties – that many people consider excessive.This amorphous,
never-ending labour is excluded when governments assess productivity;
even housewives are omitted from counts of both employed and un-
employed.9 In 1997, the Office of National Statistics published estimates
about unpaid work in Britain, finding that

If a monetary value were put on such work, at 1995 values it would
have been at least equivalent to £341 billion, or more than the whole
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UK manufacturing sector, and perhaps as much as £739 billion, 120%
of gross domestic product . . .Yet . . . the dominant public and social-
scientific understanding of ‘work’ remains paid work. Since the ONS
figures confirmed that women do much more unpaid work than men,
and that although men do more paid work, they also have more
leisure, men’s work is more acknowledged, as well as more highly
rewarded, than women’s work.10

The performance of housework ensures that the labour force is cared for
and also contributes to the economy through the consumption of vast
amounts of manufactured products,11 so the non-recognition of house-
keepers is blatantly illogical.

Caring labour cannot ultimately be separated from other kinds of
housework, usually referring to personally helping people live their daily
lives in their own homes – meals, exercise, health, cleanliness and sleep
(sex is never mentioned).The increase in paid caring jobs happens as ‘the
personal and emotional content of home life is becoming more and more
concentrated in a relatively small number of activities, such as sharing meals
or telling bedtime stories, for which substitutes cannot be purchased.’12

Definitions of caring vary, some saying it requires face-to-face inter-
action, or that the person in need must be incapable of taking care of
him- or herself.13 Some distinguish between care of the body and care of
the mind,14 or between moral, emotional and material care.15 There are
employers who stipulate that people working in their houses must be
‘affectionate, like old people or be good with children’.16 The whole area
is fraught with subjective and cultural norms. Consider how, in the
present-day west, washing and dressing are assumed to be tasks people do
for themselves, when they could be delegated to servants. On the other
hand, westerners routinely pay others to cut and fix their hair, when
they could do it themselves. Are these activities work, needs or leisure
pursuits?17 For many of those employed as carers, employers’ expecta-
tions of emotional labour are excessive.

I’m telling you, on top of what they are paying you for, the physical
work, there is also psychological work . . . Sometimes, when they say
to me for example, that I should give her lots of love, I feel like saying,
well, for my family I give love free, and I’m not discriminating, but if
it’s a job you’ll have to pay me. (Dominican woman in Spain)18
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And why should women, particularly, fulfil these roles? A man
presenting himself as a candidate for live-in work nowadays seems like an
anomaly, although boarding a Filipino couple remains an elite status
symbol and men were once commonly employed as domestics. Psycho-
analytic feminism, the sociology of emotions and the ethics of care all
argue that differing treatments of boy and girl children result in differing
capacities for intimacy, but are women innately better at caring?19

Certainly societies widely believe that they are, across cultures: women
are thought to ‘know how’ to care. One theory suggests that to develop
an ethic of care ‘people must experience caring for and being cared for by
others; women do and men don’t, with the result that men are morally
deprived’.20 The painful contradiction here is that those considered
morally superior are expected to work in a feudal, exploitative employ-
ment sector. Productivity is positioned as masculine; reproductivity and
nonproductivity as feminine.21

Arlie Hochschild considers one moral consequence of the employ-
ment of migrant women as carers:

Are first-world countries importing maternal love as they have
imported copper, zinc and gold from third-world countries in the
past? Love is not simply a ‘resource’ that can be taken from one
person and given to another, but nor is it entirely unlike a resource. Is
time spent with the first-world child ‘taken from’ a child further
down the care chain? Is the Beverly Hills toddler getting ‘surplus’ love
just as the mine owner gets surplus value from the worker digging for
gold?22

Many migrant domestic workers describe the pain of leaving children
behind, but some start new families abroad, some hire women at home
to take care of children left behind, and some find that sending money to
support families back home compensates for feelings of guilt, inade-
quacy or rage at being separated from them.23

Introducing Sex into the Equation

Economic growth is judged on very partial statistics, deriving (in a UK
example) from ‘tax returns, VAT records, payroll data and company
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records’. Cash transactions not reported to tax and customs entities
were excluded in the UK sample but were valued at £700 million for
stolen goods, £800 million for gambling, £9.9 billion for drug dealing
and £1.2 billion for ‘prostitution’.24Which sex businesses were included
in the last category is not known.

Most commentators view carers and domestics in the same light, and
a few include people who sell sex,25 but many refuse strenuously on the
grounds that selling sex can never be work.These arguments begin with
a presumption as to what sex is supposed to be: the expression of love
for a particular partner.26

It certainly signifies the nadir of human dignity if a woman surrenders
her most intimate and most personal quality, which should be offered
only on the basis of a genuine personal impulse and also only with
equal personal devotion on the part of the male . . . 27

Sexual services, that is to say, sex and sexuality, are constitutive of the
body . . . sexuality and the body are, further, integrally connected to
conceptions of femininity and masculinity, and all these are consti-
tutive of our individuality, our sense of self-identity.28

‘Prostitution is disgusting because what you’re doing is so intimate.
It’s different . . . it just is.’29

For these critics, sexuality and the body are at the core of individ-
uality, a given, needing no explanation. Karl Marx believed that ‘prosti-
tution’ was only the specific expression of the wage-labourer’s general
condition in capitalism, and Friedrich Engels found that ‘prostitution’
and marriage were the same except that the one involves ‘piecework’
and the other permanent slavery.30

Debates usually exclude the arguments of buyers of sex, some of
whom are precisely not looking for the kind of intimacy assumed most
desirable and valuable.

This is good value. It’s neat and tidy.You walk out the door and you’re
free. Physically, emotionally, in every way.31

I’ve got three children of my own and grandchildren, and I spend a lot
of time with them and enjoy it. I’m just not interested in any sort of
permanent or even semi-permanent arrangement.32
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In order to get a woman to have free sex with you, you have to find
someone who is attracted to you and wants to have sex with you. For
most of us, this takes a lot of work. If you go after a one night stand,
then you’re having sex with a stranger, just as you would with an
escort . . . If you want to keep fucking her, then you’re going to have
to develop some kind of relationship with her. If you start a
relationship, you run into one of the biggest problems with free sex:
you both have to want it at the same time.You can’t just get it when
you want it.33

These subtleties rarely surface in the battle over how to define ‘prosti-
tution’, a key field in the development of different kinds of feminism.
In just the past twenty years, hundreds of academic and other research
articles and books have centred on a single issue: whether selling sex
can ever be acceptable, a job freely chosen, or must be conceived as
violence and exploitation. Most publications can be read in terms of
‘anti’ and ‘pro’ stances. A number of recent works deliberately eschew
a simplistic stance, but the nature of this conflict means that a stance
seen as nonmoralistic by one side is demonised as immoral by the other
side.34

Research is often used as a weapon against those whose ideology
differs, as researchers insist that their local results can be generalised to
enormously diverse contexts. Research done on a small scale but in
different countries may be titled ‘prostitution in four countries’, or five,
or nine. Research done with people who do not consider themselves
victims, any argument that an individual may prefer to sell sex, and any
absence of moral indignation are all interpreted as ‘promoting’ the sex
industry. Methodologies are frequently not described, including ethical
questions such as how interviewers got to talk to people who sell sex,
and many researchers do not appear to realise how stigmatised
individuals may react to being questioned. The prestige of sponsoring
institutions is used to assert the definitive ‘truth’ of research. These
problems are endemic to social research in this field.35

Traditional analyses of ‘prostitution’ also do not address the involve-
ment of large numbers of migrants without civil rights in the place
where they are working, which substantially complicates ideological
discussions.
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Beyond Ideology

Debates assume that an object of study exists.To perpetuate the ‘prosti-
tution’ debate, participants must ignore a wide variety of activities
constituting the sex industry, which occur in different cultural,
economic, geographic and social contexts. Services include manual, oral
and penetrative stimulation of genitals, anus and other body parts;
massage; erotic conversation in person, by telephone or via the Internet;
dance on stages, tables, between viewers’ legs, watched on websites or
in ‘peep shows’ (and variously called striptease, lapdancing, poledancing,
tabledancing, exotic dance); bondage and domination that may include
spanking, whipping, crossdressing and other fetishes (with clients either
dominant or submissive); sexual healing and therapy; attentive company
at dinners and events; nude services like table waiting and telegram
delivery; and acting in sexual cinema and videos. The industry also
includes the sale of sex toys, clothes and gear, erotic literature, videos
and DVDs.

Despite some commentators’ confidence that normality and abnor-
mality can be defined, it is impossible to draw a line between all the
above-mentioned commercial services and those that provide spaces for
partner swapping, swinging and polyamoury, or those devoted to health
and well-being, where sex may be opportunistically sold. Moreover, the
sale of sex aids has a long history (virility potions, aphrodisiacs, contra-
ceptive devices) even before the modern medical industry began to
define dysfunctions and to prescribe therapies that may involve paid
surrogate sexual partners.36

Queer theory questions the idea that one kind of sex or sexuality is
more natural than others.Those who oppose ‘prostitution’ believe that a
good, healthy, full sexual relationship must proceed along a prescribed
route and that financial payment ruins everything, making true intimacy
out of the question.37 Research on sexual desire shows, however, that

For some people, it is important that sex be embedded in contexts
resonant with meaning, narrative, and connectedness with other
aspects of their life; for other people, it is important that they not be;
to others, it doesn’t occur that they might be.38

Many commentators believe that diverse services encouraging ‘the
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fantasy of sensuous reciprocity’ are replacing traditional street ‘prosti-
tution’.39 Such a change can be called the commercialisation or com-
modification of intimacy and posed as wholly negative, or it can be
viewed as more normal.

The retailing of intimacy is a common feature of modern life and of
other paid work like therapy and massage . . . [where] equality and
reciprocity are not usually features of the professional relationship.40

The variable among [the] ‘listening occupations’ is the degree to
which a client may assume that the service provider is genuinely
concerned about the client or the intimate revelations the client has
unilaterally offered . . . the psychotherapist – explicitly seen as a
‘caregiver’ – is assumed to care the most while the barber, bartender,
and nonsexual masseuse are expected to care the least; expectations
about the call girl’s caring probably lie in the middle ground.41

This normalising logic offends those who deplore all sexual acts that are
paid for.The two perceptions – that sex is incomparable to anything else
and that it is comparable – are so fundamental and so opposed that alone
they explain why the traditional debate has lasted so long.

But those who sell sex themselves reveal that their jobs are far from
being ‘just sex’:

I only went upstairs with three or four, I couldn’t do more, it was hard
for me, not like for other women who did ten ... The truth is I worked
more with drinks, because I like talking with people and there a lot of
people go to talk with you ... you become a bit of a psychologist for
them. For me it worked well to talk with people, I like that a lot.42

When we go out and eat, the customer tries to pretend he’s a man of
the world . . . They try to make interesting conversation . . . but they
can’t manage, they’re incredibly boring. My role is to cast a glow over
them, so the older men look like they’re out with an attractive
woman, who looks expensive.43

When you’re simpático, it’s not because you want to be, it’s to earn
money.There’s always a lie.You have to maintain the lie, maintain the
illusion . . . It’s like a game of cat and mouse. You have to provoke
illusions.44
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What I try to do is get the client to invite me to his table, get into
conversation in order to make friends and so he doesn’t feel he is
paying and I don’t feel he is paying me. I have regular clients who are
rich who buy me champagne that costs C= 250 or C= 300 a bottle.You try
to make it last ... and then you don’t have to be with so many people.45

Men who sell to women also sell more than sex:

The street guides present themselves as friends, as someone who
wants to help. As street guides told me over and over again, their
foremost aim is to make tourists senang – happy. If the tourist is
happy, then he or she is in the mood of spending.46

As do men who sell to men:

Yes, of course, I give a boy money or buy him clothes or something
like that. But that doesn’t mean he’s a prostitute . . . There is just no
affection like there is in Prague, where the boy really wants to be with
you and where you can have much more than just a one-night stand.47

Sex-service discourse is not so different from discourses on housework
and caring, all trying to define tasks that can be bought and sold as well as
assert a special human touch. Paid activities may include the production
of feelings of intimacy and reciprocity, whether the individuals involved
intend them or not, and despite the fact that overall structures are
patriarchal and unjust.

The ability to maintain emotional distance is an aspect of the work
that some workers master and some do not.48 Hochschild explains the
concept of emotional labour in her study of flight attendants, arguing that
their ability to handle the job is determined by ‘control over the con-
ditions and terms of the exploitation of [their] emotional resources’.49

Sex workers often perform their own sexual arousal and orgasms for
clients who feel more excited and gratified if they believe that workers
are;50 they also act out flirting, counselling and diplomacy.51 But there is
no reason to limit such faking to those selling sex: babysitters and carers
of grannies may also pretend to care, by smiling on demand, listening to
boring stories, or doling out caresses without feeling affection.

These kinds of practices can be viewed as conventional professional
efforts to control the job, reduce risk, guard against annoyance, and
maximise profits, all ‘considered admirable demonstrations of sound
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work ethic in any other regular profession’ but read as ‘signs of greed
and laziness’ when associated with sex.52 Research on the management
of sex businesses also reveals conventional practices.53

Perceptions of service are subjective, too. How can we define ‘good
sex’ or pleasure? Clients are not satisfied by orgasms alone.What makes
them feel fulfilled? How are sensuality, lust, sexual acceptance and
caring performed? The success of every commercial sex interaction is
open to individual judgements, and few clients limit definitions of
satisfaction to the purely physical.54 Moreover, not only buyers but at
least some vendors want to feel satisfied by their work, as do some
shoeshine boys and street sweepers, likewise tasks viewed as low-skill
and low-prestige. Some find selling sex more enjoyable than other jobs:

I know I should get out of this business, but I don’t know if I would
like any other job as much. In the bar, I spend my time dancing,
drinking and talking.55

The stuff I did in minimum wage service industry work – this is
where I can draw the most comparisons, and this is where I can see
why sex work is so much more preferable. The things I like least
about clients you can see in bosses who don’t respect you in the
service sector.At least in sex work, you’re there for only an hour and
you’re being paid as much as you’d make in a week at McDonalds.56

For me, this is not really work, like in a factory or store. I like living
here in Makati and working in the bar . . . sometimes the customer
will take me to a nice restaurant or disco; I also go on vacation with
customers sometimes . . . and we stay in nice hotels.57

I work in a bar and actually it’s not really sex work. Partly it is, partly
it isn’t . . . because you only get with a man if you want to, if not then
not.There in the bar you are mainly paid for talking to the men and
drinking with them.58

I can satisfy my [sexual] need at work! Earning money and earning
pleasure at the same time. Ha ha ha!59

Although much discourse treats those who sell sex as damaged, drugged
or incapable of handling emotional relationships, the flexible schedules
and independence of the work are attractive to and empower many.
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One day I met a friend of mine while I was walking in the town centre
.. . I learned that she was a prostitute so her children could live in a
decent way.This work has the advantage of financial ease and freedom
to work schedules that allow spending more time with the children.
(French woman of Algerian parents in France)60

At the beginning he was giving me a lot of money but later on he
started to perceive me as his living partner ... His family and his
friends know me and accept me but I don’t want to marry him
although I love him. I’m afraid that if I marry him our love will dis-
appear, he won’t value me any more, he will try to restrict my
freedom. So I started to go into the suitcase industry and also to work
as a sex worker. (Kazakh woman in Turkey) 61

In a way, you can’t say you like it a hundred per cent, but you can’t say
you don’t like it, either. Because it’s interesting.Also you meet a lot of
people. Whether you like it or not, [clients] are . . . of all kinds.
(migrant in Murcia, Spain)62

For many, it is obvious that selling sex is a job – not like any other, but
still, a feasible occupation.

About the sex itself, many say they don’t feel anything when they are
with clients, while others feel disgust, fear, loneliness, sadness, or a
sense of sin.

We go to mass at least once a week. But we can’t take communion
because we do this work. We can’t because we are committing
adultery; because we do it with married men.63

But people also mention feeling disgust and sadness in their jobs
cleaning bathrooms or bodies, and they experience emotional dangers
when living in houses and taking care of children not their own. At the
same time, there are those who enjoy the sex in sex work at least some of
the time. Finally, there are emotional pitfalls for those who buy services,
as well: clients fall in love with professionals, whether sex workers or
carers.

Once we replace the concept ‘prostitution’ with commercial sex,
debates about whether ‘it’ can ever be a job seem irrelevant. As for
whether these activities are services or not: if they are not, what are
they? To give them no name means erasing them and all the people doing
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them, whether to survive, get ahead, become wealthy or support other
people, as well as eliminating all the nonsexual support and management
services implicated in the industry. In the end, it is only possible to isolate
sexual services from other services if sexual communication and touch-
ing are accepted as utterly different from all other contact.This isolation
also requires us to accept that the only thing that happens in a sexual
service is ‘sex’, reducing the relationship to physical contact between
specific points of the body and pretending that nothing else happens.
And this is patently not true.

The Sex Industry

The term sex industry attempts to convey the large scale of sex markets in
general, their capacity to generate income, their interrelationships with
other large industries and infrastructures and also the diversity of the
businesses involved. Growth follows conventional patterns of diversi-
fication and proliferation under contemporary globalised capitalism.
Incomes cannot be known where businesses are not regulated or
included in government accounting. In Europe, Holland and Germany
regulate some operations, but others remain outside the system.
Governments may recognise businesses on the basis of their providing
other, nonsexual products and activities, such as alcohol. The sex
industry is estimated to generate enormous sums; in Germany alone
C= 5 billion a year.64

The International Labour Organisation (ILO), in its report The Sex
Sector, published statistics on Thailand indicating that, of a total of
104,262 employees in 7,759 establishments where sexual services could
be bought, 64,886 people sold sex while 39,376 were support personnel,
owners, managers, intermediaries and ‘procurers’.This means that more
than one third of the employees did not sell sex but gained their liveli-
hood from the industry.65 Supporting employees include parking
attendants, waiters, guards, drivers, cashiers, cleaners, cooks, barmen
and laundry workers.

However, a host of other people participate: investors in property,
entertainment and tourism; business owners and entrepreneurs;
lawyers; accountants; airlines, limousine and taxi services; tele-
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communications businesses (land and mobile telephones, lines and
equipment, phonecall shops, phonecards). Internet services are
essential for virtual sex, peeping, escort services, freelance workers, the
rental and sale of explicit sexual materials, catalogues of possible
girlfriends and wives as well as clients’ information exchanges. News-
papers and others that publish announcements and advertisements make
the crucial link between consumers and those offering sex for sale.
Businesses that manage money are central (bank and commercial
electronic transfers, money orders). Many kinds of vendor specialise in
selling costumes, makeup, hair products and wigs, drinks, food,
cigarettes and condoms at sex venues, and behind these are specialist
manufacturers.

The industry can also be viewed as an array of sites: brothels, bars,
clubs, discotheques, cabarets, sex shops, peep shows, massage parlours,
saunas, hotels, fetish clubs, flats, barber shops, beauty salons,
restaurants, karaoke bars, dungeons, bachelor and hen parties and, in
fact, anywhere that occurs to anyone, including boats, airplanes, auto-
mobiles, parks and the street. In many activities, consumer and vendor
are located in different places, interacting via online cameras, chat or
videos or via telephones. In the case of magazines and films, time as well
as space separates the moment of sexual production and the moment of
consumption.

Theoretically, there are many ways the industry might be measured:
the number of consumers of services, the number of services con-
sumed, the incomes of owners of businesses, the number of employees
of all kinds, business profits, tax payments, prices charged for products
and services. Such measurements require that businesses be included in
government accounting procedures, meaning that conventional data
become available for them. Data on Malaysia, for example, relate the
location of the worker (freelance, with ‘pimps’, in brothels, at home and
so on) with hourly rates and averages and weekly transactions and
averages.66

Although different countries offer local forms or traditions, businesses
have more in common across borders than not, as the following four
settings from Spain illustrate:
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• Lavish, multi-storeyed clubs paved in marble and offering videos, live
shows and jacuzzis, sites of conspicuous consumption where
customers pay as much as ten times the ordinary price for drinks.
Long-distance truck drivers mix with businessmen, young men in
groups, lovelorn bachelors and widowers amidst a kaleidoscope of
workers representing many nationalities and languages. Customers
may spend hours drinking, talking and watching without purchasing
any sex at all, and if they do, it typically occupies no more than 15–20
minutes. Workers pay daily rates to live and work for three-week
periods. C= 5,000 a month is a conventional income.

• Whereas many clubs specialise in ostentation and publicity, private
flats offer discretion, in respectable-looking buildings and neighbour-
hoods. Clients ring up to make an appointment, managers arrange
for clients not to run into each other, and interiors appear ordinary,
with floral-patterned spreads and stuffed animals on the beds,
crucifixes and images of saints on the walls and the aroma of home
cooking wafting from the kitchen.These businesses rely on classified
advertisements and mobile telephones, the two elements that also
explain the boom in independent workers who run businesses from
home.

• Near the vast plantations where Europe’s vegetables and fruits are
grown under plastic, two kinds of sex venues coexist.The first is of
luxurious bars with private cubicles located directly across from the
plantations, where clients are from the managerial class and sex
workers come from Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
The second consists of poor rental housing located up inconvenient
or nonexistent roads, where customers are undocumented migrants
from northern and western Africa and sex workers are Nigerian
women offering a domestic ambiance.

• Businesses along highly developed tourist coasts display the effects of
expatriate cultures and hybridity. Brochures on commercial sex
include sections for Gay Bars, Swapping, Private Establishments,
Contacts and Sex Shops. A plethora of clubs, bars, party rooms and
flats advertise, mentioning as specialities piano bars, saunas, jacuzzis,
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Turkish baths, dark rooms, go-go shows, striptease, escort services,
bilingual ‘misses’, private bars, dance floors, a variety of massages,
private booths ‘with 96 video channels’, gifts for stag and hen parties,
latex wear and aphrodisiacs. 67

Equivalents of such locales exist everywhere, varying according to
local norms and legal contexts. Some of these businesses may demon-
strate ‘McDonaldisation’, in which efficiency, rapidity and standard-
isation are primary.68 Others are more customised, traditional or even
premodern. Working conditions vary enormously: giving a blowjob
inside a car, or in an alley in the rain, is not the same as doing it as part of
a shift inside a comfortable club. People also perceive jobs in different
ways: some find working in a brothel less alienating and isolating (than
working from home or being a live-in domestic); others prefer working
from the street because they feel more independent. Every job is easy
for some people and impossibly difficult for others. Many work only
part-time or occasionally.As in every sector, workers feel confident and
in command of their work when they have more experience.
Generalisations about ‘sex work’ and ‘prostitution’ can only mislead.

At the heart of many jobs are social relationships with a physical or
sexual element. ‘Sex acts’ are sometimes imagined to be executed by
everyone in more or less the same way, and sometimes they are divided
into ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’. But those who sell sex discover the
multiplicity of human desires, tastes and preferences, as well as the
variability of ideas about naturalness. Vendors learn how to perform
sexual and emotional acts in order to satisfy customers, as well as how to
manoeuvre and manipulate so as to receive the greatest amount of
money for the least amount of work. Since workers are also individuals
with tastes and values, when possible they seek out work sites where
they can at least tolerate the acts required of them.

Many critics who consider exploitation and violence to be inherent in
the sale of sex point to the figure of the ‘pimp’, traditionally a man who
closely controls the movements of street workers, taking their money
and threatening them physically in exchange for protection services.
Although this classic figure does exist in some times and places, he is
unknown to most workers, while other kinds of intermediaries may be
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conventional (and are often women). Workers who give money to
friends or lovers, whether they provide protection or not, widely
repudiate the term ‘pimp’, asking how their relationships differ from
others in which one partner gives money to the other.69 Of course, some
of these relationships would be called dysfunctional or abusive by some
psychologists, but so would many ordinary marriage relationships.
‘Pimps’ are imagined to be inherent to street work, but coercive inter-
mediaries can be found throughout the sex industry – inevitably, given
the lack of regulation of businesses. With the growing presence of
migrant workers in Europe, the figure of the ‘trafficker’ has come to
replace the ‘pimp’, with similar suppositions made about relationships
between migrants and those who facilitate their employment. Certainly
there is evidence that some people force migrants to work and take their
money, but the ‘trafficker’ label tends to be pinned on an array of
intermediaries who form part of migrants’ own networks.

‘Different’ Identities: Gender, Age, Ethnicity

Not only women sell sex.Activists who condemn ‘prostitution’ as patri-
archal violence focus on women (and children) and usually imply that
men who sell sex are intrinsically different and few in number. Certainly,
the stereotypes concern women, and women are those overtly stigma-
tised and targeted for rescue. However, male workers abound; researchers
and outreach workers estimate they exceed women in some places and
times; and men have been called more stigmatised because their presence
is not even acknowledged.70 Those seeking women in ‘prostitute’
uniform in the streets walk straight past soliciting men without seeing
them.Transsexual, transgender, transvestite and intergender people are
also abundant in the industry, the most well-known being those labelled
men at birth and who are changing to, or express, a more feminised state.
Some of these identify as women and some as transsexuals; some have
had their genitals modified through surgery; others maintain their
genitals while modifying the rest of their appearance. In the sex
industry, gender issues are extremely complex and subtle.

Outside commentators may be misled by notions of ‘sexual orienta-
tion’. In non-commercial relations, people seek partners to fulfil their
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own desires, but in commercial relations, they may offer services to
anyone. Labelling causes more confusion than enlightenment, as
when men who sell sex are called by ambiguous terms like ‘male
prostitutes’ or ‘masculine transsexuals’.Women who sell to men may
identify as lesbians in their private life; men who sell to men may
identify as heterosexuals; female-appearing unoperated transgenders
may identify as homosexuals; transvestites may identify as hetero-
sexuals and so on. Outsiders who insist on imposing set categories
forget that there is gender identity, but also gender play and
experimentation.

According to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989),
any person under eighteen years of age who works is engaged in ‘child
labour’, which is prohibited. The ILO, finding it difficult to advocate
total elimination of child labour in the face of economic and cultural
realities around the world, focuses on what it calls the worst forms of
child labour, one of which is selling sex. Many activists in this cause
prefer to speak of the ‘sexual exploitation of children’.71 Philippe Ariès
describes the development of the west’s current construction of child-
hood as a long, innocent period needing protection,72 but this
development did not happen everywhere in the world.When advocates
attempt to impose this notion on other cultures, they may come into
conflict both with societies that distinguish between pre- and post-
pubescent youth, allowing the latter to have sex, wed and assume
responsibilities, and with societies that routinely put all able children to
work. Europeans who decry the presence of young-looking migrants
selling sex, who at sixteen or seventeen may be considered adults in
their own home cultures, say that they cannot have consented to what
they are doing (even if they say they have).

Those who attempt to speak up for the rights of children and adoles-
cents in this matter tend to be stridently condemned, and for this reason
nearly everyone states at the beginning of any discussion that they
oppose children selling sex. Nevertheless, things get complicated when
children speak about their own activities and desires. Heather Mont-
gomery points out that forcing children to accept that they are
‘prostitutes’ (or ‘exploited’ or ‘abused’ sexually) denies ‘the skillful way
that they use what very small amount of control that they have’.73
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There are no colour or ethnicity barriers per se to getting any sex
industry jobs, and people who have travelled from small towns on other
continents can be found working in sophisticated venues. To arrive
there, they need the right contacts and skills. Monthly incomes like
C= 5,000 allow migrants to repay debts quickly, and while not everyone
makes so much, everyone knows someone who does. Money and
ethnicity – or simply a foreign appearance – are intertwined in different
ways according to local conditions.A report in the Economist revealed:

• A Latvian woman who worked in Riga in the bar of a luxury hotel for
US$200 per service, for an average of US$5,000 a month.

• ‘Gypsies’ or Ukrainians who worked with truck drivers on the
highway between Prague and Berlin for US$10 a service.

• A London call girl who specialised in investment bankers for £1,000
a night.

• Dozens of workers who charged DM50 (C= 25) per service in an eros
centre in Kiel, Germany.

• Women native to the Gulf States who could earn US$2,000 per
service with ‘aristocratic’ Arabs. Europeans charged less; Thai and
Philippine women even less. Given the preference, there were
Moroccans learning the local Gulf dialect in order to try to ‘pass’ for
natives, while Russian women with ‘Middle Eastern’ features were
studying Arabic.74

This list illustrates how the values assigned to human types are not
fixed but change according to context (which may stimulate migra-
tions). Where the industry is uncontrolled, migrants who have no
permission to work at anything may, paradoxically, be employed in any
job at all. In the case of transgenders, having ambiguous bodies allows
them a clientele sometimes seeking exactly that kind of difference.

The Argument for Labour Rights and the Problem of Migration

Traditional legal proposals associated with the sex industry are called
‘systems to control prostitution’: abolitionism, prohibitionism,
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regulation, decriminalisation, tolerance and legalisation.These regimes,
which focus on ‘prostitution’ and no other forms of commercial sex,
neither recognise the work nor consider workers’ demands. Today,
rights activists propose that sex work be recognised as an occupation,
with labour rights for those who wish to do the jobs and help to get out
for those who don’t.75 In October 2005, 120 workers from twenty-six
European countries endorsed a Sex Workers in Europe Manifesto that
affirms sex work as a service in the market economy76 and demands
labour rights and the right to organise. Beyond that basic tenet, ideas are
diverse:

If the status of prostitutes were raised by repealing the archaic laws
surrounding it, street walking would be eliminated and prostitution
could take place in properly controlled establishments, as girls could
work in the safety of their own place or flat, with police consent and
protection in pleasant, discreet, hygienic conditions which would be
better for both the prostitute and the client.77

All forms of sex work are equally valid, including dancing, stripping,
street or indoor prostitution, escorting, phone sex or performing in
pornography.78

I would like to work with more protection . . . less hypocrisy. I would
be happy, for example, working in a window, with some kind of
security.79

Workers differ about how to achieve acceptance of their rationalising
proposals. Here, I limit myself to noting some effects of these proposals
for migrants (many of whom attended the 2005 conference). Organis-
ing for rights requires assuming, if only strategically, a professional
identity (‘stripper’,‘prostitute’,‘sex worker’). Many people who dislike
or despise selling sex, or who see it as a temporary means to pay off
debts, are unwilling to claim such an identity. Some are afraid of coming
out to families:

The greatest fear you have is that your family will find out . . . That’s
why we watch out for ourselves, we don’t trust anyone and avoid
letting anyone from our country recognise us.There have been cases
where they end up blackmailing you: ‘If you don’t pay – I’ll tell!’
(Latin American woman in Europe)80
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I would never publicly support a political struggle for prostitutes’
rights. I wouldn’t do it because it would destroy my discretion. No
one in my family knows that I work in this. (Colombian woman in
Spain)81

Some workers feel they perform an art, a therapy or a rite and welcome
calling themselves sex workers. Others feel selling sex is analogous to
typing or running a machine and see benefits from being called sex
workers. But many, including migrants, even when they do not want to
stop selling sex, don’t think of themselves that way.

God has to understand that what I do is out of necessity. I know I am
doing something bad and that makes me feel bad, but I need the
money.82

European sex workers focused on normalising their own positions
sometimes accuse migrants of lowering the value of services by charging
less, behaving less professionally and muddling the claim that sex
workers are upstanding and autonomous through their involvement in
illegal activities, perhaps even ‘trafficking’. The interests of migrants
who have no right to work and are concentrating on accumulating as
much money as they can as quickly as possible may conflict with the
interests of Europeans who want to legitimise the industry. Since the
most important fact conditioning migrants’ lives is having or not having
residence and work permits, they often feel that proposals about sex
worker rights are irrelevant to themselves.

Laws in both Germany and the Netherlands, where some sex busi-
nesses are legal, prohibit the granting of work permits to non-EU
citizens in this sector.83 Migrants who sell sex may well not have
permission to work at any job, may be using false documents, may be
working while on tourist visas or may have permission to work at a
specific other job. Those who want to support migrants should not
forget that most knew they would be travelling and earning money
illegally, which neither calling them victims nor normalising sex work
can overcome. Given their irregular status and vulnerability to police
harassment and deportation, as well as the stigma attached to sex work,
most are loath to draw attention to themselves. Many lead an itinerant
lifestyle, do not join groups (in some countries they are forbidden from
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doing so) or feel no interest in politics. Associations of legal migrants,
overwhelmingly dominated by men, have not been eager to espouse the
cause of those who sell sex.

On the other hand, migrants who do regularise their situations may
become interested in normalisation later on.

No one brought me or deceived me and I never had bad experiences
.. . I take care of myself, I have a private insurance policy and Social
Security. My work life has been very tranquil, in flats . . . I’m not
proud of what I do but I do it as a job. It’s the fastest way to make
money. (Colombian woman in Spain)84

It makes me laugh when they think that I am not an honest woman
because I do this job. Of course, as a job it’s ugly, and I don’t under-
stand why in Italy they don’t let us do it in organised places; I don’t
understand what is bad about selling love for money ...With this job I
have made it possible for all my brothers to study and I have supported
my mother, so I am proud of being a prostitute. (Nigerian woman in
Italy)85

I put an advert in the newspaper with my telephone, they call, I tell
them the price . . . I don’t have to share the money with anyone . . . I
have no schedule, I work when I want to. I work only in the daytime,
at nine or ten at night I turn off the telephone . . . because the night is
for my son. (Colombian woman in Spain)86

We should work with the media so they don’t view this in such a
drastic way. (migrant in Spain)87

The single in-depth, large-scale research carried out on the sex
industry concluded that workers’ situations can only be improved if
governments include businesses in their formal accounting systems.88

Under this plan, states would tax and license establishments, which
would then be required to comply with normal workplace regulations
and grant benefits and rights to employees. This proposal bypasses
rhetorical and moralistic arguments about whether selling sex is work or
exploitation and proceeds to a pragmatic solution.

I frame the three kinds of services considered in this chapter together
– domestic, caring and sex – because they are the ones Europeans are
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willing to pay migrants to do in large numbers. I do not say they
comprise a category of life or work or that they should be seen as
somehow the same. Instead, I am interested in how the demand for
people to do these jobs constitutes a real migratory ‘pull factor’ towards
Europe, and how seemingly progressive European discourses fail to
address adequately the European context of these migrations, in which
families, gender relations, sexualities, consumer attitudes and ideas
about acceptable work are changing.

The Demand for Services 

Western societies have long employed people outside the family to help
with housework and home nursing, and sex has been paid for outside the
home as far back as historians can go. So why do these jobs continue in
feudal conditions when progress toward rationalisation characterises
other work? To understand this, I consider contemporary ideas about the
family, sex and consumption.

In parts of Europe, middle- and upper-class families still prefer to
hire live-in maids, to be available from morning to night to perform a
wide range of tasks, some of them quite intimate. Sometimes, this is a
holdover from the past, when a belief in social hierarchy was conven-
tional, and families commonly decided to forgo intimacy in exchange
for having constantly available servants.89 On the other hand, all
societies in which both partners or spouses leave the house to work
stimulate the bringing-in of outsiders to care for those left at home
(unless states are able to provide unlimited services to their citizens).As
extended families are reduced to their nuclei, extra aunts and grand-
mothers are no longer available to take on these tasks, and daughters
now expect to educate themselves for work outside the home.

Gender politics is also changing the shape of the nuclear family or
committed couple, with the movement toward equity seen most
obviously in women’s entry into labour markets once closed to them.
They used to be

in charge of children, elderly, and the ill; maintaining personal relation-
ships; offering emotional support, personal attention, and listening;
embodying (or so it was understood) sexuality ... As women move
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increasingly into the world of paid work, many of these traditional
intimate tasks are being performed in relationships that include the
explicit movement of money. Paid child care, nursing homes for the
elderly, talk therapy and phone sex are just a few examples.90

Yet while women have moved into the so-called public sphere, men have
moved much less into the private. So if demand remains steady for
cleanliness and order inside the house, either women must do double
labour or someone must be hired to come in. Equal gender relations
between both parties in western couples therefore may rely on the
employment of a third person.

Traditionally, the family was assumed to be the site of love and
commitment, and sex to be properly located only there:

In the family history literature, family usually means a grouping of
kinsfolk . . . who should be living together inside of households. I want
to argue that we need to focus on the ‘should’ . . . to reveal a key
structure crucial for the understanding of ideology . . . Because
people accept the meaningfulness of family, they enter into relations
of production, reproduction, and consumption with one another ... 91

Nowadays, more kinds of relationships are accepted as meaningful, or
‘familial’.92 Although these changes are not universal and vary by genera-
tion, class and ethnicity, it is fair to say that in Europe many concepts of
family now extend beyond the walls of houses (living together not
required) and increasingly do not include blood or formalised relation-
ships. Some feel that ‘communities’ acting through social movements have
more symbolic meaning than families.93 Families are not impermeable,
and loving a wife or husband does not impede having sex with, or
loving, other people.94

The loosening up of important relationships may help explain some
of the demand for sexual services. Anthony Giddens calls ‘pure’ those
relationships claiming to be sexually and emotionally free and equal,
supposedly formed without interests, characterised by a sexuality freed
from reproduction and continuing only as long as both people involved
feel satisfied.95 Discourses of gender equality and individuality encourage
heterosexuals to look for relationships that suit their own personal
emotional needs,96 and discourses of nonheterosexuality emphasise the
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right to form families and unions.Yet, for many people, the romantic
ideal of finding the perfect mate has not been achieved, or is not sought,
or has failed, but they still want intimacy and sex. In this context, paying
for it occasionally looks less significant. Moreover, research reveals that
commercial relationships usually considered superficial may involve
warm emotions as well as fantasies and lies.97

The ideal of sexual and gender ‘liberation’ has been active in the west
for four decades, evolving and proliferating to include women, gays,
lesbians, bisexuals, trans, the disabled, and so on. The liberation con-
cept, originating with Herbert Marcuse, Wilhelm Reich and other
theorists of the 1960s, follows the hydraulic model of drives and
repressions that must be set free;98 accordingly, all persons have the right
to discover themselves both physically and emotionally. The link made
between personal identity and sex and the construction of a new
concept, sexuality, was a central theme of Michel Foucault’s History of
Sexuality.99 The paradoxes of the search for sexual identity – its
possibilities for limiting as well as expanding personal potential – have
been the subject of much theorising since then, but the attainment of
self-knowledge continues to be highly valued. For R. W. Connell, the
individual’s personal narrative makes the sexual persona.100 For Jeffrey
Weeks,

Self-identity, at the heart of which is sexual identity, is not something
that is given as a result of the continuities of an individual’s life or of
the fixity and force of his or her desires. It is something that has to be
worked on, invented and reinvented in accord with the changing
rhythms, demands, opportunities and closures of a complex world.101

So the sexual search, with its experimentations, is considered necessary,
and since experimentation is considered perverse and criminal inside
western families, it must happen outside.The desire to leave home and
relate to other people intimately is deemed positive, and if there were
no hegemonic condemnations of promiscuity, infidelity and paid sex,
there would be no contradictions here. However, these are all still
censured, and those who buy sex rarely admit it publicly (although
speaking about it privately can contribute to the construction of
heterosexual masculine identity).102 Changes in attitudes about sexual
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behaviour look different through the lens of gender: girls are denounced
for promiscuity, not boys. There is resistance to the idea that women
might want to watch others have sex, have multiple sexual partners,
engage in public or anonymous sex or pay for sex – as well as be paid for
it.103 Eric Ratliff discusses advertising and entertainment messages that
‘effectively communicate the ideals of personal improvement’ as well as
sexuality as an ‘expression of self’ for rural women migrants working as
hostesses.104

The hydraulic-drive model of sexuality has been the subject of
debunking for some time,105 particularly the idea that men have great
sexual ‘needs’, which is called a myth oppressing women.106 Never-
theless, the discourse of sexual liberation is still strong, and the
contemporary proliferation of sexual images and opportunities is often
ascribed to a ‘de-repressing’ of the population – continuing the notion
that we are progressing towards complete sexual enlightenment. In this
context, commercial sex appears to be part of today’s wide-open, sexy
consumerism.

Weeks believes that ‘choice of lifestyles is central to radical sexual
politics; choice to realize our sexual desire, choice in the pattern of
sexual relationships, choice in our general ways of life’.107 Could this
choice on behalf of sexual identities apply to commercial sex? Is being a
‘client’ or ‘sex worker’ an analogous identity to those based on sexual
orientation or gender? If identities are multiple, shifting and temporary,
perhaps so. In contemporary capitalist markets, objects, experiences
and services that not long ago were unavailable now multiply before our
eyes; consumers are urged to buy products that enhance their personal
lifestyles, and entrepreneurship is celebrated for providing an immense
explosion of spaces where we can be entertained and served in new
ways. There is nothing economically mysterious about the increase of
sexually oriented shows and services on offer.

Urry classifies tourist gazing, a form of consumption, as collective,
when the presence of other people adds to the experience, and roman-
tic, when privacy is important.108 Both are available in the sex industry,
where clients drink, eat, dance, relax, take drugs, meet friends, do
business, impress partners, watch films, travel, and pay for sex.
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Everything seems to indicate that sex clubs are little by little
becoming places where the role of sexual demand is giving way to a
tissue of more complex interactions . . . [These places] are assuming
a new role, that of a social place to which groups of men go without
specifically seeking a sexual relationship with the women they find
there, but rather having fun amongst themselves until early morning
hours.109

Elizabeth Bernstein describes this commercial sex as recreation as ‘a
reconfiguration of erotic life in which the pursuit of sexual intimacy is
not hindered but facilitated by its location in the marketplace’.110 None-
theless, the question repeatedly heard about this consumption is framed
as individual aberration:‘Why do men buy sex?’

The Motivation to Buy Sex

Why is asked about this purchase as it is about few others. In polemics
against ‘prostitution’, clients are described as exploiters, colonisers,
victimisers, perverts, people with sexual or psychological problems or
simply as immoral (the past’s libertines).111 Westerners questioned in
Thailand and the Caribbean expressed disagreeable, disrespectful,
power-oriented, colonialist and racist attitudes about women to one
research team,112 and there is no doubt that men sometimes say these
things. But another researcher found tourists who feel victimised by
women they paid,113 and tourists’ concerned and affectionate letters to
women left behind paint yet another picture.114 The context for such
remarks must always be considered: who asks the questions, where, in
front of whom – a spectrum of methodological and ethical issues
influencing how people react to being questioned that are crucial when
sexual issues are at stake.

Studies of client motivation that consider ideas about masculinity in
different cultures question the separating of sex industry sites from
hostelry and entertainment sectors (taverns, bars, discotheques, cafés,
restaurants) and the health and well-being sector (saunas, massage
parlours, body therapies). Martha Stein observed more than a thousand
clients and 64 call girls, concluding that clients used these occasions for
stress reduction and counselling.115 Anne Allison’s study of Japanese
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middle-class businessmen reveals the importance of homosociality
among male work colleagues who spend time together away from rigid
workplace hierarchies;116 Alyson Brody questions the Cartesian separa-
tion of mind from body as inadequate for understanding Thai notions of
maleness.117 In an ethnography with older street workers and their
clients in Spain, Angie Hart demonstrates the fullness of their
relationships.118 Paul Lyngbye reveals the cognitive dissonance between
the conventional denunciation of clients and their own feelings about
what they are doing.119 Roberta Perkins, in a study of 1,000 clients of sex
workers in Australia, finds them to be no different from everyone else,
across age, social, labour, religion and marriage categories.120 In research
on gentlemen’s clubs in the US, where dancers offer nude dancing,
company and conversation but no touching, Katherine Frank shows how
regular patrons want to indulge in fantasies about sex in spaces where
gender relations are not like daily life.121

Replies to the question ‘why do you pay for sex?’ are nonplussing.

I didn’t do anything different with my wife from what I did with
whores.What was the difference, then? With my wife there was the
problem of obligation, the fact that being married we couldn’t go
back, [so] the idea of being able to choose was liberation.

It’s something I do as a distraction.To do something different from .. .
I don’t know .. . going to a film.122

It keeps my marriage together. My wife won’t try anything different,
so I go to prostitutes.

I’ve never liked going out drinking with groups of lads, clubbing it,
looking for girls. I find it difficult and a hassle to go through all the
chatting up and all the trying to get off with them.This is easier.

It’s so exciting partly because I shouldn’t be doing it.123

It’s different to lovemaking. It’s lust and it’s great to have something
new and different whenever you want it.124

There are sailors or businessmen who want a quick fuck. Others have
matrimonial problems or don’t like lasting relationships. There are
people who don’t look good, or who are handicapped. But there are
also people who simply like to vary, or who want to enjoy sex in their
own way.125
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I came to these places occasionally even though we had a good sex life
in the sense that my wife was well satisfied and so was I. Like most
males, every now and then I have a need, a craving, for a different
female.126

Could this be all there is to it? Or is there a problem in the directness of
the question, which assumes the interviewee is engaged in doubtful, if
not reprehensible, activities? Knowing that so many condemn clients’
desires as the eroticisation of poverty or race, violence, perpetuation of
the madonna/whore dichotomy or a need to feel masculine and power-
ful, it is no wonder that clients are reluctant to talk about deeper desires
and fantasies (if they have any). And of course, it may be that most
people asked the question ‘why do you – ?’ do not know the answer
themselves.

The desire for sex is often compared to the desire for food:

It is said that people who go in for sex without love are missing a lot.
That may be true, but it provides not the slightest argument for never
having it without love. You might just as well say that because the
pleasantest way to eat was with friends at dinner parties, no one
should eat in any other.127

Carol Pateman and others dismiss such arguments as reducing com-
mercial sex relationships to contracts, without considering the power
structures in which they occur.128 Some say the difference between a
demand for most services and a demand for domestic and sexual ones lies
in the buyer’s interest in ‘the person’ of the worker – in his or her distinct
personal identity and appearance.129 But many consumers think about
these when they select other kinds of human service-providers, too.

Then there is the question of the size of demand for sexual services.A
French report calculated in 1977 that an average of 40,000 men a day
had sex with ‘prostitutes’.130 In 1996, a Spanish NGO speculated that
300,000 ‘prostitutes’ might have three clients a day, making a million
men buying sexual services every day in Spain.131 The media, national
governments, the European Parliament and the UN continually cite high
figures for both ‘trafficking’ and ‘prostitution’, most of which are crude
extrapolations from estimates that were unreliable in the first place.The
calculations of one Roman street worker in 1988 are more specific:
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Rome was known to have 5,000 prostitutes. Let’s say that each one
took home at least 50,000 lire a day. Men don’t go more than once a
day. That means that for someone who asked 3,000 lire in a car, to
arrive at 50,000 she had to do a lot, maybe twenty or so. Figure it
out, 20 times 5,000 comes to 100,000 clients. Since it’s rare for them
to go every day, maybe they go once or twice a week, the total comes
to between 400,000 and 600,000 men going to whores every week.
How many men live in Rome? A million and a half.Take away the old
men, the children, the homosexuals and the impotent. I mean,
definitely, more or less all men go.132

The extent of demand can be presumed also from the probable presence
of hundreds of thousands of migrants selling sex in Europe.The point is,
given such a large market, that customers cannot be exceptional cases or
technically ‘deviants’. Even an attempt to generate a profile for men
who buy sex from children found that proper ‘paedophiles’ form a tiny
subgroup of conventional social characters (seamen, businessmen,
migrants, aid workers) who pay for sex opportunistically and ignore the
ages of the people they buy it from.133 The only conclusion possible is
that in all cultures and countries, many males consider it permissible and
conventional to buy sex.

Buying Services Away from Home

Development workers, international civil servants, representatives of
multinational corporations and diplomats, often with large incomes,
employ housekeepers, maids and nannies for little money and grant
them few rights.134 Some employers treat these employees as chattels,
‘bringing them along’ when they move.135 But despite these widespread
abuses, ‘sex tourism’ receives all the attention and alarm. Many paying
for companionship and sex in countries other than their own repudiate
the term, as do people who provide services.

‘Sex tourism’ causes scandal as the patriarchal, imperialist and racist
exploitation of poverty, but this is oversimplified. To begin with, it is
impossible to separate this kind of tourism from others; many who seek
out interludes of paid sex have other agendas, such as ecotourism or
seeing cultural monuments.The activities exist everywhere, not only on
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sunny beaches.136 Some travellers consciously seek out sex, while others
passively let it seek them out.

Many western travellers celebrate the sexual and affective possibilities
in poorer countries, complaining that women are too feminist and com-
mercial sex is overly industrialised in the west, where timekeeping and
pricing-per-item are the norm.137

It’s by the hour, like a taxi service, like they’ve got the meter running
... Here it’s different. They’re not professionals. They enjoy sex, it’s
natural to them ... they’re affectionate ... They even kiss you.A pros-
titute in Europe will never kiss you. (Canadian man in the Dominican
Republic)138

The women reach maturity earlier here . . . the very climate makes
them behave differently. (Portuguese man in Brazil)139

Oh, the Italians, you can’t say anything to them, everything offends
them, the Italian woman has a conflict of identity, they’re full of
feminist ideas. (Italian man in Brazil)140

These travellers value the open-ended, ambiguous sexual relations that
can be slipped into on holiday, which suggest friendly gift-giving more
than contracts.

The foreigners are different, as far as caring is concerned. In the
experiences I’ve had, sex wasn’t just sex . . . There was caring, that
exchange, conversation. (Brazilian woman in Brazil)141

They know how to make a man feel looked after. Squeezing the
toothpaste onto the brush so it’s waiting for you when you go into the
bathroom in the morning, that’s what I call caring. How many women
in England would do that? (Englishman in Thailand)142

Some tourists know that their new friends are only pretending affection
but don’t mind, because they see themselves to be pretending as well.143

In the club, they were granted safety from the struggle to attract ‘real’
women, from the necessity to form ‘real’ commitments and from the
demands of those ‘real’ women on their time and emotions.144

It doesn’t matter if they really like me or not, but if they want to
receive drinks or a tip they have to pretend that they enjoy my com-
pany and I have to believe it . . . I don’t really care to have a long-term
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relationship at this time, but I do want to believe that such a relation-
ship is possible. (US man in the Philippines)145

Cohen explains how emotional labour is essential to making brief
touristic experiences satisfying:

Purely commercial attitudes on the part of the hosts . . . rob the
tourists’ relationships with them of much of their attractiveness. Pro-
fessionalisation in tourism .. . finds one of its expressions in the
ability of the service personnel to provide ‘personalised service’ – a
form of ‘staged authenticity’ in which relationships based essentially
on economic exchange are camouflaged to appear as if they were
based on social exchange.146

Besides this staged authenticity or emotional labour, those working
with foreigners offer flexibility, working as guides, drivers, cultural and
linguistic interpreters, sport and dance instructors and protectors against
swindles. Touristic sites attract people from other parts of the country,
who then make up an informal market in crafts, dance, local sports,
religious rituals, typical food and drink, hair-braiding and beach
massages, as well as drugs and sex. Many service-providers, as well as
their clients, resist being labelled as objects of sex tourism when sexual
contact is only one service among many.147

While governments may denounce ‘sex tourist’ practices or native
‘prostitutes’ who bother tourists, host countries generate images of
themselves as beautiful, friendly and natural through advertising and
through assuring that friendly subjects are actually present in tourist
environments. Malcolm Crick’s guide in Kandy sums up the flexible
local:

Felix had a short list of addresses of tourists with whom he had been
friendly over the years . . . Most on this list were women with whom
he had been on trips around the island. At the start of such trips, he
would state the price of his company, but if he grew to like his
companion, he would tell them at the end that they could give him
whatever gifts they liked. Of course he would have enjoyed several
days’ travel, good food, good accommodation and probably sex, but
he made a qualitative distinction between such relationships and a
simple business arrangement. As has been recognised in other
cultures, such relationships with foreigners can have a profound
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psychological significance, which terms like ‘tout’ or ‘prostitute’ do
not adequately convey.148

Though there has been some attempt to position women tourists’ search
as romantic rather than sexual,149 most research rejects this distinction.150

Opportunities open up for male natives, and gay tourism is no different.

Though the boys prefer girls of their own age, they do understand
that older women often find themselves in a more secure economic
position and of a better purchasing power, which makes them highly
attractive as sexual partners promising a ticket to a better life . . . 151

The boys had refused money in return for their sexual favours. But
since it was assumed that some form of reciprocity other than free
lodging was to take place, he and Alexander had decided on the shop-
ping trip, where they would buy their tricks a number of goods.‘Stuff
here is so cheap for us anyway. It’s really no problem.’152

The issue of emotional labour arises here, too.

The thing is, it is a particular skill, that’s why they’re in the bars –
they can do the necessary play-acting, they can convince the punter
that he’s what they’ve been waiting for all their life.And because you
are at the centre of your own life, you don’t think ‘Oh she’ll be doing
the same thing with somebody else tomorrow or next week.’ You
think you’re special or different.153

When I find out what the customer wants, then that is who I am. If he
likes someone to talk to, then I can do that; if he wants someone to be
like his girlfriend then I can do that too. I am good at figuring out
what others want from me. (Filipina in the Philippines)154

Local people may also be genuinely assisted and cared for by tourists.

He was very traumatized, to see the situation in which I lived . . . He
said he would help me while he was here . . . I told him I was alone . . .
and that there was no one I could leave the boys with. So we waited
until the boys went to sleep and . . . we became intimate. After that,
he visited every day. He gave me money, bought us food, and many
other necessities. This was a beautiful situation but only lasted for
about 20 days because he had to return to Italy. Before he left, he gave
me 500 dollars . . . (Cuban woman in Cuba)155
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Caribbean women in times of structural adjustment have been described
as making do, trading in the informal economy and in sexual relation-
ships, manipulating and switching partners, selling sex, resorting to
relationships of convenience or getting involved with other women’s
men.156 Young people’s relationships with older men and women that
involve sex, money, security and protection are documented in many
African countries and in Japan, Taiwan and other parts of Asia,157 in
traditions well outside anything called ‘prostitution’.

Sexual cultures can be understood as comprising a continuum of
relationships in which sexual labour is present, without differentiating
absolutely between marital and extramarital sex. Many people who sell
sex do not see it as separate from other activities or as directly commer-
cial. In different parts of the world, relations combining feelings, sex
and money are considered conventional, and both sides of the relation-
ships may have names.158 Viviana Zelizer analyses the myriad ways that
money intersects with intimacy:

Different forms of payment signify differences in the character of the
social relations currently operating. To label a payment a gift (tip,
bribe, charity, expression of esteem) rather than an entitlement
(pension, allowance, rightful share of gains) or compensation (wages,
salary, bonus, commission) is to make claims about the relationship
between payer and payee. Negotiation, then, runs in both directions:
from definition of social ties to selection of appropriate payments,
from forms of payment to accepted definitions of ties.159

These multi-faceted relationships exist in wealthier countries as well. In
Liverpool, in the 1980s:

The women typically spend the evening drinking and dancing with the
same client, before accompanying him back to the ship for the rest of
the night . .. it is not uncommon for a woman to spend up to several
weeks without leaving the docks at all, working, eating, and sleeping
on board then moving on to the next ship. For some, it is like a
holiday, free food and drink, plenty of money, and parties on board
every night.160

Although there are few shipboard parties in Liverpool these days, this
tradition is alive and well in many ports. On a trip to Colombia,
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Nicaragua and Costa Rica, I encountered such ship culture, with local
intermediaries advising women when boats come in and ferrying them
out for parties lasting days. Many of those who spend time with seafarers
do not see themselves as sex workers but rather describe themselves as
‘good-time’ or party girls.

Kiwi ship-girls [exchange] sex with foreigners they find attractive or
agreeable for money, meals and drinks, rather than an agreed upon
fee-for-service arrangement. If a woman decides to spend a night
with one of the men, he will, at the very least, give her enough money
to cover her taxi fare home, and pay for child-minding expenses.161

Some feminists in Europe, too, have long been aware that the difference
between marriage and ‘prostitution’ is imaginary162 – a topic too large to
go into except in one small way.

Marriage

Marriage (and now, in some countries, civil union between people of the
same sex) is still one of the easiest ways for migrants to acquire legal
status in Europe and thus access to all kinds of jobs. A brochure for
potential Latin American migrants, Alemania ¿Un paraíso para mujeres?
(Germany, A Paradise for Women?) dedicates several pages to the
topic.163 Increasingly, potential spouses must put on a very good show for
immigration officials, living together for some time and demonstrating a
convincing affective history; at the same time, marrying migrants is now
a standard way to demonstrate solidarity among (especially, younger)
Europeans. Some marriages last; in others divorce is planned from the
outset. In some cases, migrants begin to sell sex, which may have been
foreseen (or not), involve coercion (or not) and benefit both partners
(or not).164 Sometimes observers lump all such situations together as
exploitative, but such a conclusion masks the diversity, resourcefulness
and flexibility found among migrants themselves. Annie Phizacklea
mentions the bride who ‘has calculated that marriage will be the easiest
and possibly only legal route of gaining employment commensurate
with education and qualifications’.165 The melding of sexual, domestic
and labour necessities that characterises this chapter may find its
epitome in this kind of migrant marriage.
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‘Anti-prostitution’ discourses frequently condemn matrimonial
agencies that use catalogues and websites.Although intermediaries have
always arranged conventional marriages in cultures across the world,
there is no doubt that some of them now advertise potential mates using
the same techniques that sex businesses use.There is also no doubt that
some would-be husbands are looking for wives who will be more
submissive than they believe western women are. But it is impossible to
distinguish between abusive and non-abusive matrimonial agents by
simply looking at their catalogues, and many women married through
such agencies reject the derogatory label ‘mail-order brides’,
considering themselves to be actively looking for good partners.

Research on matchmaking reveals a variety of unions arranged com-
mercially: trade marriages, blind marriages, arranged marriages, love
marriages and marriages of convenience.166 Some of these arranged
marriages turn out well, others not. Many women creatively use mar-
riage abroad to avoid oppression at home and create new possibilities for
themselves.167 And westerners are hardly alone in looking for spouses
abroad; consider a recruiter of Japanese husbands for Thai women:

They don’t stay long or come too often. Husbands we choose for our-
selves are not as nice as this. To marry a man from the village is to
suffer. This way, we don’t get tired and we don’t have to worry. We
only want money. What’s more, if we go into prostitution, we’re at
risk from disease . . . It’s like having a husband who works abroad to
send us money.We are faithful to them .. . They are happy to support
us.168

When people buy sexual services in Europe, or get into holiday
romances where they pay a local for spending time with them, or marry
someone willing to be a ‘traditional’ spouse, the relationships often
occur across cultural, ethnic, class and age boundaries. For many
participants in the ‘prostitution’ debate, this point is definitive, proving
that the male service-buyer is not only sexist but racist. Some studies of
the sex industry rely on an analysis of imperialism and globalisation that
makes the west’s rapaciousness in the third world as sexual as it is
economic.169 In most of these works, women, darker people and the
poor are positioned as powerless beside men, whiter people and the
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rich. A desire to relate to exotic Others may characterise many
commercial sex relations, but the vendor may be whiter than the buyer,
and the buyer may be the foreigner or migrant.170 Besides, clients don’t
all have the same ethnic prejudices.171 For managers of businesses, it is
important to have a variety of phenotypes and nationalities on offer:

The difference is with the clients, if they tell me ‘a Spanish woman’
then I send a Spanish woman; it’s not racism because I have some girls
as blonde and white as the Spanish and they don’t work . . . ‘I won’t
give my money to a foreigner’, and a foreigner can be white, from
India or from wherever you like, but she’s foreign . . . There’s some-
thing for everyone here, it’s a boutique. (Dominican woman manager
of a flat in Spain)172

Some years ago, when migrants selling sex in Europe were mostly
Asians and Latin Americans, a colour-based analysis seemed plausible,
but nowadays large numbers of light-coloured people from Eastern
Europe and countries of the former Soviet Union are selling sex, under
similar conditions and subject to similar discourses of victimisation and
agency. If we substitute ethnicity for race, we find that everywhere
societies create hierarchies of social value for nationalities, ethnicities
and regions. ‘Whiteness’ may be ranked, as in the Greek comment that
‘Russians and Ukrainians [are] at one end of the scale and Albanians at
the other’.173 These distinctions change according to cultural context:
Albania and Greece share borders, which means they share rivalries,
prejudices and jokes and know each other’s histories, whereas at the
other end of Europe, in Spain, say,Albania and the Ukraine may seem to
be two undifferentiated countries in ‘the east’. And workers are just as
prejudiced as customers:

Normally in a club they don’t accept more than three or four
Africans, because they have a very bad way of working.They approach
a client and if the client doesn’t want anything they just stay and stay
until the client leaves . . . The Russians have messed up the job.They
do whatever they are asked, anywhere and in front of anyone.
(Colombian woman in Spain)174

Studies of sexual relationships between European colonists and the
peoples they colonised reveal a complex of social, cultural, psychological,
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economic and symbolic elements175 that also need to be investigated if
we are to understand how the exotic functions in commercial sex
relations.

Contemporary westerners tend to believe that work constitutes a
unique way to realise personal identity, but this belief is not universal.
Doing low-prestige service work can, for many, be the instrument to
realise other ends, even other identities. I end this chapter with the
words of a Filipina domestic in Switzerland:

We look at migration as neither a degradation nor improvement . . .
in women’s position, but as a restructuring of gender relations.This
restructuring need not necessarily be expressed through a
satisfactory professional life. It may take place through the assertion
of autonomy in social life, through relations with family of origin, or
through participating in networks and formal associations. The
differential between earnings in the country of origin and the country
of immigration may in itself create such an autonomy, even if the job
in the receiving country is one of a live-in maid or prostitute.176

To understand how discourses developed that so uniformly disqualify
this kind of testimony, I started reading about the past.And there I found
the answers I was looking for.
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96

This chapter reveals the beginnings of social interventions aimed at
helping people considered needy and unable to help themselves. In
today’s Europe, non-European migrants may be the group perceived as
most needy, problematic, threatening and in need of control (and the
subgroup ‘migrant prostitutes’ most of all). In the nineteenth century,
‘the poor’ were perceived this way, and ‘prostitutes’ perhaps most of
all. As part of a phenomenon known as the Rise of the Social, a newly
empowered bourgeoisie set out to define how society ought to be
constituted and how citizens should live; in the process, our contem-
porary understanding of ‘prostitution’ was fashioned and philanthropy
was carved out as a women’s sphere of work. The Rise of the Social
began around the time of the French and US revolutions and forms part
of the Enlightenment; today, the social is a major element of
governments. In this sense, the social refers to the way social problems,
social reform and social welfare are formulated and managed. The
concept derives substantially from the work of Jacques Donzelot, who
closely links the social with conscious efforts at philanthropy.1The role of
female philanthropists, both voluntary and paid, is crucial to the later
formation of states’ assumption of social services, programming,
planning and other technologies.

I do not mean to imply that there was no stigmatisation, harassment,
regulation or suffering of women who sold sex before the social period.
Rather, the social caused what it called ‘prostitution’ to be viewed in a
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different way, and, more important, designated a class of people with a
mission to do something about it.

Whereas earlier Victorian writings had emphasised pauperism as a
failure of the moral will, they now relocated the locus of poverty,
putting it within the homes and bodies of the poor themselves.
Whether victims of environmental or biological determinism, the
poor would remain the poor, unless extricated from their fate by the
transforming power of heroic investigators and reformers.2

The Rise of the Social occurred all over Europe – although local com-
mentators may not describe it the same way – over the late eighteenth to
early twentieth centuries. On ‘prostitution’, studies demonstrate general
European trends from the Middle Ages on.3 I concentrate on evidence
from France and England, since both theory and evidence on the social
are abundant there.The French evidence chiefly concerns the setting up
of a state system to control ‘prostitution’, while the English mostly con-
cerns how a work sector was created to control individual ‘prostitutes’.4

The two histories are intertwined, since the French system was almost
extended to Britain (as it was to other parts of Europe), but energetic
campaigners fought against it.5

I do not think a recounting of chronological events is the best way to
understand the simultaneous and contradictory, the ebbing and flowing,
waves of sentiment about sex. People with reforming, repressive and
regulatory theories and projects have existed throughout human history. I
take a genealogical approach to the discourse on ‘prostitutes’ as well as to
that of helping them, following Judith Butler’s concept of genealogy as
investigating the ‘political stakes in designating as an origin and cause those
identity categories that are in fact the effect of institutions, practices, and
discourses with multiple and diffuse points of origin’.6 I am particularly
interested in how new social theories of how to help were entangled
with helpers’ own needs and desires, and I relate these to changes in the
patterns of women’s work, which are documented Europe-wide.7

The subject of helping is usually treated as benevolent, as the entry of
capable women previously excluded from nondomestic work into the
field of philanthropy. Martha Vicinus seeks to correct a version of history
that did not respect ‘charity work’:8
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Women had always been active in charity, willingly giving of their
time and money, but the increasing wealth and leisure of middle-class
Victorians freed even larger numbers of women to take up the cause
of the poor . . . Charitable organizations united middle- and upper-
class women and gave them greater access to poor women and
children; since women were less identified with economic
exploitation and political power, they were more readily accepted
into the homes of the working class and the poor . . . By the end of the
century an upper-class woman who did not do some kind of
volunteer work would have been an anomaly among her friends.And
for single women, such work had become a respectable alternative to
idleness. But boredom alone cannot explain why so many women
willingly visited the slums, week after week.9

I do not deny the charitable impulse but want to consider other motiva-
tions, such as the desires for autonomy, status and money. In this period,
people interested in the management of human life shifted their focus
from the sovereignty of rulers to the art of government. A new entity,
the ‘population’, was perceived to have problems that must be solved.
For Foucault, the goal of government consists

not in the act of governing as such but in the improvement of the con-
dition of the population, the increase of its wealth, longevity, health,
etc.; and the means that the government will use to attain these ends
are all in some sense immanent to the population, all of them pertain
to the population itself on which government will intervene either
directly through large-scale campaigns, or indirectly through tech-
niques that will make possible, without the full awareness of the
people, the stimulation of birth-rates, the directing of the flow of
population into certain regions or activities etc.10

Power-knowledge is exercised over individuals through controlling
institutions: schools, asylums, reformatories, penitentiaries, prisons and
armies. This power is carried out through interlinked ‘regimes of
practices’ known as punishment, medicine, education, protection and so
on.11 Discourses, practices and acts are inseparable; the machinery
produced by efforts to govern are varied; governmentality theory can
help us understand not only what social agents were thinking but also
what they were doing, as well as illuminate the cult of domesticity and
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attached ideas of moral reclamation and regulation.12 My work reveals
not only the discourse but the tangible practices of those who tried to do
something about ‘prostitution’ by controlling women who sold sex.

Before the Invention of ‘Prostitution’

Though not a very honorable profession, no disgrace was attached to
the person practising it. The professional prostitute was a free-born
independent woman and the law protected her economic position.13

To understand the historic development of prostitution we need . . .
to examine its relationship to the sexual regulation of all women in
archaic states and its relationship to the enslavement of females . . . It
is unfortunate that most authorities use the same term to cover a
broad range of behavior and activities and to encompass at least two
forms of organized prostitution – religious and commercial – which
occur in archaic states.14

According to Gerda Lerner’s analysis of patriarchy, historians have
unjustifiably melded ‘cultic sexual service’ with commercial sexual
service when writing about ancient worlds, creating a cause–effect rela-
tion that cannot be proved. Here, among scholars considering human
customs many thousands of years old, we find a fusion of distinct
cultural activities into one supposedly encompassing term. Lerner’s
sources are encyclopedias and historical works, the earliest dated 1858,
William Sanger’s A History of Prostitution. The date is not coincidental,
falling squarely in the period I explore.The following are some sugges-
tive points.

In general, before the late eighteenth century, commercial sex was
treated as one of an array of offences to be managed, without any special
moralism. Between 921 and 939 AD, an English decree required that
certain wrongdoers be banished or killed, among these wizards, sor-
cerers, perjurers, conspirators to murder and ‘vile, polluted, notorious
horewenan’, a word comprising whores, fornicators and adulterers.15 By
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the clergy had much to say about the
buying and selling of sex, theologians arguing, after Saint Augustine, that
women who sold sex were a necessary evil (the ‘sewer in the palace’)
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who needed only to be contained. Later, both monarchs and munici-
palities attempted to suppress commercial sex as one of several kinds of
vice; projects ranged from curfews and expulsion of sex vendors outside
the city walls to the assigning of them to designated districts and
municipally run brothels, but all evidence shows that sex was sold at
every place and hour and that those selling it were ‘an integral part of
urban life in the Middle Ages’.16 City authorities were interested in legal
issues related to selling sex, but they did not usually isolate this
particular problem from a range of others.17 The recurring concerns
were (1) juridical (what crimes to punish and what methods to use) and
(2) town planning (where to allow this sex to take place). There was
always a minor discourse of religious reclamation as well, but, in the
premodern world-picture, every object and being was believed to
occupy its proper place for a reason, and large-scale attempts to change
fate did not make sense.

Leah Otis, in her study of the Languedoc, believes that modern con-
cepts of deviance and marginality cannot apply to the medieval period,
‘when prostitution was a recognized, if not particularly respected,
profession’.18 Mary Perry, describing sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century Seville, writes that the common maxim of the day that whores
were moral cesspools had the effect of integrating them into society
‘because it saw them as necessary vessels for human filth, sinners who
could divert others from the more serious sins of homosexuality, incest,
adultery, and propositioning honorable women’.19

The issue is less whether those selling sex were considered part of
society or not and more whether they were considered to have a dis-
tinguishable identity.Although laws were passed to regulate whoredom,
the category ‘whore’ itself was never defined.

The connection of sexuality, greed, and commerce permeates the
view of gender relations presented in late medieval English as well as
Continental literature. If prostitutes in real life were marginalized by
their treatment under the law, the institution of prostitution was
integral to medieval English culture’s concept of what it was to be a
woman, for all women threatened to introduce sex into the world of
commerce.The prostitute presented that threat most forcefully, but
she was not so different from the married woman.20
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Although Ruth Karras uses the word ‘prostitute’, there was no word
or concept which signified exclusively the sale of sexual services until the
social period.‘Whoring’ referred to sexual relations out of marriage and
connoted immorality or promiscuity without the involvement of
money, and the word whore was used to brand any woman who stepped
outside current boundaries of respectability. The emphasis was on the
behaviour, not the personal identity.

Jacques Rossiaud believes that there was a general change toward
further social integration of those selling sex from the fifteenth century
on,21 but the evidence points both ways: toward a greater acceptance
and normalisation and also toward a more moralising rigour. In the early
sixteenth century, a severe syphilis epidemic swept Europe, preparing
the way for further repression.22 Edward Bristow suggests that ‘for con-
ventional moralists of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, sexual misconduct was a serious matter; but there was no
reason to single it out as the ultimate in wickedness’.23 But as the
eighteenth century went on, repressive movements grew, in France
related to denunciations of the hedonism of nobles and royals, and in
Britain associated with the evangelical Protestant revival. Vice and the
obscene were to be rooted out on the stage, in books and in a general
reformation of manners. Improper sexual relations formed part of this
general concern, but there was still a lack of consensus on how to frame
the problem itself. Most attempts to control it referred to disorder,
public scandal or indecency, in which nonsexual offences were included
with sexual. Although homes for reformed harlots had existed in other
parts of Europe earlier, linked to the Catholic Church, history showed
that such attempts usually failed, and women took up their old occupa-
tion. Despite accusations of popishness, reformatories began in Britain
during this time.24

Again, tendencies can be seen both ways: towards repression and to-
wards acceptance. In the eighteenth century, when James Boswell was
keeping track of his sexual encounters in London’s open spaces, and vice
societies were attempting to stop such behaviour, the first modern argu-
ment for officially regulating and surveying commercial sex was pub-
lished in London.25 Both regulation and reform shared the logic of the
social: identifying subjects to be rounded up and placed in buildings
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where programmes would work on them and authority figures would
watch over them.

The Rise of the Social – and the Family

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, societies in
northern Europe were discrediting the idea that monarchs had a divine
right to rule. Self-appointed observers and commentators consciously
set out to consider social questions: of poverty, of the effects of
industrialisation and of the growth of cities. Beyond the ages-old belief
that destiny proclaimed some people unlucky or depraved, thinkers
began to consider the possibility that destitution and depravation could
be prevented. Philosophers and new social experts began to define the
virtuous way for people to live and how to bring this about. Foucault
described this task as involving not only ‘upwards continuity’, in which
the governing person must first govern his own conduct, but ‘downwards
continuity’, in which good governing principles are transmitted to
families and to individuals. Government’s purpose became not simply to
govern but to assure the welfare of the population.26

Women who sold sex constituted one of the groups targeted for
attention from this time.27This is not to claim that no such attention had
ever been paid before or that the values were completely new. Some of
the difference lies in the moral charge assigned to these values, the sheer
number of people proclaiming them and a shift in the sex of who was
doing most of the proclaiming. But a good part of the innovation lies in
new ideas about the relationship between those making proposals about
social problems and the people considered to be problems.

During the Rise of the Social, the bourgeoisie were finally achieving
the power and status they had long sought. For the nobility, lineage and
pride were secured through guaranteeing that property stayed in the
family; noble persons were invested automatically with right and
respectability – the principle of noblesse oblige. For the bourgeoisie, the
nuclear family was to be society’s central unit and ‘family’ had more
emotional meanings – a way of life, domesticity,‘the home’.28

When the man and woman of the people live in disorder, they often
have neither hearth nor home.They are only at ease where vice and
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crime reign free. But on the contrary, once a man and a woman of the
people, illicitly joined together, are married, they desert the filthy
rooms that were their only refuge and set up their home.Their fore-
most concern is to withdraw their children from the hospitals in
which they had placed them. These married fathers and mothers
establish a family, that is, a center where the children are fed, clothed,
and protected; they send these children to school and place them in
apprenticeship.29

Ariès emphasises two essential changes in this new vision of family: the
development of the notion of privacy and the concept of childhood.
Before, all of life was permeated with sociability, home and work were not
considered separate, married couples with their children lived amidst
larger households, and houses themselves were not separated into the
rooms and functions we know today.The formulation of childhood as a
time of innocence requiring long years of protection and instruction
meant that particular people had to be assigned these tasks; families
required supervision and spiritual nourishment in a specific place of their
own.30Women were considered uniquely gifted with virtue and affection
and therefore called to carry out these tasks, if not directly then through
correct supervision of servants.Women’s work was increasingly regarded
as the ‘emotional labour motivated (and guaranteed) by maternal
instinct’. Conveniently, her domestic role contributed to bourgeois
wealth and power.31

Donzelot shows how eighteenth-century French ‘policing’ extended
its power through the family and how the home as a feminine domain
became the new focus of respectability and virtue.

This great discovery: woman, the housewife and attentive mother,
was man’s salvation, the privileged instrument for civilising the
working class. It sufficed merely to shape her to this use, to furnish
her with the necessary instruction, to instill in her the elements of a
tactics of devotion, in order for her to stamp out the spirit of inde-
pendence in the working man.32

Some historians emphasise how, in this new domesticity, women became
modest and passive, their sexuality dormant and their fate isolation and
loneliness,33 while others show how management of a household was
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raised to the level of a science.Theories of hygiene, nutrition and regula-
tion of personal behaviour were turned into a series of norms intended
to prevent the family from falling apart, now widely called the Domestic
Ideology.34

During the Rise of the Social, the bourgeoise believed it had a duty to
civilise the working class, as the aristocracy before believed it had in
relation to the bourgeoisie.35 And in the same period that European
explorers thought that natives in faraway places would benefit by being
colonised, so did the ‘more enlightened’ class think the working class
would benefit by intervention in their affairs. The middle class
proclaimed the right way to live to everyone else, placing the bourgeois
woman in a position vis-à-vis the working-class woman in which ‘a new
continuity was established for the bourgeois woman between her family
activities and her social activities. She discovered a new missionary
domain in which to operate.’36 Not by chance, there was a sizeable social
area that needed her. As Engels pointed out in his study of Manchester,
the bourgeois capitalist system created an ideal of home and family life
that was impossible for the workers to attain:

The various members of the family only see each other in the
mornings and evenings, because the husband is away at his work all day
long. Perhaps his wife and the older children also go out to work and
they may be in different factories. In these circumstances how can
family life exist?37

In France, Jules Simon published popular works (L’Ouvrière 1861, La
Famille 1869) railing against women who worked as ‘impious’ and
‘sordid’, no longer women.They represented disorder, when order was
defined as family and maternity. In Britain, bourgeois residents moved to
oust brothels from their environs.38 As Weeks sees it,‘The more ideology
stressed the role of sex within conjugality the more it was necessary to
describe and regulate those forms of sexuality which were outside it.’39

With the identification of families as virtuous and normal, large
numbers of people were discursively converted into social misfits:
people without proper places in a domestic structure. Not only flagrant
beggars, homeless children and criminals but people who spent too
much time in taverns, who gambled, who bought meals outside the
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home, who weren’t interested in marriage and who liked to dawdle in
the streets: all were peered at through a lens that sought to know why
they did these things and how they could be prevented. Non-con-
forming individuals, those outside the hearth, were seen as threats to
normal society who had to be steered toward a right way of life, cared
for, protected from their erring ways.40This meant setting up machinery
of social control that included investigation, surveillance, codes of dress
and behaviour, definition of acceptable pastimes and vocations as well as
techniques for classifying and recording the information collected.
Donzelot calls this philanthropy:

not to be understood as a naively apolitical term signifying a private
intervention in the sphere of so-called social problems, but [to] be
considered as a deliberately depoliticising strategy for establishing
public services and facilities at a sensitive point midway between
private initiative and the state.41

The discourse of problem groups necessitated the creation of jobs for
those who would carry out the projects. ‘Prostitutes’, once viewed as
miscreants who assaulted men in the street and offended good taste,
were now seen as pathological, capable of contaminating good citizens
and needing to be controlled.

The Drive to ‘Do Something about Prostitution’

According to Tony Henderson, what the eighteenth-century London
poor said about themselves (as opposed to what the non-poor said
about them) indicates that ‘prostitutes, both individually and
collectively, were perhaps as much an accepted part of plebeian London
as any other identifiable group’, and they appeared to have had little
difficulty in moving into other roles.42 But the Vagrancy Act of 1822
named ‘prostitutes’ as one among other stigmatised groups who could
be arrested.43 Even so, efforts to count and locate offenders were
frustrated by the impossibility of agreeing on their definition. Henry
Mayhew, in London Labour and the London Poor, classified ‘prostitutes’
with vagrants, professional beggars, cheats and thieves, and subdivided
them into ‘park women’, ‘female operatives’, ‘maid-servants’, ‘ladies of
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intrigue’, ‘keepers of houses of assignation’ and ‘cohabitant prostitutes’.
But Mayhew himself said that ‘literally every woman who yields to her
passions and loses her virtue is a prostitute, but many draw a distinction
between those who live by promiscuous intercourse, and those who
confine themselves to one man’.44 Lynda Nead cautions us to read the
term ‘prostitute’ not as 

an objective description of an already-determined group; rather, it
actively constitutes a group which is both socially and economically
specific. In the nineteenth century this process of categorization was
produced through various social practices, through legal and medical
discourses, religious and cultural forms.45

That the term did not have a firm meaning is reflected in the following
excerpt from the trial of a woman picked up under the Contagious
Diseases Acts:

Q. You know the man who goes by the name of William Simmons?
A. Yes.
Q. Have you lived with him for some time? 
A. Yes, for six or seven years.
Q. As his wife? 
A. Yes.
Q. And you are not a prostitute? 
A. No; only to the one man.
Q. Only to Simmons, you mean? 
A. Yes.
Q. You mean that you are not a prostitute, other than as living with  

one man without marriage? 
A. Yes, that’s what I mean.46

The difficulty in counting and locating the right women, rather than
throwing doubt on the project, incited more discourse, more investiga-
tion and more surveillance. But the dangerous connection to sex was
certain; sexuality was becoming ‘a continent of knowledge, with its own
rules of exploration and its own expert geographers’.47 In France, inves-
tigators affiliated with the Académie des Sciences Morales et Politiques,
charged with researching factory life, were like ‘travellers in foreign
lands, [ journeying] from city to city, recording in minute detail the new
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and strange sights they had seen’.48 Their reports were reprinted and
their views were cited as scientific evidence for programmes, but 

Programmes presuppose that the real is programmable, that it is a
domain subject to certain determinants, rules, norms and processes
that can be acted upon and improved by authorities. They make the
objects of government thinkable in such a way that their ills appear
susceptible to diagnosis, prescription and cure by calculating and
normalising intervention.49

So the social invented not only its objects but the necessity to do
something about them, and thereby its own need to exist. Before,
various kinds of authority figures, including kings and clergy, pronounced
and decreed about promiscuity, commercial sex and adultery, and there
was no contradiction in the fact that members of the royalty, nobility
and clergy themselves bought sex and ran brothels, and that some nuns
sold sex.50The relationship between those doing the decreeing and those
being decreed about was hierarchical and judicial, those above deciding
what the duties and faults were of those below, without any self-
reflexion on their own roles.51

The question is not whether ‘prostitution’ had long been simul-
taneously deplored, combated and tolerated, because it had; the whore
stigma had been severe and the punishment at times horrific (as it was
for many crimes). But what appears in histories prior to the social
consists mostly of municipal authorities’ dictates on how to deal with
problems of crime and public scandal, with the clergy providing pious
reasons in support. Discourses changed little over hundreds of years.
Some phenomena were condemned, but they were thought to exist
inevitably, through a ‘great chain of being’, God’s will or Destiny (which
didn’t stop some individuals from trying to alter fate). But when
problems began to be viewed as interdependencies within the social
fabric, a different relationship arose between the person considering a
problem called ‘prostitution’ and the ‘prostitute’.

Érica-Marie Benabou draws a detailed picture of the situation in Paris
before the Revolution, when a system of policing the sex trade was
already in place. The police des moeurs (morals police) were more
interested in finding out about aristocratic clients than in penalising
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women who sold sex.52 In 1769, Restif de la Bretonne published his
‘utopian’ plan, which suggested placing 20,000 women in state-
regulated houses, with older, former workers in charge, for the better
convenience and delight of the clientele. One element of his proposal
recommended mandatory medical exams for the women, whom he
called filles de joie – gay girls.53

Filles de joie or putains (putrid women): the schizophrenic nature of
ideas about women who sold sex is not easily explained. At the
beginning of the social period, the most widespread image was the ‘vile
harlot’, whose body was a stinking sewer threatening society but who
was also carefree, pleasure-seeking and seductive. An alternative image
saw her as a victim of circumstances, and this image came to predomi-
nate as time passed (in tandem with the rise in helping professions).
Nead devotes a good part of her Myths of Sexuality to images of the
‘prostitute’ and theorises the metamorphosis from dangerous to
victimised as a mechanism allowing outsiders to feel pity rather than
fear: ‘Pity deflects the force of that group and redistributes power in
terms of a conventional relationship organized around notions of social
conscience, compassion and philanthropy.’54 The various ‘prostitute’
images were never perfectly distinct from one another but rather acted
at one minute as the symbol of lighthearted pleasure, and at the next as
vile, contaminating or damaged – a tendency that still exists.

Considered the bearer of syphilis, the woman selling sex was asso-
ciated with excrement, dead meat and decay.55 To the French police, she
was a member of the ‘dangerous’ classes, irrevocably associated with the
crime and criminality that obsessed Parisians early in the nineteenth
century. A police report published in 1828 summarised the actions
required to solve the city’s problems:

(1) Put a stop to usury, which is becoming excessive; (2) Curb the
bailiff’s rapacity; (3) Expel five-sixths of the beggars still here;
(4) Clear Paris of a crowd of vagrants who do nothing but spread
theft and crime; (5) Halt the proliferation of common prostitutes.56

Through a series of administrative decisions that responded to the spirit
of the time, rather than the passing of any law, the Paris police prefecture
imposed both state regulation and mandatory medical examinations on
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‘prostitutes’, together comprising what came to be known as the French
System whose essential principles were: (1) create an ‘enclosed milieu’;
(2) supervise it constantly; (3) compartmentalise this space according to
distinct perceived types, in a hierarchy. Corbin’s work demonstrates
how these principles facilitated both the surveillance and the disciplining
of those selling sex and how they form part of a typical Enlightenment
project to ‘destroy confusions’ of categories.57

The social investigator who produced the necessary knowledge was
Alexandre-Jean-Baptiste Parent-Duchâtelet, who had already investi-
gated Parisian sewers when he took on ‘prostitution’. Considered the
chief authority during the nineteenth century, his Paris research and
ideas were emulated all over Europe. He took the regulatory system to
be a natural development towards the new concept of public health, and
through his presentation of extensive statistics approved what the police
had already done. But Parent-Duchâtelet’s research produced another
kind of result. Interviewing thousands of Paris women, he was unable to
prove that there was a ‘prostitute’ type, a regional tendency or a
predisposing professional life.Although he began his work believing the
‘prostitute’ had immoral proclivities, he ended by seeing her as a victim
of poverty and as a member of the urban proletariat.58

Writing of the nineteenth century, Jill Harsin calls the police des
moeurs a ‘creeping bureaucracy’, an administrative department with a
huge budget, while a military corps of gendarmes royales was required to
accompany them on their rounds.59 Registered brothel-keepers became
one sort of civil servant, brothel inspectors another. Dispensaries
dedicated to the business of examining women’s vaginas employed
doctors who used a new metal apparatus, the speculum. The studies
and diagnoses they made ‘legitimated all kind of intrusions into
women’s lives – observation, classification, supervision – in the name of
research’,60 and each form of intrusion provided intruders with
employment.

In nineteenth-century Britain, commercial sex was a burning issue,
and London was believed to have more women selling sex than any
other European capital. ‘From three o’clock in the afternoon, it is
impossible for any respectable woman to walk from the top of the
Haymarket to Wellington Street, Strand’.61 The reigning image was of a
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woman who falls into degradation, torturing guilt, drink, failing looks,
syphilis and suicide, within just a few years (Nead’s ‘myth’), and various
serious texts reproduced it without question.62  William Acton, inspired
by Parent-Duchâtelet’s work in Paris, published the first British study, in
1856, aimed at debunking the myth, his chief finding being that
‘prostitution’ was a transitory occupation.63 This led him to advocate
regulation as the best way to reduce the harm done to women and to
society.

The move toward regulation in Britain came with the Contagious
Diseases Acts of 1864, 1866 and 1869, which mandated the medical
examination of ‘prostitutes’ in England’s garrison and port towns, to
protect the armed forces.64 Nonuniformed police officers selected
women for examination; those found to be suffering from venereal
disease were isolated. But Acton’s findings provided ammunition to
campaigners against the Acts, since if ‘prostitution’ was not a pre-
destined tragedy, then it could be done away with.

Occupied by Women: Cross-class Accounts

The vast surge of proposals and actions on behalf of problem groups was
often motivated by a desire to prevent unhappiness and injustice.
Women and men often took up the social banner because they were in
sympathy with or angry about the lot of the poor; they spent time theo-
rising, debating ideas, forming associations, as well as doing practical
work.65 While middle-class women were seen as helping the working
class, histories of philanthropic movements show that the benefits were
questionable or nonexistent for the people they aimed to help. The
benefits to the helpers, on the other hand, in terms of experience,
satisfaction and future prospects, were significant, both for themselves
as individuals and for capitalism.The moral reformation of the working
class encouraged workers to spend time at home, where they would eat,
sleep and bathe at certain hours in certain ways, in order to be fresh and
able to perform in the workplace. Nancy Armstrong notes how ‘the
notion of charity was inexorably linked to the female role of household
overseer’.66
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For a complex of demographic and social reasons, there were now
more educated women with time to spare and/or the desire or need to
work for a living: widows, unmarried daughters, wives without access
to their own property, and leisured women. At mid-century in Britain,
women with money to pay an attorney could denounce violent
husbands, but only through laws passed in 1870 and 1882 did they get
the right to keep their own earnings after marriage.67 In France,‘women
who wished to improve their position in society through work were
obliged to sacrifice their private lives’, and an 1880 study of female
postal workers showed a majority had chosen financial and professional
independence rather than marriage.68 Perhaps the most famous such
woman was Florence Nightingale, who defied her upper-class parents
and became a nurse.The museum dedicated to her honour says that her
greatest achievement was the raising of nursing to respectability; she
was awarded the Order of Merit and herself never married. Some
extremists said such ‘redundant’ women should be shipped to the
colonies.69The supply of women needing or wanting to earn a living was
growing, but how could they maintain respectability?

It is risky to impose contemporary ideas about class on the past. In
the nineteenth century, women’s relationships with men mostly
determined their class status,70 but once a woman went out to work, she
confused categories. The only occupations long considered compatible
with respectability were lady’s companion, governess, teacher – jobs
carried out by living inside a real home, by the side of real respectable
ladies. Governesses were ideally meant to be gentlewomen.At the same
time, they shared the taint of forbidden sexuality the bourgeoisie
ascribed to all house servants,71 which means that even the respectable
occupations were considered dubious.72 One middle-class lady con-
sidered engraving, drawing patterns and needlework to be suitable
tasks; another said her work was running a household, writing letters
and seeing callers; while a third believed her work was crocheting
bonnets for friends.73 These ideas reflect what the bourgeoisie
considered correct.74

The jobs widely available for women in the nineteenth century were
in textile manufacturing and domestic service, but women worked in a
wide array of other jobs. In England, they were dressmakers,
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needlewomen, milliners, washerwomen, charwomen, milkmaids, nurse-
maids, circus women, shoebinders, mantua makers, satinstitch workers,
glove makers, straw bonnet makers, stay trimmers, hat binders and
chambermaids. Women worked in the jute industry, as machinists in
mills and as hawkers, flower sellers, message girls and match girls.They
brewed and sold beer; they managed lodging houses and brothels; they
tended silkworms. Outside the cities they kept vegetable gardens and
animals, carried loads on their backs and picked strawberries and hops.
Flither girls gathered limpets and birds’ eggs, and women hauled coal in
the mines. Later in the century, more women did ‘white blouse’ work
(school teaching, shop assistance, office work and nursing) and were
waitresses and attendants in toilets. Many jobs became available because
of the rise of social projects: cleaning, maintenance and policing. Some
women in all jobs also sold sexual favours at some time, to tide
themselves over or to supplement income.75 Petty theft and picking
pockets were other sources of income.

Natalie Zemon Davis lists women’s jobs in sixteenth-century France,
apart from domestic service, as ferrying people across rivers, attending
in bath-houses, digging ditches and carrying loads at construction sites.76

Joan Landes writes of French women’s widespread desire to go on the
stage, this being ‘one of the few professions in which a woman could
hope to earn a living, practice a craft and achieve some measure of social
acclaim’.77 In 1836, when Parent-Duchâtelet published his survey of
‘prostitutes’, they told him they had worked in over 600 different occu-
pations: couturières, seamstresses, breeches makers, coat makers, hair-
dressers, glove makers, lace makers, artificial flower makers, day
labourers, dairymaids, workers in farms and vineyards, shop clerks,
street peddlers, acrobats, gauze makers, fringe makers, furriers, hatters,
helmet makers, shoemakers, bootmakers, brush makers, laundresses,
ironers, jewellers, clockmakers, enamellers, burnishers and polishers,
engravers, stage actresses and extras, music teachers and, of course,
servants.

The literary and historical writings of many middle-class men
scarcely mention working women unless they sold sex. For Paris Police
Prefect F. F-A. Béraud, in a book on ‘public women’, it did not ‘take
much acuteness to recognize that a girl who at eight o’clock may be seen
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sumptuously dressed in an elegant costume is the same who appears as a
shop girl at nine o’clock and as a peasant girl at ten’.78 Siegfried
Kracauer’s nineteenth-century Paris seems to be a great open-air theatre
for men, against whose backdrop carefree women romp, referred to
affectionately as vedettes, lorettes, cocottes and grisettes.79Weeks explains the
male prejudice:

Two factors were of particular symbolic importance and concern to
these bourgeois intellectuals, both relating to women: their sexuality
and their economic autonomy. Because of the developing ideology of
woman’s role in the family and her very special responsibility for
society’s well being, it was women working outside the home who
received the most attention from the parliamentary commissioners in
the 1830s and 40s. Moreover, most attention was paid not to the
conditions of work as such but to the moral and spiritual degradation
said to accompany female employment.80

Corbin argues that the woman seeking middle-class clients in Paris did
participate in the new, modern, public spectacle, ‘parad[ing] or
exhibit[ing] herself on the terraces of the high-class cafés, in the
brasseries, in the cafés-concerts, and on the sidewalk’.81 But all women in
public were not selling sex; a diversity of women shared the same spaces
as their patrons, friends, harassers, potential targets and boyfriends:
parks, taverns, markets, theatres and streets.Women also liked to dance,
drink, take walks, make money and have sex.‘Although the male ruling
class did all it could to restrict the movement of women in cities, it
proved impossible to banish them from public spaces. Women
continued to crowd into the city centres and the factory districts.’82

Elizabeth Wilson discusses the contradictions between ideology and the
possible reality of women’s confinement to the domestic sphere, and
disputes, as I did in Chapter 2, the argument that female flâneurs
(itinerant urban observers) were impossible. Bourgeois women may
not have been ‘permitted’ to spend time in public until special areas
with shops were built (the Arcades) and shopping became an acceptable
activity,83 but working women were already there when the respectable
arrived: working, not working class.There were women of middle-class
status working to support themselves, women of the lower class skilled
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enough to improve their financial and social status,84 and women from a
higher class who did jobs considered beneath them.

Chance, serendipity and personal desire entered into the search for
jobs. In many late-eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novels written
in Northern Europe, the story depicts individuals’ attempts to break
out of oppressive destinies and improve their lives.The classic Bildungs-
roman85 described a young, familyless man from the country arriving in
Paris or London to make his fortune, learning, loving and in some way
triumphing at the end; the familyless young woman trying to do the
same was often doomed to disaster and death. Not safely ensconced in a
home, she encountered enemies everywhere, some of the fiercest being
members of polite society who preferred to see a woman dead rather
than unmarried and pregnant, or married but realising herself outside
the home. Nevertheless, many significant novels from this time reveal
that another plot was waxing, in which marriage was not enough for a
bourgeois women and a woman who worked was not punished or
doomed to lose respectability.86

Superficially, women were not considered working class if they
presented a genteel image, but in histories of the Contagious Diseases
Acts, over and over we are told that researchers erred when trying to
identify ‘prostitutes’ and that police officers kept mistakenly arresting
‘decent’ women.The sole fact of standing on a notorious street corner, a
bare head, ‘garish’ dress, a loud voice or ‘rowdy’ behaviour could
incriminate. Olive Schreiner, a writer and exponent of women’s rights,
drew attention by not wearing gloves while out walking with a male
friend.87 Patriarchy’s desire to distinguish between good and bad women
is as old as written history: those who engage in pre- or extramarital
sexual activity have to be detectable.The problem for those charged with
ferreting out vice arose when ‘the way women dress today they all look
like prostitutes’, a policeman’s complaint.88 In fact, mainstream fashions
are often initiated by women who sell sex, a phenomenon particularly
lamented during the social period.89

In the lower classes, sexual relations between engaged couples and
common law marriages were conventional, but in this epoch distin-
guishing between pure and impure women became extremely
important to the bourgeoisie. Good women were seen as biologically
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capable of sexual abstinence, morally superior to men and naturally
domestic, while men were thought to have an inborn need for frequent
sexual relations and a predisposition to vice, which led them to leave
home for bars, streets, gaming houses, brothels and theatres. Girls were
assumed to have no need for sex, and married women to want it only
with their husbands (and, some thought, only in order to have children).
‘Suffer and be still’ may have represented the most extreme vision of
proper womanhood, but in a myriad of other ways society told
respectable women that sexual desire should be overcome.Women were
expected to sexually wait until men were in a position to marry and
provide for a family, but men were expected neither to wait until
marriage nor to inhibit their desire after it. In order for some women to
remain ‘pure’, then, other women had to behave ‘impurely’, whether
they were married (‘adulteresses’), servant girls (‘seduced virgins’) or
professionals (‘prostitutes’). Later, morally fervent crusades on behalf
of purity recognised these contradictions about sexuality and proposed
that men assume a ‘woman-like’ chastity, which they linked also to the
eradication of syphilis and the vote for women. New waves of
evangelical Protestanism reinforced these ideas. In France, the term
femmes isolées (isolated, or stranded, women) was used for both women
wage earners living alone in furnished rooms and for women selling sex
without being registered at a brothel.The authors of the Paris Chamber
of Commerce’s Statistique de l’Industrie (1847–8) associated ‘dissipation’
and ‘disorderly conduct’ with workers, in the same way that Parent-
Duchâtelet targeted ‘vanity and the desire to glitter’ as causing women
to sell sex.90 Issues of gender and class are inextricably intertwined in
the story of how bourgeois women came to occupy a new sphere in the
labour economy.91

The Creation of Suitable Jobs for Women

Social investigators, statisticians, police, missionaries, hospital and peni-
tentiary staff, teachers, lecturers, members of committees, tract
writers, clergy, campaign activists, clerical workers, doctors, nurses,
civil servants: jobs for those engaged in stamping out immorality and
imposing virtue abounded, and though many worked as volunteers, as
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time went on more came to be paid. ‘Social’ work carried a certain
prestige and began to be considered a dignified, suitable job for middle-
class women; the highest posts were usually assigned to father figures,
but the very nature of the project meant there had to be mother figures
as well.92 The middle class’s certainty of their ability to help may be
understood as part of the period’s belief in social evolution:

All living societies were irrevocably placed on ... a stream of Time
– some upstream, others downstream. Civilization, evolution,
development, acculturation, modernization ... are all terms whose
conceptual content derives ... from evolutionary Time.93

During the Rise of the Social, a theory of self-government also arose,
but it was thought only possible for people with sufficient capacity for
rational thinking and, where that was lacking, other people had to
govern. Considered ‘as an aggregate’, ‘the poor’ were to be treated
differently from individuals capable of ‘specular morality’, the ability to
reflect on one’s own moral character.94 The bourgeois way of life was
considered advanced, and the poor’s like primitive tribes’, backward.
Women were considered inherently inferior to men, but bourgeois
women were seen as naturally superior to poor women.95

Whereas eighteenth-century salon hostesses, a prestigious social
group of intellectual women, had moral authority because of their
‘disinterestedness and generosity, an eloquent concern for the public
welfare’, virtue was now defined by respectability.96 Middle-class
women were seen to have a natural duty to care for the incapable poor, a
‘civilising mission’, which,

when appropriately applied, not only would give the family a happier
and better life, but also would help to eliminate the most grievous
wrongs of society. Philanthropy had traditionally been women’s par-
ticular concern, and its definition during the . . . century . . . was
broadened to include virtually every major social problem. It is from
the narrow base of woman’s special duties and obligations that
women in the nineteenth century came to expand their fields of
action and their personal horizons.97

The virtuous domestic woman came to be accepted as knowing what
was best for everyone;98 at the same time, anxiety grew about women
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working outside the home, potential ‘prostitutes’. To the social sector,
there was ‘only one cure for sexual licence and that was control’.99

As superintendents of the domestic sphere, (middle-class) women
were represented as protecting and, increasingly, incarnating virtue
.. . their economic support tended to be translated into a language of
morality and affection; their most important work was increasingly
represented as the emotional labor motivated (and guaranteed) by
maternal instinct.100

Women wanting to work outside the home could claim a vocation,
‘lifting up’ the poor: reclaiming, restoring, rehabilitating, redeeming
and (re)integrating them into society. They would inculcate protestant
principles of thrift, individual responsibility and domesticity.101

The moral decay of the working class was seen above all in terms of
its deficient pattern of family life, the apparently absent values of
domesticity, family responsibility, thrift and accumulation. Hence the
growth of the paradoxical phenomena of leisured middle-class ladies
encouraging the education of working-class women in the virtues 
of housewifery, with the development of sewing schools, cooking
classes and so on.102

A phrase of the time,‘woman’s mission to women’, contradicted the
masculine idea that pure women should not know about the ‘vile’ things
that happened to less fortunate ones.103 It was argued that women magis-
trates and women police should be introduced to work with women104

and that workhouses should be supervised by women, who would inject
‘the law of love’.105 For some women it was important that the rescue
project be called a ‘home’, and its inmates located through house-to-
house visits by women.106

It has been felt that no efforts on behalf of the fallen were likely to be
so successful as those which were made by their own sex. They are
able better to enter into their feelings, to sympathise with them, to
receive from them their tale of sorrow, and to advise them for their
present and eternal welfare.107

Mary Higgs, for the pamphlet Three Nights in Women’s Lodging Houses,
posed as a poor woman in order to find out what went on in places
where streetwalkers lived, and proposed that ‘girls such as this should be
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passed on to some agency that would “mother” them. It is easy to see
how a little indecision, and the pressure of hunger, might anchor a girl to
sin.’108 Frank Mort, quoting the Reverend Frederick Maurice on the
‘softening, humanising, health-giving influence’ of lady visitors to
hospital wards for the poor, notes they

could supervise and reinforce the medical regime, administering
medicines, scrutinising the nurses, reporting their behaviour and
above all inquiring into the moral habits of poor patients – factors
which were now known to play such a crucial role in the spread of
disease.109

Some believed that religious sisterhoods should take charge so that
ordinary women would not lose their respect for men.110

Even extremists among the moral reformers, the ‘stampers’ and
‘watch committees’, shared a gender concern that Lucy Bland urges us
not to lose sight of:‘the evangelical emphasis on personal morality and a
moralising role for women within the home gave women a language and
a voice with which to demand moral behaviour from those within that
home, including their husbands’.111 To understand, Corbin’s comment
on men’s attitudes is useful:

It is important to decipher the meaning of the laughter that rocked
the Chamber of Deputies in 1895 when it tried, unsuccessfully, to
discuss a legal proposal on prostitution. One can imagine watching a
Marshall Sahlins, returned from Tahiti, resting his anthropological
gaze on this group of males with bulging bellies, the majority of
which were clients of prostitutes, as they shook with irrepressible
laughter.112

Ann Laura Stoler suggests that Foucault insufficiently understood the
extent to which European sexualities were formed in, not merely
transmitted to, their colonies, and the role that race played in this
formation.113 The usual view is that European elites used the colonies as
their sexual playground, but

those same elites were intent to mark the boundaries of a colonizing
population, to prevent those men from ‘going native’, to curb a
proliferating mixed-race population that compromised their claims
to superiority and thus the legitimacy of white rule. In colonial
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societies as in Europe, ‘racial survival’ was often seen to be precar-
iously predicated on a strict adherence to cultural – and specifically
gendered – prescriptions.114

Europeans may be said to have carried the message about civilising
women to the colonies, but this involved, more than colonialism, the
creation of ‘a series of hegemonic projects’.115 On her arrival in Sydney
in the late 1830s, Caroline Chisholm set out to round up single women
immigrants and find them temporary employment and permanent
marriage.

If Her Majesty’s Government be really desirous of seeing a well-
conducted community spring up in these Colonies, the social wants
of the people must be considered. If the paternal Government wish
to entitle itself to that honoured appellation, it must look to the
materials it may send as a nucleus for the formation of a good and
great people. For all the clergy you can despatch, all the school-
masters you can appoint, all the churches you can build, and all the
books you can export, will never do much good without what a
gentleman in that Colony very appropriately called ‘God’s police’ –
wives and little children – good and virtuous women.116

During the French colonising of Shanghai (the ‘Paris of Asia’), systems of
regulation, tolerance and eradication of ‘prostitution’ were all tried out
and found to fail.117 Tahiti was another site for trying out the French
system.118 A system of regulation already existed in Hong Kong when
the British exported the Contagious Diseases Acts to India, where
Josephine Butler, even while campaigning against them, believed that
Britain had a Christian responsibility to protect and civilise. In Vron
Ware’s analysis, Butler hoped that Indian women would someday be
capable of taking on the role of moral guardian, but first they would have
to be freed from the laws and practices that oppressed them. British
women were positioned as spiritual mothers, with Indians their
daughters.119 When in the late nineteenth century the middle class
became aware of large numbers of European women emigrating to seek
their fortune in countries such as Argentina, where they worked in
brothels, they called them victims of ‘white slavery’ who should be
protected for their own good.120
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Many women reformers also mentioned class and cultural differ-
ences in arguing about who was in the best position to implement
helping. Ellen Ranyard ran the Female Bible Society on the principle that
‘the poor could best be encouraged to help themselves if they were
initially helped by another like themselves’, and helpers supplemented
the distribution of bibles by assisting with household tasks.121 Octavia
Hill founded a charitable society based on the belief that ‘personal
relations between rich and poor would bring the deserving ones out of
habits of dependence and thriftlessness’. She bought tenements and sent
out female home visitors to collect rents and supervise domesticity.122

Linda Mahood describes the treatment of ‘prostitutes’ in Glasgow’s
penitentiaries as

organized around the premise that inmates could only be reformed if
order was put into their lives and a strict regime of ‘mild, whole-
some, paternal, and Christian discipline’ was enforced … [W]hat is
striking … is the overall ‘gentility’ and similarity to the manner in
which middle-class women might spend their evenings.The emphasis
on gentility reflects how closely penitentiaries associated middle-
class manners with reform.123

Institutions, including penitentiaries, varied, of course.Those run by
Anglican nuns have been called ‘therapeutic communities’ that offered
shelter to many types of female victims who entered voluntarily.

. . . penitents were taught instant obedience to orders and to curtsey
when passing sisters . . . The reformation of the body included
cleanliness, ‘modest refined ways,’ and good manners. The sisters’
hope was to render the penitents psychologically unfit for their
former lives; success was achieved when formerly acceptable
manifestations of working-class speech and behaviour filled reformed
penitents with ‘shock and disgust’.124

For the religious, rescue work could be explained with the parable of the
lost sheep.

Significantly, the privilege and responsibility of seeking to bring those
termed wandering sheep home to the Good Shepherd’s flock was
seen to be immeasurable. By returning the lost sheep . . . to the
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heavenly fold the redeemers not only saved a soul but also notched up
a point for themselves on some heavenly tally.125

So a whole sphere of tasks came to be considered not only appro-
priate and dignified work, but also particularly suitable and natural to
women. These were respectable, paid occupations, something that had
not existed before. There was now employment for women in
charitable, educational and correctional institutions. New jobs included
social investigator, district visitor, rent collector, sanitary inspector,
Poor Law guardian, fundraiser, public speaker, settlement house worker,
superintendent, matron, manager, probation officer and adult education
teacher. Some women worked as unpaid career administrators and
planners; affluent women undertook roles of patronage126 (in France
called dames patronesse). In convents, routine tasks were carried out by
paid female employees.127

These kinds of posts multiplied as social causes did. Later, there
would be a move to professionalise, train and struggle for recognition,
but at the beginning, amateurs were the rule. Many women began as
volunteers, defying ideas that their only place was the home. Charity
work, especially the rescue of victimised children and women, was a
way to move into the public world. F. K. Prochaska documents the
significant rise in numbers of women on charity subscription lists, in
women’s financial contributions to charities, in women’s district visiting
to the poor, in women’s participation on management committees and
in women as managers and volunteer helpers in a variety of situations
from lying-in hospitals to village bazaars.128

In London, 279 charities were founded before 1850, and 144
more during the following decade alone.129 In Aberdeen, with a popu-
lation of fewer than 70,000 in the 1840s, rescue organisations
included local branches of the Association for the Promotion of Social
Sciences, the British Ladies’ Society for Promoting the Reformation of
Female Prisoners, and the Association for the Promotion of Social
Purity, as well as the Aberdeen Association for Reclaiming Fallen
Females and the Aberdeenshire Association of Ladies for the Rescue of
Fallen Women.130 In France, groups campaigning for the end of
regulation proliferated from the 1870s, and by the turn of the century,
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there were at least 1,300 associations devoted to the ‘raising up’ of
girls.131

In terms of religious institutions, in the early 1840s there were few
penitentiaries for fallen women, but the first Anglican sisterhood was
founded in 1845, after which the number increased quickly (there were
places for 400 women in 1840 and 7,000 by 1893).

Two needs coincided in the 1840s: the number of former prostitutes
desiring some form of institutional care was growing rapidly, and the
newly established Anglican sisterhoods, seeking a means of justifying
and defending their vulnerable institutions, saw the provision of
refuges for fallen women as an irrefutable vindication of their own
existence.132

New theories emerged, such as the concept of prevention: ‘The work
of the reformer is not with the outcast, the Magdalen, but with the
causes that make outcasts – better save future generations than twenty
fallen women.’133 The evolution of theories and the maturing of
discourses meant the creation of new projects and increasing numbers
of workers. The movement was diversifying, and, as societies
expanded, some homes became specialised. The Rescue Society ran a
home for the fallen, another for invalids and a third for girls in danger.
The Female Mission to the Fallen, which sent out lady missioners to
approach women who sold sex in the streets and workhouses, also
helped those who attempted suicide and sponsored two homes for
unmarried mothers and their babies.134

The Work of Helping ‘Prostitutes’

Foucault suggests we examine how ‘forms of rationality inscribe them-
selves in practices or systems of practices, and what role they play within
them’.135 Here I show how helping played out on the ground day to day.
Both the English and the French responses to ‘prostitution’ used the
principle of incarceration: brothel, hospital, ‘home’ and prison were all
institutions to which women were to be confined, providing a structure
for women believed to lack one. The French system envisaged four
distinct spaces for the surveillance and discipline of ‘prostitutes’: the
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house (where sex was sold), the hospital (where venereal diseases were
treated), the prison (where wrongdoers were kept) and the refuge
(where repentant women were rehabilitated). Some specialists
advocated concentration of these activities in a panopticon system:
prison, dispensary and hospital in one enclosure next to a red-light
district.136 In 1822, a Female Factory was opened in Parramatta,
Australia, which functioned as both prison and workplace.Women were
divided into three classes according to their moral and immigration
status. Incarceration was meant to spare them the ‘enforced whoredom’
that was the fate of so many women arriving in Australia, yet the factory
operated openly as both brothel and marriage market.137

Many people laboured inside the institutions where women were
kept,138 and much of the work was maintenance (cleaning floors,
preparing food). But most of the interned women did not want to be
there; escape attempts were rife (and often successful), so policing had
to be carried out. Locking the door on people who want to get out is a
concrete task. Requiring people to have a particular appearance means
taking their own clothes away, cutting their hair. Forcing people to do
laundry (the standard work imposed on inmates) means supervising it.
Reading Bible lessons and other improving texts to people who didn’t
ask to hear them is a chore, as is teaching one kind of domestic economy
to people who already know another.

For the good influence of the dame patronesse to have an effect, the
prostitute must be prevented from keeping up any relationships with
her family and friends. The madam, the policeman and the police
doctor, and the dame patronesse are the only people with whom the
imprisoned prostitute is to be allowed to communicate.139

Employees kept women from their families and friends through
surveillance, locked doors and a deaf ear to pleas. Consider the posted
‘Rules for the conduct of the women’ in York Female Penitentiary at
mid-century:

I. The directions and orders of the Matron shall at all times be
promptly obeyed.

II.The women shall preserve a decent deportment, and a becoming
silence, especially while at work. Reproaches for past irregularities,
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railing, and all angry expressions, are strictly forbidden; and if
repeated after admonition from the Matron, shall be reported to the
committee, and punished at their discretion.

III. Lying, swearing, dishonesty, repeated disobedience, and gross
misbehaviour, shall be punished by the Committee with expulsion,
unless circumstances should induce them to mitigate the punish-
ment.

IV. No woman shall leave her employment without the Matron’s
permission.

V. The father, mother, or other near relation, (being known to be
such,) may be permitted to see and converse with any of the women,
at the discretion and in the presence of the Matron, between the
hours of eleven and twelve in the morning, and two and three in the
afternoon (Sundays excepted.) – But no such person, whether male
or female, shall be admitted into the wards.

VI. No letter shall be conveyed to or from the house, without the
inspection of the Matron.140

The rationale for this treatment rested on the conviction that working-
class women would be improved by their incarceration: these were
reformatories aiming to transform offenders, not punish wrong acts.
Reformers need to get access to wrongdoers first, establish a relation-
ship through coercion and constraint.

Time-tables, compulsory movements, regular activities, solitary
meditation, work in common, silence, application, respect, good
habits . . . ultimately, what one is trying to restore in this technique of
correction is . . . the obedient subject, the individual subjected to
habits, rules, orders, an authority that is exercised continually around
him and upon him, and which he must allow to function auto-
matically in him.141

Concern was often expressed that the staff in some institutions exer-
cised their authority in an inappropriate tyrannical manner, and
managers were urged ‘not to imagine that the dulcet tones used to
them (by the matrons and other staff) are the same as the penitents
experience’.142
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The use of penitentiaries for ‘prostitutes’ belongs to the new kind of
discipline and punishment Foucault identified in prisons, asylums and
other institutions from the eighteenth century onwards.The object was
not to requalify inmates as subjects with rights but to turn them into
docile domestic servants or wives – not the autonomous subjects that
educated women were themselves struggling to become.

In asserting a particular feminine point of view, women philan-
thropists made an indirect contribution towards the emancipation of
women of their own class. However, their philanthropic initiatives
were often diametrically opposed to the emancipation of women in
the social classes beneath them.143

In 1851, 42 per cent of British women aged 20 to 40 were un-
married, and two million of a total six million women were self-
supporting: one third of the female population.144 Ladies who had to
work for a living were pitied. By 1861, women represented more than
one third of the labour force, one fourth of these being married
women.145 By 1914, middle-class working women, a respected and self-
respecting group, were an essential part of the country’s labour force.146

The opening up of the social sector for women played a large part in this
change.

Through their work with the poor, the reformers discovered many of
the elements from which they would forge their own class and sexual
identity, still ill-defined and diffuse in 1850; women, particularly,
strengthened their role as dictators of domestic and familial standards
for all classes . . . 147

Our contemporary interest in the voice of the subject had no place in
this scheme.

The Voice of the Subject

In my account of the Rise of the Social, I focus on how the construction
of the slippery category ‘prostitution’ provided work for those intent on
eradicating it. A central irony of this story is that these middle-class
women’s occupations aimed at doing away with many working-class
women’s means of support. While formulating their own desire for
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independence and participation in the culture of individual work, many
joined campaigns to repress and limit opportunities for other women.

Social investigators and morals police looking for ‘prostitutes’ ignored
them when they said they did not see themselves as immoral or did not
wish to be rescued. In the testimonies of social agents, one rarely
encounters the actual words of working-class women, yet those could be
compelling.

I was a servant gal away down in Birmingham. I got tired of workin’
and slavin’ to make a living, and getting a ____ bad one at that; what
o’ five pun’ a year and yer grub, I’d sooner starve, I would.After a bit
I went to Coventry, cut brummagem, as we calls it in those parts, and
took up with soldiers as was quartered there. I soon got tired of
them. Soldiers is good – soldiers is – to walk with and that, but they
don’t pay ’cos why they ain’t got no money; so I says to myself, I’ll go
to Lunnon and I did. I soon found my level there.148

This voice demonstrates several points. First, that the pay and working
conditions of respectable domestic service were considered insulting.
Second, that women made their own decisions about how to improve
their lives. Third, that selling sex was not seen as different from other
jobs. Fourth, that money was important. Fifth, that personal enjoyment
was important. Sixth, that risks were taken to find one’s personal ‘level’.

The issue of remuneration was supremely important.

The standard of living of prostitutes was perceptibly higher than
other working women. A prostitute, even a sailor’s woman, could
earn the weekly wages of a respectable working woman in a day, at a
shilling a ‘shot’. Prostitutes had a room of their own; they dressed
better; they had spending money and access to the pub, the principal
facility in the working-class neighborhood that provided heat, light,
cooked food, and conviviality.149

For social agents of the servant-employing class, the only truly approved
job for regenerate ‘prostitutes’ was domestic service. Anne McClintock
relates how the colonial middle class in South Africa expressed outrage
at the fact that women were allowed to work in the mines, while
servants in their own houses often worked longer, more exhausting
hours for a tiny wage, were isolated from family and community, and
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‘emotionally and physically at the mercy of the men of the house-
hold’.150 The effort to turn interned women into domestic servants,
however, succeeded in few cases.151

Since the ‘prostitute’ of middle-class imagination didn’t actually
exist, it shouldn’t surprise us to find that, for helpers and savers, the
centre of the discourse was themselves. They believed their help was
intrinsically different and better than the policeman’s or the judge’s
because of their class, education and sex. But like the work of the
policeman and the judge, theirs depended on defining others as wrong-
doing, mistaken, misled, deviant.When reformers refused to accept the
information, obtained in social research, that women who sold sex did
not find the life uncongenial, they paid no attention. This refusal was
self-serving; after all, without people to rescue, they could be out of a
job.

While bourgeois women’s demands did not talk about pleasure and
desire, their own desires did impel them, whether for love, freedom,
happiness, tranquillity, independence, money or adventure. They
concentrated on gaining liberties and legal rights from the state (their
own property, the right to divorce) and on detaching woman’s fate from
man’s (the right to work). During this period, these women’s campaigns
and moves were also bound up with ideas of their own virtue. The
paradox is that the victim they constructed, who needed saving from her
fate, already enjoyed a great deal of what middle-class women desired: a
looser concept of marriage, more access to public spaces, the right to
enjoy common pleasures, and more varied and flexible jobs.All research,
beginning with Parent-Duchâtelet’s, shows that those constructed as
‘prostitutes’ were nothing more than poor women taking up the one
employment opportunity that offered independence and decent money.
They often lived in ordinary lodging houses; they led sociable lives; their
neighbours and lovers did not exclude them. Selling sexual services,
often an occasional or part-time activity, did not provide an identity.
Women who sold sex had a difficult life, but they lived within
communities.

By the late nineteenth century, helping projects had isolated these
women, given them a totally negative identity and yet failed to achieve
what reformers had set out to: the end of commercial sex, the
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eradication of poverty, the attempt to make women domestic, a regime
of chastity rather than promiscuity, the prevention of women’s entrance
into increasingly ‘unfeminine’ job spheres. In Britain,‘Nothing had been
done for the women who were exploited by prostitution,’152 and in
France, ‘Despite the frequency of reregistrations, the high number of
disappearances and discrepancies between the strictness of the
procedures and actual behavior demonstrates quite clearly the failure of
the regulationist project.’153 In other words, what the social said they
were doing was not the same as what they were actually accomplishing:
‘The domain of effects in the real cannot be read off the programmes of
government themselves.’154

By the end of the nineteenth century, the image of the ‘prostitute’ as
vile and disgusting had been replaced by the figure of the victim, an
ordinary working-class woman who needed rescuing. Some believe that
the imagery and discourse had little influence in the end, since
commercial sex remained a problem of public order rather than spiritual
damnation.155 It is also true that there was enormous resistance to
helpers’ interference. Nevertheless, the damage done was real, since the
stigmatising victim discourse remained, as did the machinery of social
control that I go on to study in the present.
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The curious double position of the European, as participant-
observer, makes it possible to experience the Orient as though one
were the visitor to an exhibition. Unaware that the Orient has not
been arranged as an exhibition, the visitor nevertheless attempts to
carry out the characteristic cognitive maneuver of the modern
subject, separating himself from an object-world and observing it
from a position that is invisible and set apart. From there, like the
modern anthropologist or social scientist, one transfers into the
object the principles of one’s relation to it and, as Pierre Bourdieu
says, conceives of it as a totality intended for cognition alone. The
world is grasped, inevitably, in terms of a distinction between the
object – the thing itself as the European says – and its meaning, with
no sense of the historical peculiarity of this effect we call the thing
itself.1

Timothy Mitchell’s idea is useful to an understanding of what the social
researcher does when conceiving and arranging objects of research. In
my case, I am the participant-observer in an exhibition of social agents,
both implicated in the exhibition and struggling to see it from a critical
vantage point while remaining visible to the people researched. Nor do
these represent any totality. But I do think it is useful to turn this Euro-
pean kind of gaze onto Europeans themselves: a temporary exhibition,
as it were, of traits assumed to be normal. In this chapter I relate how I
did my field work.

5
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How I Came to This Subject

My study of the issues raised in this book began in my own social-type
work in the mid-1990s: in a paralegal project on the Mexican border
with Central Americans and Cubans seeking asylum in the US; in a
Caribbean NGO doing HIV/AIDS prevention among people selling sex
and often travelling to Europe; and with projects in Chile,Argentina and
Brazil to understand tourism and migration. Everyone I met spoke the
same way about travel and work, including selling sex: pragmatic,
resigned, perhaps sad but also unwilling to consider migrants
victimised; on the contrary, many in NGOs and doing community
organising were thinking about migrating themselves and had family
members abroad. When I came to Europe, however, I found that the
services, programmes and projects reaching out to migrants discussed
them in a very different way, especially if commercial sex was involved;
migrants were seen as victims. The gap between these two ways of
talking – why it exists, how it works, what keeps it going – motivated
me to turn my questioning gaze away from the objects usually studied
(poor women, ‘prostitutes’, migrants) to those engaged in ‘helping’
them.

I also wondered, after reading a great deal and participating in activist
networks for some time, why so much passion and effort had not
managed to improve life for people who sell sex.The social sector dedi-
cated to helping them has grown and diversified, and some of the
rhetoric has changed slightly, but the situation for the subjects them-
selves is largely unchanged: abolitionism continues to be the central
moralising idea in hegemonic arguments, debate centres on how to
‘control prostitution’, unpredictable local toleration predominates,
police abuse is endemic, commercial sex is blamed for spreading
sexually transmitted diseases, thriving networks facilitate workers’
mobility and entrance into commercial sex, which pays far better than
any other job available to women, male and transgender workers are
overlooked, and research focuses repeatedly on individual motivations
for buying and selling sex. There is an energetic campaign to counter
these traditions worldwide, but progress is impeded by angry reactions
from those favouring eradication of commercial sex. Sex workers, in
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studies that record their opinions, indict a broad range of authorities
including police, judges, doctors, lawmakers and researchers for their
reinforcement of the ‘whore stigma’ and their direct or indirect col-
lusion in the persecution of sex workers.

Discussing homosexuality,Weeks describes the historical problem as
how to

explain the various sources of the social stigmatisation of homo-
sexuals and the individual and collective response to this broadly
hostile regulation. But the way to do this is not to seek out a single
causative factor.The crucial question must be what are the conditions
for the emergence of this particular form of regulation of sexual
behaviour in this particular society?2

In the previous chapter, I reveal some of the conditions making possible
the conceptualising of a class of victims that mandated a class of
rescuers, as well as how helping practices exacerbated the stigmatising
of victims. Since stigma is now continually blamed for the problems of
sex workers, understanding how it is reproduced is useful, beyond the
usual accusations at the media and police (though these are deserved). I
limited the field by focusing on Spain, where the area of helping
migrants, and ‘migrant prostitutes’ as a subcategory, was more recently
identified than in some European countries.The smaller, emergent field
in Spain made it easier to see the formation of the discourse, the steps
taken to create projects, and the people who took them on. From my
observations over a long time in other European countries as well, I can
say that what I observed in Spain is not unique.

Why Do Field Work?

I did field work in order to gather information until now absent from
most discussions of commercial sex, on the practices of social agents
attempting to help people who sell sex. I had to go beyond helpers’ own
descriptions of their projects, which involved participation over time
within the social sector, examining the texture and atmosphere, as well
as the words and gestures, making up their practice.

I chose anthropological theory and methodology for the field work,
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because I questioned the validity of frameworks that begin with moral-
ising views at the outset by labelling the buying and selling of sex as
deviance, victimisation or violence. Since these attitudes reproduce
what drove me to undertake research, I wanted a theoretical space that
would allow me to resist moralising as well as western cultures’ claim
that its values are best. Cultural relativism avoids judging the object of
study and provides insight into practices that may be incomprehensible
unless researchers shed their assumptions.3 Relativism holds that a
missionary may arrive in Samoa and begin teaching the concept of
shame to naked natives by obliging them to cover their bodies, but an
anthropologist should arrive there to observe and record existing
customs, trying to abstain from imposing her own values. For me,
anthropological settings provided a space where I could not only think
but talk aloud about taboos, contradictions and stigmatised subjects
related to sex, without having to announce my personal stance or
condemn anyone else’s. It allowed me to study migrants and helpers,
their words and actions, in the same kinds of ways, evaluating these
within their own groups’ logic.

Studying ‘Up’

In 1969, Dell Hymes said that if anthropology didn’t exist, it would not
need to be invented. But possibly the academic work anthropology has
produced would not have existed had its authors been sociologists,
historians or psychologists. Ethnography, the method which came to
define anthropology, provides results that, if not more truthful than
others, offer insights of its own.The term is used both for the research
process and for its written product, the opening chapter of Bronislaw
Malinowski’s Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922) usually cited as
beginning the tradition. Ethnography is not simply not quantitative and
does not pretend to provide a complete picture. Traditionally, it was
used to study ‘down’, at cultures the west considered primitive.

By the 1960s, these assumptions were being questioned; Hymes’s
collection, Reinventing Anthropology, was published in the aftermath of
1968. In widespread discussions on the relevance of academia, some
anthropologists faced the cruel facts of their tradition: that it had often
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been racist, colonialist, west-centred, self-serving, frivolous and the
running dog of imperialism and espionage (in the past for the British, in
the present for the US). Much of this is documented in Hymes’s
collection: William Willis suggests taking these skeletons from the
closet, turning to urban ethnography and using ‘frog perspectives’
(Richard Wright’s term for the effort he wanted white people to make,
looking up from where coloured people live);4 Eric Wolf prescribes
‘educating ourelves in the realities of power’;5 and Laura Nader
articulates the principle of studying up:

What if, in reinventing anthropology, anthropologists were to study
the colonizers rather than the colonized, the culture of power rather
than the culture of the powerless, the culture of affluence rather than
the culture of poverty? Studying up as well as down would lead us to
ask many common sense questions in reverse. Instead of asking why
some people are poor, we would ask why other people are so affluent
.. . How has it come to be, we might ask, that anthropologists are
more interested in why peasants don’t change than why the auto
industry doesn’t innovate, or why the pentagon or universities cannot
be more organizationally creative? The conservatism of such major
institutions and bureaucratic organizations probably has wider
implications for the species and for theories of change than does the
conservatism of peasantry.6

Anthropology’s imperialism was explicated in more detail in Talal Asad’s
1973 collection Anthropology and the Colonial Encounter. Studying up
proposed a solution to many students’ doubts and showed how tradi-
tional academic fields could expand and intersect with others; an
anthropology that stayed at home shared interests with urban,
community, family and organisational studies. Studying up continued to
rely on detailed observation of human beings, but now western metro-
poles could be field sites and the people observed could be educated,
privileged, powerful or simply those living everyday lives in the first
world. Many such studies have now been carried out about scientists,
businesspeople, religious figures, doctors, police, lawmakers, educators
and, I expect, most possible categories.

In my field work, I studied culturally middle-class people par-
ticipating in social projects with the disadvantaged. I use the term social
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agents to mean individuals who work in the social sector, which takes in
research (including academic research), theorising, lobbying, policy
making and direct services. Social agents work for government or
private bodies; they include agency directors and highly placed political
appointees, outreach volunteers, bureaucrats, doctors and religious
figures.All receive salaries and/or funding. I will refer to organisations,
mostly, but sometimes describe the practices of individuals on behalf of
organisations.

In mainstream discourses, these people are positioned as normal,
their behaviour is usually unquestioned and their voices are much heard
in the media, government and NGO events and policy documents. But I
wanted to study more than what these figures say they are doing, flat
statements like ‘We treat sick people,’ ‘We provide information on
services.’ My goal was to look at their everyday practices, believing with
Foucault that ‘People know what they do; they frequently know why
they do what they do; but what they don’t know is what what they do
does’.7 Helping projects say their aim is migrants’ welfare but often
seem unaware that they are not succeeding, and, if they are aware, they
tend to externalise the problem and blame others. One of my earliest
publications was entitled ‘They Speak, But Who Listens?’, reflecting my
concern that bringing out marginalised voices is not enough if those who
need to hear them are not listening.8

Standpoints

The issue of which direction research takes – down, up, sideways –
belongs to a wider debate in the social sciences around the idea that a
detached observer can do objective research. Feminists dispute this
idea, proposing instead the need to ‘situate knowledge’,9 understanding
the importance of every researcher’s standpoint, or personal location. In
her critique of objectivity, Sandra Harding argues that everyone has a
stake in their own research results, white men as well as blacks, women
and any other interest group.10 Other theorists suggest that women have
knowledge that is unavailable to men, notably about ordinary social
relations. Earlier ideas focused on women;11 later ones include many
oppressed groups and issues of power and class; black feminists argue that
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white women cannot perceive issues of heterosexism, racism and class
exclusion.12

The last twist on standpoint relevant to my research relates to the
researcher’s status as ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ in the group studied, the
assumption being that groups are cohesive enough for the researcher’s
status to be of crucial importance.Thus, if the researcher is an insider,
she is presumed to understand the group’s social relationships and
subtleties in their concerns. But the idea of a dichotomy between inside
and outside has been thoroughly questioned,13 since one’s status as
insider to a group such as ‘black women’ could be compromised by one’s
other status as an academic, if the group being investigated were not
composed of academics. Or one might be a member of an ecology
movement in which whites predominate but be non-white.The issue of
how any given researcher manages to be accepted by a group must
depend in the last analysis on ineffable questions of sympathy, which
sometimes occur between people who apparently have little in
common. I also discovered that being an insider on sexual questions
caused some academics to sneer at or ridicule my ideas.14

My Own (Shifting) Position in the Field

I used the traditional anthropological methodology known as participant
observation. Although some use this term loosely, the traditional
anthropological method implies long-time living in a place among
people, in order to gain familiarity with their daily life and develop
personal relationships over time in the subjects’ own context.
Participant observers engage in situations that they do not define,
delimit or control. What they learn is different from the information
provided in response to direct interview questions. Impressions are
recorded as field notes, often after the experience itself is over, in a
process known as interpretation.

I have done formal field work in Spain several times since 1997, lived
in one city for five years and visited individuals and projects in many
places. I had no special access at the beginning of my research. I
approached people explaining my background and interest in the
workings of projects with migrants who sell sex. Since evaluation of
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social projects, particularly in health, is conventional in Spain, I was
accepted, and having learned the pitfalls of being identified with a
particular ideology, I avoided defining my position. But early on in the
field work, I was asked by the editor of a local migration journal to write
an article on migrants working in the sex industry, specifying that she
wanted something without the usual moralising. I complied, and was
later told that the article broke the ice among people afraid to reveal
their opinions publicly.15 The word gradually got around, then, which
may have affected how some people reacted to me in the field.

For a year and a half, I met everyone I could find working with
people selling sex in Madrid. Most sent me their writings, invited me
to visit them and gave me other names. Others I was able to introduce
to each other as, despite having similar interests, they tended to work
in an isolated way. I read what was published, attended seminars and
conferences, accompanied outreach educators and was contracted to
work with a Madrid team, Colectivo Ioé, in their government-funded
research on migrant women’s work, for which I researched both social
agents and women in the sex industry, including field work in
Pamplona. I sought out and collected large amounts of materials
published by the social sector: research reports, outreach leaflets,
educational booklets, conference programmes, position papers, mani-
festos: anything made available to someone interested in people who
sell sex, migration, ‘trafficking’.16 I kept abreast of what people were
talking about, not in the media but in their everyday jobs. Inevitably, I
became aware of the relationships, alliances and disharmonies among
organisations, and although I did not consciously research their internal
workings (such as funding or management issues), I came to know quite
a bit about them.

My position in the field was a mix of insider, outsider, stakeholder,
political actor and researcher-with-a-self-interest, and shifted according
to the conditions of the moment. At times I identified wholly with
clients of health projects grateful for free services and annoyed at prying
questions, while at other times I identified with researchers working
hard to get decent information from unhelpful informants. My shifting
position helped me understand everyone a bit better.

I had been an insider in the Latin American NGO world working with
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migrants, refugees and sex workers, doing education-cum-organising
with women who sold sex, writing proposals for European funding and
carrying out field research with families receiving money from migrants
overseas. I was familiar with both health projects and those focusing on
rights; I was present at the first convention of Dominican sex workers in
1995, when an international organisation sent someone to tell them
they were exploited victims. I had worked with nuns offering shelter to
asylum-seekers on the Texas border and carried out a life-histories
project to record and publish their stories. Later, when I was investi-
gating the possibility of doing an advanced degree, I unwittingly intro-
duced myself to people who informed me that they were on ‘the other
side’ of these issues from me.17 A sex workers’ rights activist introduced
me to an influential group of militants and experts on legal and
epidemiological issues, a relationship that has gone on for ten years.
Migrancy has been my own lifelong mode, and when I lived in Spain, I
was also a foreigner, but this in itself is complicated, as there are many
aspects of Spanish cultures which I feel comfortable with and part of, yet
others that bring up feelings of alienation and ‘otherness’ in me (which is
true for Spaniards towards me, as well). My experience in addressing
migration issues was accepted and respected by some and doubted by
others.

Clifford Geertz says that ethical ambiguity between anthropologists
and their informants lies at the heart of successful anthropological
research.18 There are other power issues involved when doing ethno-
graphy where one lives among people who may see one’s research
published, be in a position to support or veto future proposals, grant or
withdraw invitations and generally be people one can expect to run into
later in life.19 Since I went on living in Spain, these apply to me, though
this particular research – on social agents themselves – may not be
translated and published there. On the other hand, some of the
international activists and academics characterised in the research will
probably see my work. I entered into the social sector’s life but do not
claim to have more than a partial vision of their culture; my specific goal
is to reveal practices usually ignored. I have done my best to portray
people and events as I saw and felt them, not only in the formal field
work but in my longer study.
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This can be called multi-sited ethnography, which examines the
circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and identities in time and
space.20 Helen Callaway studied European women in colonial Nigeria
during the period 1900–60 who lived in different parts of the country
and did not constitute a face-to-face group:

Given such diversity of activities and experience, how can these
European women in colonial Nigeria be designated as a social group?
They shared the signifying system of their home culture and social
class – its language, values, symbolic structures, sacred and secular
rituals, hidden meanings, reference points. And in Nigeria they
learned the new social prescriptions that upheld the power relations
of this specific imperial culture. Although they were separated from
each other in both time and space, and present a polyphony of voices,
they all took part in a continuing moral pageant with its implicit
ordering of the social world.21

Contemporary people working in social programming on commercial
sex and migration in Spain also share a language, values and reference
points (‘AIDS prevention’,‘access to social services’,‘health promotion’,
‘human rights’), the need for outside financing, the belief that their
work is a duty of civilised societies, as well as a worthy occupation.

A Delicate Silence

In 1998, in a Madrid document centre specialising in migrations, I found
a glaring silence where the sex industry should be. While serious
research on migrant women had been going on for years, I could find no
mention of the sex job market;22 the impression given was that most
migrant women were domestic servants. One academic known for work
on a migrant nationality renowned for selling sex seemed to ignore one
of her own findings: in a survey of previous jobs, two of her interviewees
volunteered that they had been ‘prostitutes’, yet the author made no
reference to this finding in her detailed examination of survey
responses.23The silence was so deafening that I approached a member of
the documentation centre.‘Even your own research dodges the issue,’ I
complained,‘How can this be?’ He replied,‘No one wants to hear about
it.We get paid to do research on subjects they want to hear about.’
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Spanish writing traditionally focused on providing a definitive
feminist analysis of ‘prostitution’, without doing research with actual
people and without having any concrete knowledge of the sex industry.24

Most sociological studies were carried out within a framework of deviant
behaviour; a well-known example analysed life histories of fewer than
twenty women working in an old and poor red-light district of
Barcelona, beginning from the premise that ‘prostitution’ is a perver-
sion, illness or weakness of character.25 Only one empirical research
study of any note had been carried out in Spain;26 other research had
involved either very small samples27 or questionable methodology.28

There were celebratory29 and critical30 studies about the past.
The silence in scholarly venues contrasted with a constant hubbub in

the media, where news was published daily on police actions with
criminals said to be ‘trafficking prostitutes’. References to ‘sexual
slavery’ and ‘mafias’ (gangs) were made indiscriminately, victims were
characterised by nationality, and ethnic stereotyping was rampant.While
the names of Spanish suspects were not published, those of foreigners
were, and if the suspects were Colombian, for example, stories about
other violent crimes appeared close by, apparently linking them.31 The
media focused on people selling sex outdoors in parks, parking lots,
empty lots and streets.

So what I call a silence was really a kind of delicacy or discretion on
the part of social figures, while the media produced scandalised
brouhaha. By the late 1990s, projects to help migrants were beginning
to make their presence felt.

Projects to Help People Who Sell Sex

By 2000 it was no longer possible to analyse this area of social program-
ming in purely national terms. First, the migration phenomenon had
increased such that projects to deal with it were sprouting constantly.
Second, the European Commission’s Daphne Programme was gaining a
reputation for funding projects on migration and sex, and several other
EC-funded programmes were accepting proposals; by 2000, proposals
for Daphne funding had to incorporate multiple European partners.
Third, a significant battle was fought between June 1998 and October
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2000 in Vienna, at meetings of the UN Commission for the Prevention
of Crime and Penal Justice on ‘trafficking’ and ‘smuggling’ of human
beings.The Vienna meetings became the focus for lobbying efforts over
both abolitionism and sex workers’ rights, at stake the language of
protocols to be appended to a new convention on international crime.
Fourth, the use of e-mail was increasingly common. Last, transnational
networks of NGOs were seeking partners.32 So the Spanish field was
expanding to include transnational experiences and influences. Within
Spain, I was present at the founding of a national network of projects
working in the field (health, religious, rescue, migrant aid, and research)
in 2001.

My work centred on Madrid, though the same panorama of services
is found everywhere: epidemiology and health promotion (the majority),
assistance in leaving or rescue from sex work (difficult but often
mentioned), and support for workers’ (embattled) rights. Epidemio-
logical projects receive serious funding and are integrated into main-
stream social programming; rescue projects have the longest ‘charity’
tradition; rights projects are newest, least funded and most closely allied
to movements to protect migrants’ rights in general. In Madrid itself,
various projects belong to each tradition. In addition to offering direct
services, they also produce reports, publications and conferences.

Health projects

The main Madrid project was Médicos del Mundo-Madrid, part of an
international organisation whose magazine depicts doctors helping
villagers, slum dwellers and war refugees around the world. In Spain,
Médicos have a harm reduction programme aimed at the ‘fourth world’,
a concept that frames Spanish marginalised groups with migrants and
that targets women who sell sex in the street, taking gynaecological
services and information to them in outreach vehicles. Médicos did not
give out materials but offered direct counselling to migrants who
approached the vehicle. A large organisation funded by both govern-
ment and private sources, Médicos has sizeable and well-equipped
mobile units, though these are largely staffed by volunteers. The
principle of outreach to people who sell sex was expounded some time
ago in Madrid:
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… foreigners in illegal situations … collectives marginalised in these
ways from general social life are usually marginalised as well from
public social and health services, which they hardly use – when they
exist – and if they do use them, it is without expressing openly their
personal circumstances, which means that the attention [they
receive] is necessarily deficient … The social and health services must
themselves approach these collectives, eliminating as much as
possible the barriers that exist, in order to be used: in prostitution
ghettos … they must be located in the same neighbourhood; the
services they offer shouldn’t be destined exclusively to women …
administrative requirements must be flexible, since in many cases
documents are missing or clients wish to maintain clandestinity …
emergency visits seem to be more effective than requiring appoint-
ments at specific times; the techniques used must be adapted to the
cultural characteristics of the population, more conducive to
intensive therapeutic relationships than to regular, long-term
therapeutic work … In place of placidly waiting for demand to be
produced according to the manner convenient to the service’s
requirements … in this case the technicians try to facilitate the
capture of people at risk.33

By the early 1990s, Médicos used outreach vehicles. But the original
project was complicated by a dramatic increase in migrants with cultural
differences making standard procedures problematic: patients who
would not attend clinics, who didn’t subscribe to western ideas of
hygiene, who were accustomed to herbal remedies or injecting
themselves with cures bought in pharmacies, who didn’t want to deal
with doctors and who had been taught different theories of AIDS and
sexually transmitted disease.34 Migrants in Europe speak many different
languages, as well, often unfamiliar to Europeans.

Several other NGOs did AIDS outreach to people who sell sex in
Madrid: Fundación Triángulo with chaperos (male sex workers); Univer-
sida in clubs in noncentral neighbourhoods; Grupo Fénix with young
people. Some groups’ health activity was limited to condom
distribution: Hetaira, with female and transsexual street workers in
two central areas; Transexualia, with transsexuals; APRAMP, with
women street workers in two central zones. Three projects did
outreach in a park known as the Casa de Campo, but without
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coordinating amongst themselves, with the result that one could
encounter multiple outreach vehicles in the same place on one day and
the next day find none.

A few public clinics catered to people selling sex. The Centro
Montesa had a clinic attended by a venerodermatologist who had been
seeing both sex workers and their clients for twenty years, while a
colleague across the hall saw HIV/AIDS patients. These and another
publicly funded clinic near the Plaza de Callao did not advertise as
catering to undocumented migrants or sex workers, but they were
known to treat both. This tacit acceptance comes from municipalities’
knowledge that if migrants and sex workers have no access to condoms
and services they may agree to have unprotected sex or remain
untreated. Many migrants fear that outreach and clinics will refuse them
service or report them to the police, so the knowledge that clinics will
accept them is important.

In many countries, health projects distribute their messages in the
form of leaflets, booklets or stickers, in the hope that these will not only
be kept and examined but passed on to others.An entire study could be
made of the wealth of such materials provided by projects attempting to
reduce harm among those having a lot of sex (the commercial aspect is
not key). Printed material is less common in Spain. In 2000, the
European network Tampep began to offer free a wide range of leaflets
covering sexually transmitted infections, AIDS and hepatitis, pregnancy
and contraception, sex change, the immune system, condom breakage
and self-care, in numerous languages.35 Other AIDS prevention
materials, distributed by SOA-Bestrijding of Holland, rely on a story-
board format with colours, clear photos of genital diseases, and graphic
representations of sexual acts.

Two European networks collaborated to publish a guide, Hustling for
Health: Developing Services for Sex Workers in Europe, about how to set up a
health project for migrants. Translated to Spanish as Trabajando por la
salud, the guide sat in piles in Médicos’s Madrid office long after it had
first been delivered in 1999, but finally copies of the guide were distri-
buted to a few Spanish projects in 2001. In contrast, Spanish medical
projects distributed a great deal of material with general descriptions of
‘prostitution’, migration and existing services.36 Studies were
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repeatedly done on the relationship between HIV/AIDS and sex work
and on access to social services.37

Research on AIDS is a major medical industry, many thousands
attending frequent international conferences, which now include
dozens of presentations related to commercial sex. Spain itself holds
frequent national AIDS conferences where this theme is dominated by
Médicos-Madrid and by the national AIDS plan. Funding and concern to
prevent HIV transmission among those selling sex is massive, while
concern over clients and other sexual partners is minimal.

Rescue projects

The best-known rescue project in Madrid was APRAMP (Association
for the Prevention, Reinsertion and Rehabilitation of Prostituted
Women), with offices in the Plaza de Ángel, next to a traditional red-
light area.The programme included mobile outreach, crafts workshops,
a recycling project, and outreach with managers of the small hotels
where many women live and work. To participate, women and trans-
sexuals must promise to stop selling sex, since APRAMP’s mission is to
save them.The director appeared often in public to argue that all women
who sell sex are victims and all migrants are ‘trafficked’, but she
probably also knew that craft making does not tempt many to give up
selling sex. IPSSE (Institute for the Promotion of Specialized Social
Services), a very small project similar to APRAMP, operated in another
part of Madrid. Both entities concentrated on women in the street,
whom they consider to be the most vulnerable.

Many religious organisations in Madrid had contact with, if not
projects dedicated to, marginalised women. Some try to help women
from falling into selling sex; for the Oblata nuns this means seeking out
poor women in old city centres and marginal neighbourhoods, single
mothers, victims of abuse, and young people considered at risk. The
Adoratrice nuns had changed to focus on women who identify as
‘trafficked’ and want to escape commercial sex. Individual nuns
supported sex worker rights, participating in public demonstrations.

Rights projects

The Madrid group dedicated to defending women’s right to sell sex
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without being harassed or rescued was the feminist Colectivo en
Defensa de los Derechos de las Prostitutas Hetaira (Collective in
Defence of the Rights of Prostitutes Hetaira). Beginning with a donation
in the mid-1990s, they bought a long-term lease on a large flat in an old
red-light district (Calle de la Luna, Calle Desengaño, Calle Ballesteros),
an area with both street work and small bars and clubs. Hetaira did
outreach in the Casa de Campo, approaching women and transsexuals
with free condoms and a discourse of rights and selling sex as work.
When they began, the only migrants they saw were Latin Americans, so
that basic communication was easy; later, language became a major
stumbling block. Transexualia, a Madrid association, also focused on
rights, since the marginalisation that transgenders suffer means that sex
work is one of the few job options open to them.Transexualia worked
on raising awareness about sexuality, gender and gender identity.

Undocumented migrants could also take advantage of social pro-
grammes and products aimed at migrants in general, such as emergency
housing, food, help with bureaucratic paperwork and legal advice.When
migrants need advice, they are often sent to associations of immigrant
nationalities or culture groups, but migrants who sell sex may not want
to show themselves, or, if they do, associations may not accept them. Of
the migrant groups in Madrid that could be expected to take rights-
oriented stands on migrants selling sex, none did; instead, they
condemned ‘trafficking’ and victimisation. Migrants theoretically had
access to classes in domestic work and caring for the elderly and
children, but such classes were not free, and it was not clear whether
taking them would increase chances of legal employment.

The preceding description of social programming related to com-
mercial sex might sound ordinary, neutral or praiseworthy, if not
examined more closely. It is this surface, which appears benevolent and
constructive, that worried me ten years ago, when I worked in such
programmes, and that led me to do the field work described in
Chapter 6.38
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152

In Chapter 4 I questioned benevolent nineteenth-century discourses
of philanthropy that allowed people wanting to work to take
controlling roles with women who sold sex. In France, social agents
mostly belonged to municipal bureaucracies regulating ‘dangerous’
activities. In Britain, some social agents agreed with the French model
and succeeded in passing legislation attempting to control poor women
directly, but the majority proposed to rescue and rehabilitate them.
Both systems assigned offending women to particular places (brothels,
hospitals, penitentiaries, refuges) where they would be watched,
corrected and persuaded to behave respectably. Competing ideas about
how best to care and control were continuously debated and disputed.

Much of what was conceived in the nineteenth century is now part of
state and local government programming, considered conventional
management of the health and welfare of populations.1 Knowledge is
central:

Government is intrinsically linked to the activities of expertise,
whose role is not one of weaving an all-pervasive web of ‘social
control’, but of enacting assorted attempts at the calculated adminis-
tration of diverse aspects of conduct through countless, often
competing, local tactics of education, persuasion, inducement,
management, incitement, motivation and encouragement.2

The modern state consists of a vast web of devices including bureau-
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cratic routines; techniques of notation, recording, measuring and
compiling; theories and expertise; and programmes created by different
agencies.3 All evolve over time, creating new necessities. What is
‘officially’ governmental mixes with the ‘non’governmental to such an
extent that they cannot be disentangled, which is why I talk about the
social sector in general, rather than the state or private sector or civil
society. Some of the projects discussed in the field work belong
nominally to municipal or national governments but are delegated to
NGOs, while others were created by private groups who receive funds
from governments to carry them out. The field work examines how
social agents treat people who sell sex, migrant and non-migrant.
Contradictions and diversity exist, but all the projects I studied work
inside the ‘prostitution’ concept, whether they call it that or sex work.

I use ethnographic narratives as a technique for presenting events,
actions and objects. After each narrative, I draw on other situations and
ideas to elaborate my analysis. By telling stories (in a sans serif font), I
also produce texts that can be analysed (in the main text font). My role
as writer is pivotal in these productions, which have been called ‘writing
culture’.4 However, there are places where the line between narrative
and analysis is not clear, because the two are intertwined in my
memories and thoughts. Quoted words were actually spoken. The
narratives are also meant to bring to life some small part of the feelings
evoked by the experiences.Throughout, I have changed the identifying
characteristics of locations, individuals and organisations, except when
references come from published material. Cases come from several
sites in Spain.

A list of Primary Sources at the end of this book includes a selection
of the great quantity of published material I analysed, and also suggests
the breadth of projects I visited. In the narratives, I focus on a very few
of the total number. The selection does not aim to create a portrait of
helping culture but to reveal how social agents continuously recreate the
‘prostitution’ discourse. Some effects are subtler than others, but
nothing described is atypical. I concentrate on public or semi-public
phenomena rather than bureaucratic paperwork, accounting or inter-
views with individuals.
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Item 1: Imposing Solidarity

For several months I had accompanied the Progresistas on their weekly
rounds in a large urban park. Their aim is to let sex workers know that
they accept sex work as legitimate work deserving rights and that
other services and professionals are available to give advice. It’s after
dark when they drive up offering condoms.

Along several roads, hundreds of women and transgenders stand,
alone and in ethnic, national and continental groups. There are Latin
Americans (with a sizeable trans subgroup), eastern Europeans and
West Africans. Men are in another part of town. Women from Nigeria,
Liberia and Sierra Leone work with big smiles on their faces and go
after business forcefully, stepping out in front of cars to stop them. The
Latinas, in contrast, are practically nude but only wave and smile from
the side of the road, waiting for customers to approach. The
Progresistas call the Latinas ‘sweet’ (which is what clients say, too),
and remark that it must be great for the ‘Africans’ to be in the
liberated, democratic west with money to spend. A couple of times I
have objected to this stereotyping and suggested that the Progresistas
are missing something about migration, but when asked what I mean I
say it is too big a subject to explain in a few minutes in the car.

The West Africans tend to dress alike for work, which to outsider
eyes exaggerates their similarity: they are very black, very young, very
tall and very strong. Nearly all are wearing shiny, skimpy bodysuits
decorated with lace, in a white so white it looks blue against their
black skin; many breasts are scarified; the commonest hairdo
consists of hundreds of long plaits piled on top of the head like a
crown. These women tend to work in large groups.

This evening, the usual scene occurs when the car pulls up at an
intersection, women running up at once for their sacks of free
condoms, and soon more than twenty jostle for attention. After a few
minutes, I hear one of the Progresistas say ‘No, I’ve already given to
you, we can’t give more than one sack to each person.’ The black
woman says it’s not true, she hasn’t received any yet and wants her
fair share. The Progresista refuses and launches into an explanation
about sharing, solidarity and cooperation. The black woman insists
stridently, leaning on the front passenger door to stop the car driving
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off. The Progresista continues explaining that if they give out more
than one sack now, there will be women later in the evening who
receive nothing. The woman on the car is adamant she’s received
nothing. The Progresista asks to look inside her purse, which the
woman opens to reveal many condoms but none of the Progresistas’
brand. Undeterred, the Progresista accuses the woman of arriving
early, getting her condoms, hiding them in the trees and then
returning for more. The argument gets hotter.

I am so uncomfortable I cross the street to put distance between me
and the scene. The Progresista, with her unkempt, rather jolly white
person’s look, repeats over and over the arguments of solidarity, in
complicated Spanish. I observe how the black woman directs a hard
gaze and a strong presence at the now large audience of other black sex
workers. 

Suddenly, the tension breaks, the woman relaxes, the Progresistas
get in their car and swing around to pick me up. Everyone is talking at
once. Almost immediately, we stop beside another group of black
women, and the same scene is poised to begin again. When the
Progresista begins her explanation of the principles of solidarity and
cooperation, I lose my cool. ‘Get in the car,’ I say, and, to myself, ‘I’ll never
give out condoms again.’

For the rest of the evening, while further contacts are made without
incident among other West Africans, Spaniards, Ecuadorian
transsexuals and thin eastern Europeans, there is confusion among the
outreach workers. One is so embarrassed she wants to quit, another
wants to understand what happened, while the protagonist continues to
defend the politics of convincing people of the value of solidarity. She
believes it’s the only hope for getting them more rights and better
working conditions, but also talking that way is necessary to her, it’s her
work. She decides the problem is language – she doesn’t speak English
and the Africans don’t speak Spanish. When I point out that they don’t
‘hear’ me, either, if I try to explain her position in English, she has no
reply.

After the Progresistas have left, I stay on with a group of women who
say they are Nigerian. They point at the Progresistas’ car and ask, ‘What
are they doing here? They don’t have anything to offer us except a few
condoms. The others that come here are doctors, they can do tests,
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give us medicine. What good are these women?’ I don’t find it easy to
explain what they want to know, that the Progresistas are dedicated to
what they call solidarity, on behalf of which they won’t give out extra
condoms. The Nigerians have another question: ‘Why don’t the Spanish
speak any other languages? Everyone speaks English. What’s wrong
with them?’ It’s hard for those who travel and learn new languages to
comprehend those who don’t. One of the women is hostile, feels
offended by these white people coming round to help her. Pushing a flyer
for a friend’s grocery into my hand, she says ‘There, I’m just doing the
same as they are.’

I pass on to the Latinas, who do not question why the Progresistas
and other outreach projects come to see them but simply take
advantage of as many services as possible. They like to chat and tell
personal stories: how they travelled, what happened when they
arrived, where they have lived, how they are coping, what their
boyfriends are up to. They don’t wonder why others might be
interested in these stories, either. Back home, it’s common for
middle-class people to contact them, for one reason or another. 

Later, the Progresistas say it’s true they don’t have enough condoms for
everyone, but also that they refuse to be duped or considered fools by
women they want to work with (and, by the way, without being paid).
They say giving out condoms is only a ‘way in’ to the women, who, they
acknowledge, already buy their own, as well as everything else they need
to do business.They see their chief offerings as their presence and ability
to provide information and promote self-reliance among workers.They
also say there is no difference between themselves and women who sell
sex; all women are sisters. Solidarity and the desire to help are trans-
parent, benevolent ideals to be accepted at face value.This means that if
they approach people with sacks of condoms and smiles on their faces,
they expect to be understood.

However, even supposing migrants understood Spanish perfectly,
there is no reason to expect them to interpret any particular value in any
particular way. The solidarity that the Progresistas refer to has two
elements: first, their own with ‘prostitutes’ (the term they use), which
consists of working to help get rights for them; and second, the
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solidarity that Progresistas want to promote among women who sell
sex across national, ethnic, colour and gender lines. The problem is,
even if the concept were to exist identically in other cultures, it is not
clear that they would care about people from other cultures or
countries, who they might perceive as inferior or simply irrelevant.
Or some people might wish to get rid of the competition, believe that
Latinos are immune to disease, for example, or any of an array of other
reasons.

In Spain, references to solidarity are common and unreflexive.5 The
concept’s meaning has changed a great deal since it was the subject of
great debate in France in reaction to the ultra-individualism of the late
eighteenth century. Emile Durkheim and Ferdinand Tönnies both used
the idea of solidarity to theorise about different sorts of social bonds.6

By the later nineteenth century, solidarity came to be seen as

the instrument par excellence for securing the ideological reconcilia-
tion of individualism and collectivism, bringing in its train a host of
state-organised and associationist institutions calculated to repair the
damage wreaked by uninhibited self-seeking without restoring the
retrograde, despotic, illiberal ancien régime.7

In the present, according to Amelia Valcárcel, solidarity emerges with
the realisation of the need for mutual help: in the case of women, that
they are a collective. This solidarity is not simply a compassionate
lending hand but puts collective above individual needs, occurring
among equals, not in hierarchical relations.8 But volunteers doling out
condoms do not want to face the inescapable inequality of these
relationships.Volunteers can withhold gifts, demand certain interactions
and never risk losing their own citizens’ rights, even when protesting
against the state. Undocumented migrants occupy a different space
entirely, where the absence of citizens’ rights and the risk of deportation
are only highlighted by efforts to help them with special vehicles, gift-
giving and discourses of solidarity.The fact that the Progresistas need the
condom as an excuse to talk to workers throws further doubt on the
project.

How can we understand the Progresistas’ desire for sex workers to
show solidarity for each other? Maintaining that all women are the same
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and that ‘prostitutes’ are simply workers who deserve rights, they seem
unaware of many feminists’ critique of the notion that all women share
an essence. For those historically excluded, ‘homogenizing and system-
atizing the experiences of different groups of women’ just erases
‘marginal and resistant modes and experiences’.9 Such critiques,
common in postcolonial contexts, are scarcely heard in Spain, which
remains colonialist, above all with Latin Americans.10

Empowerment is another concept describing what the Progresistas
would like to accomplish.A word used by those who view themselves as
fighters for social justice, empowerment is the current politically correct
way to talk about helping. But empower is a transitive verb whose subject
is the person doing the empowering, a technology aimed at ‘constituting
active and participatory citizens’ and simultaneously linking subjects
with their own subjection.11 Empowerment seeks to get subjects
included in society, equipped with 

the right to have rights, to be a subject by right . . . to belong to a
body politic in which [they have] a place of residence, or the right to
be actively involved – in other words the right to give a sense and a
meaning to [their] action, words and existence.12

Those who desire to empower sex workers must assume that they
view themselves as engaged in sex work. The identity issue is crucial:
while empower-ers want to valorise cultural and individual differences
and give voice to the mute, if those to be empowered do not think of
themselves that way then the empowerment project cannot succeed and
may turn into an unwanted imposition. Many migrants who sell sex do
not consider themselves sex workers.13

The insistence on social inclusion cannot account for people who
don’t mind being excluded, at least in part. When subjectivity and
subjection, resistance and oppression are made into opposites,14 there
appear to be only two choices, but many people avoid the attentions of
states, perhaps particularly regarding their sex lives.

‘Self-esteem’, another concept that aims to transform people’s
relationships with themselves, is frequently used about the poor and
stigmatised.15 This liberation is meant to come about through
operations on our ways of being, what Foucault called a technology of
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the self.16 For the Progresistas, who want to help and who have a
limited vocabulary to express themselves (rights, solidarity), concepts
like empowerment and self-esteem may provide more tools with which
to do their job.

Item 2: A Culture of Indignation 

A grand hall is the setting for an event on ‘Prostitution and Trafficking in
Women for Sexual Exploitation’. The organiser of this event is a
member of an international ‘anti-trafficking’ organisation. Few of us in
the field knew about this event before the last moment, and when we
found out and tried to sign up, we were told there were no places left.
Meanwhile, a highly placed politician, on discovering that we had not
been invited, sent out a couple of invitations of her own. I received one.
All the originally invited panellists had shared a strict abolitionist line,
but the politician also demanded that speakers from several local
projects be included.

The hall is a large, ornate symbol of high culture in the centre of the city.
Marble columns, flags, formal flower arrangements and official seals
festoon the room. The height of the stage promotes a sense of great
difference between those above and those below, about 300 middle-
class women who work in government and mainstream NGOs. The
speakers are well-known on the abolitionist circuit; many have per-
formed together in other countries.17 We hear that ‘prostitution’ is
slavery, and violence against women, that in ‘prostitution’ men force
women to have sex with them, that ‘trafficking’ and ‘prostitution’ are the
same thing and that the only solutions are abolition and punishment of
exploiters. For three days these ideas are repeated over and over, with
rarely a word from the audience. I feel I am at a cult meeting. One
speaker exhorts us to develop the capacity for indignation, establish a
culture of indignation,

A psychiatrist who proclaims the universally harmful effects of
‘prostitution’ on women is supported by a local woman who runs a flat
where troubled women can spend the night; she mentions mental
retardation as a typical attribute of ‘prostitutes’. A Swedish male is cut
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off abruptly in his presentation on why men ‘use prostitutes’ when he
makes a slightly compassionate remark; the moderator accuses him of
taking typical male advantage of the situation (it’s not clear how).
Another academic discusses her study of advertisements for personal
services in Spanish newspapers, apparently believing literally their
information about ethnicity, nationality and gender; she provides
quantitative data on how many of each advertise (several people in the
audience chuckle about this). For three days, Holland is referred to
repeatedly as a demon, without explanation, and no Dutch speaker has
been invited.

Among other telling moments during the three-day conference, a
well-known US academic does a high-tech presentation of Internet
pornography. When a ‘rape camp’ website is projected onto a large
screen, many members of the audience leave their seats and hurry
forward for a good look. From the back of the room, this looks like
prurience. Another ghastly moment for me personally comes when a
member of a large ‘anti-trafficking’ group describes the destructive
power of people who work for rights of ‘prostitutes’. Pausing
dramatically, she intones, ‘There might even be some of them right
here in the room with us.’ My blood runs cold – could she know I am
here? 

Near the end, wine and canapés are served in an elegant period
room, all polished wood, flowers and beautiful pictures. Given the non-
stop representation of poverty, misery and violence imposed by the
conference, the rich setting is offensive. I speak to an enraged Bolivian
woman who cannot believe what she has seen at this conference: ‘Our
countries are supposed to be backward, but now I realise the opposite is
true. At least we say what we feel in public, we are not intimidated.’ We
have both noted the constant, agitated whispering occurring outside the
meeting room, compared with the audience’s compliance inside it.

Last-minute political pressure on the organisers leads to the
inclusion of local city projects in the programme. Anti-AIDS, after
witnessing the tone of the prior two days, back out on the ground that
it’s inappropriate for them to take a political position (nonsensical since
they work within conventional discourses of social exclusion, health
prevention and harm reduction). This leaves the Progresistas’ repre-
sentative as the lone proponent of rights. Speaking last, she is mocked
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and misquoted by one of the organisers. Amidst the hubbub, a
desperate voice from the audience asks whether it wouldn’t be possible
to hear what some ‘prostitute’ has to say. At that, the representative of
an international women’s programme, wearing dark glasses, grabs the
microphone and barks: ‘We don’t have to talk to prostitutes to know
what prostitution is.’

‘Consensus’ is claimed at the end of the conference, when the
organisers announce they are writing up a document to send to the
European Commission which will represent Spain’s opinion. Outraged, a
well-known activist nun stalks out.

A number of symbols of cultural capital contribute to the weight of this
event: the audience pampered with deluxe souvenirs and wines; their
travel and five-star hotel paid with government funds; enormous flags
and brilliant rich lighting in a luxurious, prestigious hall.These material
conditions, like the state emblems, constitute what Pierre Bourdieu calls
symbolic power, conveying to those present that correct knowledge and
policy already exist on the topic under discussion. This, in turn, implies
that there is no place for questioning or quibbling.18 The event is not a
‘conference’ in the sense that many understand. Here, individuals with
important titles from different countries repeat a simplistic political line
made to sound like good struggling against evil. Controlling invitations
and silencing difference may give the impression of solid international
unity.An unwitting audience may believe this or feel as bored as I did.

Other kinds of censorship are also common. People have been
shouted into silence in public settings.19 The ideology so important to
those who would censor holds that ‘prostitution’ is violence against
women, and that even listening to other ideas is wrong.20 These censors
are moral entrepreneurs, Howard Becker’s term for those who assume
authority for knowing what correct behaviours are, who label others
deviant and who head moral crusades against social evils.21 Often, as at
this conference, inducing indignation is an overt goal.22

The desire to ‘abolish prostitution’ represents a utopian vision of how
societies should be: free of gender inequity, sexual obsession and the
commodification of bodies.There is no inherent reason for abolitionists
to employ tactics of censorship, personal attacks, and disinformation,
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and some abolitionists maintain their utopian beliefs while also
collaborating on pragmatic solutions. For this reason, I do not character-
ise extremist behaviour as abolitionism but as fundamentalist feminism.
Elizabeth Wilson refers to secular fundamentalism when discussing the
difference between understanding revolution as change and uncertainty
versus understanding it as faith:

By fundamentalism I mean here a way of life, or a world-view or
philosophy of life, which insists that the individual lives by narrowly
prescribed rules and rituals: a faith that offers certainty … The
search for the ‘new life’ can be exhilarating, but it can lead to
extreme anxiety and personal collapse; by contrast, the price paid
for certainty is rigidity and an incomprehension and intolerance of
those who do not follow the ‘true way’.Those who don’t believe must
be either destroyed or saved.23

Others refer to feminist fundamentalism as the idea that woman is good
(or victim) and man is bad (or perpetrator).24 These feminists believe
there are authentic roots and principles to which all feminists ought to
return; they would not have been in agreement with nineteenth-century
advocates of domesticity; many are vocal lesbians, believe in women’s
right to abortion and advocate for equal rights for women. They feel
beleaguered, betrayed and at war with other feminists who see things
differently from them, which explains the frequent verbal violence.
Fundamentalist crusades are characterised by homogeneous, consistent,
easily understood ideas.

Fundamentalists speak of ‘women’; they believe in a female essence
that is violated by patriarchy everywhere; they are certain of what is male
and what is female.25 This appealing notion erases differences amongst
women, however, both within cultures and across cultural boundaries.
Postcolonial feminists as well as many first-world women object to an
inclusiveness that only reflects middle-class, ‘white’, heterosexual,
Euramerican experiences.26 Criticism is especially severe of the tendency
to make third-world women into ‘always, already’ victims, passive, acted
upon and not acting.

Fundamentalist feminists are not worried by this criticism; they
passionately evoke a spirit of Woman that needs both protecting and
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liberating; signs, symbols and keywords connote that spirit.27 Likening
their campaign to the nineteenth century’s against slavery, and feeling
they are at war, they respond with denunciations, telling attendees at
events and funders that rights activists are ‘paid by the sex industry’ or
‘known associates of traffickers’.They maintain and circulate blacklists,
denounce activists to their employers and threaten loss of funding if
recipients invite the wrong people to events.28

In a split within feminism, some believe that the women’s movement
was betrayed and must return to what it was:

a movement in which people understood the need to act with
courage in everyday life, that feminism was not a better deal or a
riskless guarantee but a discipline of a hostile reality. To say that the
personal was political meant, among other things, that what we do
every day matters. It meant you become what you do not resist.29

Catherine MacKinnon’s piece appears in The Sexual Liberals and the Attack
on Feminism, a collection lamenting the betrayal of women who have
turned away from founding feminist principles or who have ‘internalised
patriarchy’.

Problems can arise when individuals influenced by such an ideology
occupy for many years posts dedicated to improving the situation of
women. Such jobs can involve the funding of women’s projects,
publications, conferences and events, and what those in charge do not
like may not get funded.30 Money may only be given to projects that
define ‘prostitution’ as sexual exploitation and gender violence. For a
year or so, one prominent campaigner held meetings of all funded
projects related to ‘prostitution’ for the purpose of leaving no one in
doubt about what positions, actions and services would be approved.
The attendees at these meetings always remained silent, because, they
say, they felt safer not speaking than running the risk of saying the wrong
thing and losing subsidies. One project was allegedly excluded because
of its director’s failure to denounce ‘prostitution’.31 In this way, one
campaigner has directly affected the history of a particular social move-
ment. In Nikolas Rose and Peter Miller’s terms, power ‘flows’ to her
because she determines what gets written down, compared and
evaluated.32
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She is, however, not alone in wielding this kind of power. Another
NGO concerned with migrants was partially funded by a national body
to do research on ‘trafficking’, but when the research failed to find
enough cases of victims and compared the testimonies of women selling
sex with those of domestic workers, the funders boycotted the formal
presentation.33

Item 3: The Religious Social 

The house, modern, large, solid and comfortable, one of a series of
lookalikes in a new barrio, is a safe house for victims of ‘trafficking’
managed by an order of Roman Catholic nuns.  ‘We don’t go out looking
for business,’ says one sister. ‘The police call us, or clients do, or women
themselves. They have escaped from a club and gone to the police, or
they are at the airport. We ask them to tell us their situations, and if they
really want to get away then we go and explain what we offer.’ One of the
nuns’ employees, a legal specialist with several languages, often goes to
the first interview.

These days the majority of women in the house are from eastern
Europe, the Ukraine, Russia. Participation in the project means women
get help with regularising their migration status in Spain, if they want to
stay, or returning to their home country. The sisters offer classes in
Spanish language and culture, psychological and legal aid and help with
finding work. Rules for living in the house mix discipline with culture. Take
the value the nuns place on ‘sharing’. Everyone, nuns and guests alike,
lives in the same kind of room, and everyone eats together. The sisters
want to get to know the women, and one of the mechanisms is informal
mealtime conversation. Meals are often leisurely affairs in Spain, and
talking during them and afterwards is assumed to be enjoyable. Never-
theless, some of the women eat without speaking and quickly leave the
table when they are finished. The nuns admit to being disoriented: how
will they get to know the women?

They are aware that culture infuses their work, and recount for me,
as an example, how they explain the act of saying grace before meals.
‘We say we are Spanish nuns and we have a custom of saying a few
words before beginning to eat. In our case, we are talking to God. You
may talk to whomever you like at the same time, but we ask that you
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accompany us in these moments.’ The guest residents may be atheist,
Protestant, Muslim or anything else. Once, a woman escaped during
the night, which upset the sisters, since it implied that she felt like a
prisoner. They were worried and afraid she had left unprepared. Since
then, they stress to guests that if they are not happy they just need to
say so and are free to go at any time. I say, ‘Perhaps she didn’t want to
have that conversation with you? The conversation in which she would
have to explain what she didn’t like about the house, the project, you . . .’
They agree this could be the case. The nuns do not present themselves
as sacrificial lambs; on the contrary, they are looking for personal and
spiritual fulfilment.

I have visited a project in Italy where women’s mobile phones are
taken from them in order to interrupt ties with traffickers, so I ask
whether the sisters do this as well. No, they say, ‘but sometimes we
would like to smash the mobiles against the wall.’ Participation in their
project means starting a new life, and keeping up prior relationships
gets in the way (and is also dangerous).

Their project is directed at ‘trafficked’ women, so I ask how they
define the term. They are very clear: the women themselves must say
they have been forced, obligated, coerced or deceived and want to get
out. I ask the nuns what would happen if a woman decided she wanted
to go back to selling sex. Puzzled, they say, ‘Well, she’d have to go back,
then, if that’s what she wanted.’

This is the definition of ‘trafficking’ accepted by the Global Alliance
Against Trafficking in Women (GAATW),34 which believes that sex work
and migration can be plausible projects for autonomous women. This
position has little support or history in Spain, where most discourse has
been polemical.35 These same nuns have also marched in demonstrations
for sex worker rights. The founder of another rescue project, upon
hearing this, declared:‘You’re not nuns if you do that.’

I ask these women about various papal decrees, since the Vatican con-
demns sex outside marriage, abortion, birth control devices, homo-
sexuality and ‘prostitution’. They want to know why the Pope is so
important to me. I am bemused: to outsiders, nuns represent the
Roman Catholic Church and are assumed to agree with the Vatican.They
enlighten me: not only do they not agree with these papal opinions, they
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don’t have to. Nuns are not ordained as are priests, they do not belong to
the church hierarchy, and within individual orders they have
considerable freedom to decide their own policies. In fact, their beliefs
and practices are much more tolerant or liberal than those of many
secular groups, and not only in Spain.These sisters emphasise the rights
and choices of individual women, including their own. They have
evolved their own feminist project, in which they realise themselves
during the process of helping women who have requested help. Their
stated mission is the liberation and promotion of marginalised women;
they are not in the business of moral judgements.36 One sister laments,
‘When I see the Pope on television I am appalled to think what kind of
image we send to the rest of the world.’So there is a We, after all.

The order was founded by a wealthy noblewoman, who during her
charitable work in a hospital encountered women suffering from
venereal diseases. One of these, deceived by a man pretending to want
to marry her, had lost her virtue and taken to selling sex. Though the
noblewoman managed to return this woman to her family, she was
unable so to help the majority and therefore opened a home where they
could be isolated, learn a trade, become Christians and regenerate. The
home was opened in the mid-nineteenth century. For some time, the
noblewoman lived in other European cities; she came to know Paris’s
rue de la Madeleine, famous for prostitution. The nuns place much
emphasis on the story of this woman, who faced constant opposition,
impoverished herself and died in order to accomplish her goal of
helping.37

I have found a direct link to the historical phenomena described earlier:
a privileged woman who doesn’t need to work but wants to be useful
focuses her love and energy on lower-class women who sell sex. The
helper starts her project in Spain but lives in Paris several times in the
years immediately following the publication of Parent-Duchâtelet’s
landmark study of ‘prostitutes’ in 1836. Homes for needy women had a
long tradition in Spain, but the number of initiatives multiplied during
the nineteenth century,38 along with the number of ‘prostitutes’,
although, as Francisco Vázquez García points out, it is not clear who was
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counted and why.39 Social projects in general proliferated, with the
Church a strong force,40 but it is not until late in the century that ‘social
Catholicism’ came into being, a new idea of pastoral care.41

While the Rise of the Social played out differently in Spain than in
France and Britain, several key developments are familiar: an upsurge in
social projects, increased preoccupation with women who sold sex,
confusion about who to call ‘prostitutes’ and the creation of numerous
projects dedicated to rescuing them. While the increase in secular,
educated women needing and wanting paid work did not occur at the
same time in Spain, it would not be correct to exclude religious women
from feeling similar desires and needs. Accounts of all kinds of charity
are incomplete if they fail to consider the spiritual and material interests
of those dispensing it.42

Mary Nash reveals how in Spain, too, gender ideology required
educated women to be devoted, domestic and maternal angels while
men were public and political providers. Women working outside the
home and participating in social movements provoked hostility and had
to deal with extremely unfavourable work conditions and remuneration.

Women who transgressed the norms and invaded the public sphere
were likened to public women, that is, to prostitutes. The public
woman, with this double connotation of prostitute and woman
occupying the public space traditionally reserved for males, was sub-
ject to a specific gender repression.43

At the end of the nineteenth century, a gradual shift began in attitudes
and efforts to overturn discriminatory laws, as in other European
countries. In the picture-book story of the noblewoman helping women
who sold sex, society constantly rejects her, and, at some point while
being set upon by enemy forces, she changes into a black habit.The act is
not explained, but we may think of it as a change to a working uniform,
as well as an expression of religious devotion.

Item 4: Culture Clash

Anti-AIDS do outreach with street workers in a middle-class neighbour-
hood, parking at the edge of a major intersection surrounded by traffic
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lights, hotels, apartment buildings and shops. The large van pulls up at
scheduled times, and clients for condoms begin queueing up
immediately. The first time they attend, they are asked to show a
document with name, nationality and birth date and are asked a few
basic questions; responses are recorded on cards. From then on,
attendees identify themselves by birth date (migrants change names
more often than dates, it seems).The system is minimal and crude, and
all the data recorded can easily be falsified, but these are the sources for
published statistics. When I first tried to go out with Anti-AIDS years
before, they refused, despite their proclaimed dependence on
volunteers; now their policy has changed.

It’s a pleasant, late summer night. Most of the medical work is over, and
some of us are sitting on the edges of big planters on the sidewalk near
where the mobile unit is parked. A kind of microcosm of street life has
formed around the line-up of West African women and Latin American
transgenders waiting to reach the big window. Vendors and one
aggressive street person are bickering, and sex workers accost passing
men with varying degrees of insistence, but in general there is tolerance
among those occupying the street. Inside the mobile unit a woman from
Sierra Leone is doing an extended interview with one of the black
workers.

A busful of Japanese tourists pulls up at the traffic light next to where
I am sitting, and a tourist inside points his camera through the window at
a black woman resting on the kerb. Instantly the woman reaches down,
picks up a large chunk of broken pavement and hurls it straight at him,
hitting the window. She throws another, and another, at which point the
bus driver opens the door and steps out, yelling at her. But he does not
shut the door behind him, and a small figure zooms out of the bus like a
tornado. It is the photographer, who throws himself screaming at the
woman, pelting her with blows although she is twice his size and weight.
Other black women hurry from all directions to reach the scene, and in a
matter of seconds a free-for-all is under way. Among those who
intercede is the young but senior Anti-AIDS employee on the unit, with
seven years’ experience in the job. Finally she manages to separate the
parties, who are wielding weapons, pulling hair, punching and
screaming. By the time the police arrive, the bus has pulled away and the
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brick-throwing woman has been persuaded to get out of sight. Business
carries on as usual: after all, this kind of fracas is not that uncommon on
the street (while it feels apocalyptic to tourists inside a bus). The
outreach workers agree that ‘African’ women react rapidly and
aggressively compared with other people, opinions diverging as to
whether this is a cultural trait or the product of abuse.

Anti-AIDS did not claim to do mediation, but outreach educators,
exposed to unpredictable situations, need to be flexible. Over many
years and after visiting dozens of projects in many countries and
cultures, I conclude that there is a type of person who makes a successful
outreach worker: frank, open, proud of a nonjudgemental attitude, easy
with sexual matters and gender ambiguity, not afraid to try speaking
other languages, calm in emergencies, decisive, responsible.This is not a
profile of social agents in general or of most Anti-AIDS bureaucrats,
who rarely leave their offices, have ventured onto the mobile unit only
once and who do not include outreach workers in their decision making,
conferences or network meetings.The office employees would probably
disapprove of the intervention described, if they were to find out about
it. Their dealings with people who sell sex are limited to analysing
statistics: number of women seen, country of origin, age, reproductive
status, attitudes to condom use and little else. Anti-AIDS promotional
material is all about extending the benefits of the welfare state to those
who have been excluded, so here, too, is a discourse of social solidarity,
of an ethics that draws people to give of themselves to, and care for,
those who are less fortunate.

In Madrid, a school dedicated to mediation in migration contexts was
founded during this period, offering basic and specialised courses in
sociocultural mediation, socioeducational mediation and in immigration
itself.44 Whatever the mediation is called, it has become popular among
people working with migrants and is intended to intervene when people
have conflicting values. Theorists of these phenomena talk about
interculturalism: Julia Kristeva writes on Europeans’ behaviour toward
foreigners throughout history; Will Kymlicka and Javier de Lucas
examine democratic systems’ ability to integrate minorities, extend
human rights and maintain ‘cultural pluralism’.45 The Spanish Labour
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Ministry has financed research analysing Spaniards’ attitudes toward
migrants, and publications on interculturalism are now routine, focusing
on schools, religions, neighbourhoods. Ideas such as mediation and
interculturality provide the motivation for social agents to improve
themselves, attend training courses, visit other countries and apply new
techniques to their work of helping.46

In the area of outreach to migrants selling sex, the European Tampep
network promotes the use of cultural mediators, individuals familiar
with more than one culture and language who can facilitate relationships
between people unable to imagine each other’s realities. Tampep also
uses ‘peer educators’, who may be any nationality but must have sold sex
themselves, to pass on information and ‘increase empowerment’ among
their peers.47 When first introduced to the national Spanish network of
projects, both techniques seemed unfeasible, but several years later they
began to take hold.

Although the incident between sex worker and tourist illustrates how
spontaneous mediation can prevent violence, the mobile van’s presence
can be said to have caused the conflict in the first place. Anti-AIDS’s
tolerant, harm-reduction approach and excellent facility means that
large numbers of foreign, black, outlandishly dressed women gather at
the intersection of busy, brightly lit streets. On the night in question,
two hundred women visited the van over several hours; at any one time
there were always a dozen waiting to reach the condom distribution
window; many worked nearby. Anti-AIDS’s reaching out is aimed at
preventing HIV transmission but has unacknowledged side effects, as
migrants become stigmatised characters in a spectacle that underscores
the difference between them and everyone else.The rage of the woman
who attacked the tourist was associated with being objectified by his
camera’s eye, but her hostility did not arise from nowhere.

Epidemiology is the reason for Anti-AIDS’s being, not outreach or
condom distribution. In close collaboration with and funded by Spain’s
national AIDS plan, Anti-AIDS publishes information on ‘prostitutes’
whose major purpose seems to be classification. Statistics presented in
pie and bar charts correlate ‘social characteristics’ and risk conduct
(primarily seen as sex without condoms).A review of Spanish epidemio-
logical research demonstrates that the social characteristics thought to
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matter are: nationality, gender, age, level of education, drug use, repro-
ductive status, housing, and work and incarceration histories,48 banal
information of little use to anyone. Learning to evaluate epidemiological
data, I came to understand that the articles Anti-AIDS doctors publish in
medical journals recycle the same sets of statistics over and over,
tweaking the emphasis over time. In Ian Hacking’s view, this kind of
production takes shape ‘without anyone’s wittingly knowing what they
add up to’.

If we turn to the practice of collecting information about populations,
each new classification, and each new counting within that classifica-
tion, is devised by a person or a committee with a straightforward,
limited goal in mind.Then the population itself is increasingly classi-
fied, rearranged, and administered by principles each one of which is
innocently put forward by this or that technocrat.49

Such reports can be called ‘inscription devices’, whose point is to
produce objects that can be evaluated, calculated, debated and
diagnosed.50 Even when these reports actually try to understand the risk
of disease transmission, the results are uninformative, since inter-
viewees’ feelings, states of mind and calculations about the future are
omitted: How do I decide if I am safe with someone or if someone is safe
for me? Under what circumstances might I choose not being safe now to
achieve safeness later?51 The literature on sexual risk demonstrates that
it cannot be reduced to a set of factors disassociated from culture.52  Yet
Anti-AIDS epidemiologists continuously reproduce the same profiles,
separating active citizens, who are seen as capable of managing their own
risk, from those who require intervention and help.53 The Anti-AIDS
organisation gets much of its prestige and financing from the existence
of groups not labelled pools of contagion, as in the nineteenth century,
but construed as high-risk. In this sense, epidemiological research and
programming belong to the machinery of security, protecting real
citizens from ‘disadvantaged’ foreign contagion without reaching out to
natives who buy sex.The result is instrumental care such as that offered
by Anti-AIDS.

Another kind of research sets out to discover whether higher-risk
groups use social and health services. Migrant women and transgenders
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who sell sex are interviewed to find out whether they use public health
services and, if not, why not. Disseminated internally and in social
networks, these studies focus on ethnic and cultural ideas about health,
sexual and reproductive habits and taboos in private and professional
life, including body modifications. 54 The incessant asking of intimate
questions and the routine assumption that Spanish culture and education
are better than migrants’ own is neocolonialistic; invasive questions are
made to seem normal when the report is distributed under a
government seal, a standard for what knowledge social agents should
seek.55 Women who sell sex are no longer likened to sewers, but AIDS’s
intransigent association with dark people, dark habits and the Dark
Continent places a similarly heavy burden on them.56

Spain, like other European countries, wants to keep undocumented
migrants out, but it also wants to make sure their unsafe practices do not
infect real citizens and therefore sponsors research on their use of health
services. Such softer studies also aim to pin down knowledge about
migrants, providing an ‘intellectual machinery for government’ that can
then be used to make decisions about them.57

Item 5: The Bitterness of Betrayal 

I am contacted by an association for abused women in a provincial
capital about giving a speech on ‘trafficking’ at a public seminar on
sexual violence. I ask them whether they are familiar with my work, send
them one of my articles on migrant women in the sex industry, and tell
them I can talk about migration. They assure me that I have been recom-
mended by someone we both know, so I accept. The lecture is announced
as ‘Migration and trafficking: myths, truths and a lot of ambiguities’.

It is winter in a part of Spain known for a harder, darker, more
puritanical worldview. The hall where I will give my hour-long lecture is
very large, and I am seated on a heavy, high-backed, wooden throne.
Soon after I begin, I see tension, shock, anxiety and displeasure on
faces in the audience, but it is too late to do anything but go on. At the
end, I am asked questions in an acid tone prefaced with references to
my supposed opinions: ‘these delightful sex clubs you are so fond of’,
‘those respectful gentlemen you call clients’, ‘such a wonderful job,
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prostitution’. My responses all begin the same way: ‘I didn’t say that, I
said one can make a lot of money in the clubs’ or ‘I didn’t say that, I said
that the numbers of men who buy sex mean they can’t all be perverts’ or
‘I didn’t say that, I said some people prefer selling sex to other available
jobs.’ A young woman asks, ‘So do you think there are no harmful effects
to women from being prostitutes?’ 

Why do they hear things I haven’t said? They seem offended that I
don’t talk about what the media say every day, even though the
organisers particularly told me that they wanted new information. But
here, and now, they only want to know why I don’t mention slavery,
mafias, child abuse, psychological damage and violence. In fact, I have
mentioned them, but I don’t condemn anyone, and they seem
dissatisfied at the lack of outraged indignation. Even when I do talk about
clients, the audience feel I haven’t, because they want to hear me say
terrible things about these men. 

Nevertheless, the organisers are polite, and during the next day and a
half they show me around the city. My real hosts turn out to be not the
service providers who contacted me but middle- and upper-class women
interested in feminist theory and taking positions. They do not refer to
the issues they invited me to speak about, but take me on a tour of a
local cathedral, and when I say it is one of the most beautiful I have seen
in Europe, my guide promises to send me a book about it ‘in spite of
everything, to show that we know how to do the right thing’. High-class
manners for a despised guest. During the last meal on the way to the
train station, I invite them to speak, assuring them that they do not have
to agree with me. At that moment, I see how the blood boils and rises up
in their leader and am glad I have given her permission to spit out her
suppressed feelings. Sputtering and red-faced, she declares that
‘prostitution’ is always, in all situations, abuse and violence. It is
imperialism, invasion of women’s bodies. It is the antithesis of love. It
ruins good marriages. The men are cruel, egotistical perverts who
should be put in prison. No woman ever, ever wants to sell sex, she is
only forced to, and if she says differently then she is lying or doesn’t
understand her own situation.

Later, I learn that these feminists have never studied ‘prostitution’. No
wonder we have a problem; inviting someone to give a lecture on
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‘trafficking’ without thinking about the basic terms beforehand could
only lead to confusion. After my visit, the association promoted a
regional study project on ‘prostitution’, but members who brought in
materials proposing any theoretical framework but violence felt
silenced, and several afterward left the association.58

The woman whose blood boiled specialises in changing sexist
language, believing that the words we use are overarchingly important
to gender equity. She hates my way of talking and wants me and
everyone to change our language, to instead speak in terms of sexual
exploitation and abuse, making it impossible to consent to sell sex and
making buyers criminals. Efforts to change discriminatory forms of
language have long been important to social justice projects, and the
push to expand definitions of violence against women is part of this. If
‘prostitution’ can be universally redefined as sexual exploitation,
regardless of whether people say they chose to sell sex or not, then all
those who purchase sexual services become, by definition, exploiters.
For those who believe men are inherently and biologically aggressive
and predatory,59 this traditional battle of the sexes feels real.60

The prostitute’s environment is a very violent environment; its logic
is silence and violence.Women detained by the police declared them-
selves ‘in agreement’; but, in reality, they were not in agreement.
From 1902, it was decided that even if the of-age person consented,
there was trafficking.61

A contemporary French rescue project calls women who sell sex slaves
who need help in order to become aware of their oppression, slave
mentality and false consciousness, after which they will ‘awaken’, ‘be
able to protest, not to ask for arrangements or for the official recog-
nition of prostitution’ and ‘discern their own path towards freedom’.62

This belief may be understood as an authoritarian form of liberal
government, in which those to be governed are not considered free
subjects.63 Mariana Valverde points out how, even for one of the great
exponents of liberalism, John Stuart Mill, only evolved social subjects
were considered worthy of participation in their own governance:

Those who are still in a state to require being taken care of by others,
must be protected against their actions as against external injury. For
the same reasons, we may leave out of consideration those backward
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states of society in which the race itself may be considered as in its
nonage … Despotism is a legitimate mode of government in dealing
with barbarians, provided the end be their improvement.64

This colonialist notion is found today in the kind of helping that dis-
qualifies people who sell sex from self-rule, the justification being that
they have been economically forced into it, or have been deceived or
sequestered or suffer from false consciousness. Many others give
priority to the experiences, and therefore the words, of people actually
living the situations at hand. Sandra Harding, Dorothy Smith and
numerous others advocate for bringing into public discussions ideas
excluded from dominant ideologies.65 A great deal has been written
about the need to bring out voices that are silenced or marginalised, but
there are dangers when, as Gayatri Spivak argues, it is assumed that
everyone can ‘speak’ in the same way.66 This came up in debates on one
of the classic films about selling sex, in which the filmmaker records the
life of a Thai woman whose services he is buying:67

Many feminist critics of The Good Woman of Bangkok demanded that the
camera be given to the woman, so she could speak – but really this is
just another demand from the West that the woman must speak and
thus present herself for assessment and evaluation …68

Believing passionately that people must tell their stories is also a
governmental urge.69 But many of the marginalised find the margins
easier to live in; their friends are there; or they don’t like the centre.
Telling one’s story, going to protests and marches, chatting with
outreach workers and a host of other projects are simply not interesting
to many people, whether they are maltreated by society or not.

For some people who want to help the disadvantaged, listening is
essential. Homeless children in Brazil told Tobias Hecht that yes, they
could return to a house, or that they did return sometimes, but that they
preferred to live in the streets.70 In Canada, young people testified to a
government committee that they left home to escape from something
‘impossible’ to live with.71 That children say these things, however, is
unacceptable to many people who want to save them.

If one’s goal in writing about street children is to offer ideas on how
to eradicate a problem one can hardly view those people seen to
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embody the problem as autonomous beings in a social world.
Reduced to something to be cured, street children become objects in
a distant debate among adults.72

This is not to say that migrants, street children or sex workers will
necessarily want to read publications or attend events discussing their
problems but that when their own words are not taken into account,
helpers (including theorists) become ventriloquists occupying the main
stage while the helped sit mutely in the wings.

Item 6 Publications: Never for Women Who Sell Sex

Publication A

It looks like a conventional leaflet on AIDS prevention, like thousands of
others that have been created around the world, but it is different.¿Qué es
el VIH/SIDA? (What is HIV/AIDS?) is the product of a collaboration of
an EU-sponsored AIDS prevention campaign, Spain’s national health
institute and a few NGOs, including West African migrants’
associations.73  The aim, to create a culturally sensitive leaflet directed at
this specific group, is not mentioned in the text but is explicit in the
drawings, which show brown people with particular facial features.The
leaflet consists of two lists, ¿Cómo sí entra en tu cuerpo? (How does it get
into your body) and ¿Cómo no entra? (How does it not get in?). Known
and suspected methods appear in one or the other list, with one
exception: oral sex is absent.While current medical knowledge suggests
that it is more difficult for the virus to enter the body through the
mouth, safer-sex practices worldwide advocate using a condom for
mouth–genital contact. Moreover, oral sex is enormously common and
popular, and in some sectors of the sex industry blowjobs are the most
requested service.

Several meetings in a room at a public health institute have been held to
decide on the leaflet’s contents; I am present at the review of the mock-
up before it is sent to the printer. Although I have had nothing to do with
the group until now, I feel I have to intervene, so I ask if oral sex has
accidentally dropped out of the text. Several sets of eyes avoid mine, but
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finally the project coordinator explains that this point has been
discussed and left out because ‘it appears that it doesn’t form part of
the culture of the groups to which the leaflet is directed’ – meaning
West Africans, but actually meaning the leaders of formal associations
who have attended these meetings. The chair of the meeting looks at
the doctor from the association of Ecuatorial Guineans, and I follow her
glance. ‘That’s right,’ he says, ‘we don’t do that.’

The decision to omit an important risk-practice from an education
project is cultural relativism and delicacy taken to the extreme of
subordinating epidemiological concerns. No doubt various issues of the
allegedly homogeneous sexual culture of Ecuatorial Guinea could be
analysed, which would question this particular authority figure’s
perspective as both man and doctor of western medicine, along with his
position in the association and appropriateness to judge what Ecuatorial
Guineans do. Possibly, all such questioning would throw doubt on his
assertion. But leaving these issues aside, I want to address another aspect
of this incident.

One of the most visible groups selling sex in the street in Spain are
women from the western countries of Africa, and while scandalmongers
talk as though all are ‘victims of trafficking’, the people gathered for this
meeting know better. They know that women who sell sex have other
identities, as mothers, sisters, girlfriends and members of the
associations participating in this project.They have religious, civic, social
and intellectual lives.What will a person who sells oral sex think when
she sees this leaflet? That her own life doesn’t count with health
educators? That she engages in something unspeakable? 

Though created specifically for a population called ‘immigrants’, the
leaflet demonstrates great ignorance about migration. It does not recog-
nise (1) that migrants have sex with people outside their community of
origin; (2) that Spanish culture is saturated with positive messages about
sexual liberation and experimentation; (3) that some migrants sell sex.
The omission could make all people from West Africa who practise oral
sex feel that they are somehow betraying their culture, whether they are
paid to do it or do it for their own pleasure. Everyone involved in this
publication knows that a large number of women from these countries
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sell sex at some time or another and therefore have probably practised
oral sex, but no one mentions it.The implication is that such people no
longer belong to their ‘traditional culture’ and therefore are not
members of migrant associations. Social agents have managed to create a
leaflet that stigmatises a range of people, along with a sexual practice.

A Cuban study commented that the official pretence after the revolu-
tion that ‘prostitution’ had been eradicated removed not only its right to
exist but also ‘the right of words to exist to describe it’.74 This little
AIDS leaflet does not place oral sex on the side of ‘dangerous’ practices,
it places it nowhere – and the result is not innocuous.

Publication B

Médicos del Mundo-Madrid produced a book of resources that begins
with a preface by the city’s mayor:

Unfortunately, one of the realities that most worries our society, owing
fundamentally to the serious personal and human deterioration that it
implies, is the phenomenon of prostitution, which, in the present day, is
linked, in most cases, to the existence of international networks of illegal
immigration.75

The book goes on to outline a series of ethnic stereotypes: Latin
Americans have a low cultural level, Mediterranean Europeans are
usually drug addicts, and Saharans are illiterate. ‘Migrant women
coming from Third World countries where extreme poverty or wars . . .
force them to migrate . . . are fundamentally trafficked, which implies
forced work [and] . . . working conditions in all cases unknown.’76  The text
reinforces the largely discredited stereotype of the ‘classic/professional’
who is induced by ‘pimps’ through ‘dark deceit with an affectionate
tinge’. No details on how the research was done are provided.

Publication C

Guía de Autocuidados para las Mujeres Inmigrantes (Guide to Self-care for
Migrant Women), said to be intended for them, was published by the
Ministry of Health. Although it is spiral-bound and includes drawings,
the dense and semi-technical text assumes readers will be highly literate
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in Spanish. The book never mentions the sex industry or people who
work in it – neither in the sexuality chapter nor in the list of relevant
laws nor in the section of resources for migrant women.77

Publication D

A government newsletter is distributed before the Beijing + 5 meeting
on women’s issues to be held in New York in 2000, supposedly setting
out all important items on the agenda. Neither sex work nor
‘prostitution’ appear anywhere in categories including economy and
employment, education and culture, health, gender violence, feminisa-
tion of poverty, girls, decision making, human rights and armed con-
flicts.78 For a long time before this, it was known that sex industry issues
would be addressed.

Publication E

La prevención de la transmisión heterosexual del VIH/SIDA en las mujeres (The
Prevention of Heterosexual Transmission of HIV/AIDS in Women),
which is detailed and practical, simply omits references to women who
sell sex. This book was funded by a national women’s organisation as
well as the national AIDS plan.79

These examples illustrate the different ways stigmatisation operates.All
maintain the separation between good and bad/unmentionable women.
While the Médicos booklet takes for its subject ‘prostitutes’, directly
discrediting them racially and culturally and disqualifying them as
protagonists of their own lives, the other publications stigmatise by
omitting people who sell sex. In the Médicos text, selling sex fixes
identity; for the others, selling sex doesn’t exist.Yet migrants who sell
sex are thought to equal numbers of domestic and caring workers,
which means there are hundreds of thousands of them.

A good part of what’s going on in these publications is
neocolonialism. Most social agents see women who migrate to Europe
from poorer countries as tremendously disadvantaged: poor, oppressed,
coming from violent societies, having no choices. They are never
described as feminists and rarely as politically active or possessing
consciousness of their own situation. Research shows that European
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employers of migrant women in the home generally believe them to be
more submissive, respectful, naturally affectionate, domestic and quiet
than western women, and thus willing to accept a lower social status.
They are often said to come from cultures where women have fewer
rights than in Europe, so that, in a way, employers believe they are
helping them progress simply by hiring them.80 Sometimes the act of
migrating earns women credit toward modernisation but they are still
assumed to be backward in relation to Europeans, as neocolonialism
conserves evolutionary notions in which the west represents progress
and the rest tradition. But the west’s self-presentation is discursive, not
factual, called by Homi Bhabha an ‘apparatus of power’ whose prime
function is the creation of a space for subject peoples.81 Consider the
refreshing reversal in the title of another epidemiological study:
‘Prostitutes Study Truck Drivers in South Africa, Find High HIV Rate’.82

Item 7: A Different Morality

Another conference is held. ‘Seminario Internacional Sobre Prostitución’
is on the printed programme, but the banner tacked to the platform
adds ‘y Tráfico’. A highly placed representative of the Ministry of Labour
inaugurates the event, followed by a university rector and Spain’s
representative at UN hearings on international crime. All condemn
‘prostitution’, but spend most of their time haranguing about ‘trafficking’
in unenlightening terms. When these august figures leave, the real
conference begins, and the change of tone and terms is drastic.

Presentations are good, misleading research is not used to repre-
sent ‘facts’, and presenters acknowledge the complexity and variety of
experiences among people who sell sex. The speakers, mostly not
Spanish, are names associated with human and labour rights for sex
workers.83 As with the fundamentalist conference, the scope of dis-
cussion is narrow, most speakers making an argument for policy
oriented around labour rights. My own presentation discusses the
paucity of research material to back up so much theory and presents an
array of situations from Latin America that don’t fit into the ‘prostitution’
concept.84

Early on, in an obviously prepared action, a group of women in the
audience loudly and indignantly walk out, and during the rest of the
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conference the director of a local rescue project paces the hall outside,
manifesting disapproval. At one point, she approaches Carla Corso, an
activist street worker, saying, ‘You aren’t a prostitute, because you don’t
suffer.’85 I am struck by this comment: if the definition of ‘prostitute’
were changed to describe only suffering victims, perhaps the conflict
over terms could be resolved. After all, the rescue director would not
deny that Corso sold sexual services in the street for several decades,
but Corso isn’t like the women she wants to help.

Toward the end, a highly placed public functionary arrives. Obviously,
neither she nor the speechwriter has been present at the conference,
since she reads, ‘As we have seen in the past few days, prostitution is
always a form of violence against women’ and more of the usual
rhetoric, which, in fact, since the first morning, we have not heard. There
are two different reactions from the audience: the foreigners exchange
befuddled glances as the translated speech reaches them through
headphones, while the Spanish appear to accept the incongruence
without surprise. This is, after all, what is always said in public in Spain,
so it’s not strange to hear it now. Locals have probably been asking each
other from the beginning how all these heretics infiltrated into a publicly
funded conference in the first place.86 The woman on the podium, eyes
down on her reading, is unaware of the unrest until a sex worker from
Canada stands up to object; when the translated words reach her, the
official is horrified. 

After the Progresista’s speech, a woman in the audience launches
into a tirade against her couched in the most virulent personal terms:
she is a traitor to feminism. We now realise that the group that flounced
out the first day is back with reinforcements. In full tilt, the heckler will
not let go of the microphone, but the Progresista raises her voice to
defend herself. The moderator is unable either to stop the shouting
match or to make the usher wrest the microphone free. Other
members of the audience jump into the fray, and the conference ends in
disarray. It is a well-planned assault demonstrating firmly and visibly the
moral frontier between good and evil. 

This conflict resembles feminist battles over pornography in the 1980s,
when one side campaigned against misogyny and exploitation while the
other advocated for freedom of expression and sexual diversity.87 Rights
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activists such as those at this conference avoid overt moralising but
certainly feel their proposals represent a superior morality: better
justice toward workers, greater humanity toward clients, healthier
understanding of sexual needs and desires, more understanding of how
to prevent social and physical harm.88 This conference presented points
of view seldom heard in Spain, but it also maintained the traditional
boundaries between two sides of a debate. In the same way that Holland,
with its regulation of brothels, was not invited to present its system at
the event described earlier in this chapter, Sweden, with its
criminalisation of clients, was not invited to defend itself at the second
event.The organiser made no effort to bring coherency to a situation in
which state officials directly contradicted invited speakers, which clearly
opened the door to the ruckuses of moral crusaders. Yet these were
inevitable the moment the conference was conceived.

The message of the speakers at this conference is far more complex
than that of the fundamentalists.Writing of feminist campaigns against
censorship in the 1980s, Lisa Duggan explains the dilemma:

We wanted to separate ourselves from the civil liberties framework
to make a specifically feminist argument in defense of sexually
explicit expression. We wanted to attack many of the standard
oppositions of civil liberties discourse. For instance, we did not argue
that ‘sex workers’ have ‘free choice’ of occupations, but emphasized
that, within a limited range of very constrained choices in a sexist,
capitalist economy,‘sex work’ is not always the worst option.89

Most present at this event, and at the others, are women.The majority
of jobs in the social sector are held by women, as what was identified and
carved out as a natural sphere for women long ago continues. Second,
feminism is either an overt framework or implicit in woman-oriented
services (for raped, battered or abused victims, for unmarried and single
mothers, for employment and micro-enterprise counselling, for much
psychotherapy, for self-esteem and sexuality counselling, for immigrant
women, for women’s health and so on). Some projects receive funding
because of their ‘gender perspective’, as governments put in place
affirmative action or equity policies. Since so many organisations exist
because of the women’s movement, many social agents owe allegiance to
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high-profile feminists in their region and may not feel able to take
independent positions. Groups that survive through funded projects
must write proposals within guidelines and using ideas known to please
funders. At the state and international levels, where civil service rules
ensure people’s careers, some feminists have come to be highly placed.
In these situations, the term hegemonic discourse takes on material
meaning.

In another room, a member of Red Cross Youth brings together a
number of Spanish groups in an attempt to form a national network. It
takes three of us, intervening several times in rhetorical conflicts
between people who have never sat down together before, just to prevent
angry walk-outs. The representative from one rescue project, who
cannot bear to hear people talk from medical and rights perspectives,
constantly wrings her hands, inciting others to fight back. Someone
asks, ‘Do we all have to agree about what prostitution is in order to work
together?’

The different morality at this conference relies on one overarching idea.
In English, agency means the ability to make decisions and act, to
determine what happens to some extent, even in highly structured and
restrictive situations. In Spanish, there is no synonym; advocates speak
of having the capacity to act, of women being protagonists and so on.
The conflicts in ‘prostitution’ debates hinge crucially on whether poor
people, migrants, women can be said to have any control over their
lives, given the unjust structures of patriarchy, globalisation and
capitalism they live in. Speakers at this event who advocate labour and
human rights believe that even the least advantaged individuals have
some power over their destiny; all poor people do not migrate, all poor
women do not turn to selling sex. This vision sees individuals as
creative.90 Ultimately this argument cannot be won either way; both
sides believe their view is truthful and ethical.

Item 8: Pragmatism in the Provinces 

My room in the famous old hotel is next door to Ernest Hemingway’s in
the 1920s. Hemingway is credited with a major role in making Spain an
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international tourist attraction, but it is only now, seventy-five years later,
that this province is seeing many black visitors on its streets, and they
are not tourists. While I am in the city, a pro-immigration demonstration
is held in the central plaza, with the motto ‘Open Up the Wall’.91 This
province is wealthy, known for its isolation, for works of charity and
solidarity and for being quirkily conservative and progressive at the
same time. 

The proprietor of two sex clubs, Don X, meets people in the lobbies of
expensive hotels, where he seems to feel safer. He tells how at mid-life
he was casting about for a more lucrative new career and hit upon
opening a club for which he would bring the girls himself from outside
Spain. He makes trips to Kiev via Paris and Berlin with the help of a few
contacts, and since he treats his girls well they now do the ‘trafficking’
for him, setting things up with friends back home. He freely admits he
has got rich off them and wants to open more clubs, but he rejects the
idea that this makes him immoral and is offended that the media talk
about people like himself as vicious criminals. He wants his workers to
have normal labour benefits, which is why he approached several
different social agents in the city about the possibility of getting them
work permits and social security protection.

Before Don X made his move, the region’s only social programming
for people who sell sex consisted of traditional rescue, rehabilitation and
reintegration projects. I interview the members of a religious project
(for ‘severely marginalised women’) who are now almost out of a job.
They tell me that not so long ago, uneducated Spanish women worked
on the streets, took drugs, had pimps – a type now gone. The
employment department of this organisation began to see increasing
numbers of migrants working in sex clubs after 1995, when highway
hotels began to be converted. The employment manager views the
situation practically: he can look for jobs for women who come to him,
but the only other work he can offer them is domestic service, which
pays terribly.

Don X made a proposal to Don Y, at the Labour Ministry: X would
officially register his employees as workers so that they could receive
social security benefits. Y visited X’s clubs and talked in private with the
women. He claims to be purely pragmatic: ‘Spanish women are not
signing up for the job. This way everything is legal, there can’t be any
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problems, for us or for the police. The object was to legalise these little
girls.’ Y’s problem was what job category to register them under, since
there is none for selling sex; the rubrics used by paper-fixers are artist,
dancer or entertainer. But Y wants to be honest, so he chooses an older
classification, camareras de alterne (bar hostesses, with the implication
that they offer sex). Thirty women have been registered so far. The
cases for regularisation being proposed by X (and now other club
owners) are reviewed at weekly meetings in Y’s office attended also by a
police official, the employment manager from the religious organisation
and an NGO worker with migrants. 

The result of this completely atypical collaboration bypasses the usual
moralistic confrontation of positions and debates on which system
should be used to ‘control prostitution’ and proceeds directly to getting
legal status for workers. Weekly meetings are oriented toward individual
cases, the goal to reduce the number of illegal workers one by one in the
province. The religious entity is interested in solving more cases of
clients with problems; the Labour Ministry wants to have more legal
migrants within its responsibility and the club owner wants to justify his
enormous earnings by doing some good. The NGO worker is concerned
to help individual women: ‘I don’t care if the club owner is a petty criminal,
or if some people are paying and taking bribes, I just want those women
to get employment protection and social security.’ Only the police
commissioner’s motivations are somewhat obscure.

Away from centres of public debate, a pragmatic use of the concept of sex
work is perhaps easier. In this province, leftist party proposals to change
‘prostitution’ law had come to nothing;92 migrants working with no civil
or labour rights did not advocate for being called sex workers or for
their occupations to be recognised or legalised; no Progresistas-type
project demanded rights. Yet, in the quietest possible way, the work
theory was put into practice and the situation of many migrants was
dramatically improved. One afternoon, I ran into two Ukrainian women
from one of X’s bars having tea in the main plaza, alongside middle-class
Spanish and tourist clientele. Several years later I am told hundreds of
women have been granted work permits in the same way.

How did this solution come about in this particular place? The answer
lies with Don X, an entrepreneur from outside the social sector who took
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the initiative to satisfy his own conscience. X was able to catalyse a differ-
ent practice because his own identity and job did not depend on the
existence of a group of people he had to save.This case demonstrates that
male insiders in the sex industry may help bring about positive solutions
for workers – important, because many who work with victims cannot
conceive of working with men, whether they are business owners, clients
or intermediaries like travel agents and taxi drivers.93 This case also shows
how social agents may participate in creative, productive solutions to
injustice.

Making Sense of the Field Work 

Social programming reifies and reproduces the classic ‘prostitution’ dis-
course. Some practices blatantly attempt to control knowledge:
excluding diverse opinions from panels of experts and audiences,
censoring publications, withholding funding, discrediting people on
personal grounds, racism. Other practices appear benevolent: ending
sexist language, using rights and solidarity talk, condom distribution,
shelters, consciousness-raising on gender violence, cultural sensitivity.
Still others might seem innocuous: ethnic classifications, questionnaires
on sexual risk.

My goal is not to classify actions as bad or good or to determine
whether they ‘really’ help or not but to reveal how social agents and their
projects remain at the social centre of attention while failing materially to
improve the situations of people who sell sex. Helping requires a wide
array of figures, most of whom are paid a decent wage, granted positive
social status and encouraged to gain ever more knowledge about the
people they want to help: their languages, their cultural traits, their
values, details of their intimate life. Each of these produces more res-
ponsibilities and tasks for helpers to carry out, whether they are
educators, epidemiologists, doctors, editors, drivers, legal scholars,
nuns, psychologists, police, mediators, functionaries, job counsellors,
conference speakers, academics or volunteer activists.These are 

the changing discursive fields within which the exercise of power is
conceptualised, the moral justifications for particular ways of exer-
cising power by diverse authorities, notions of the appropriate form,
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objects and limits of politics, and conceptions of the proper distribu-
tion of such tasks among secular, spiritual, military and familial
sectors. But . . . also in terms of their governmental technologies, the
complex of mundane programmes, calculations, techniques,
apparatuses, documents and procedures through which authorities
seek to embody and give effect to governmental ambitions.94

More responsibilities necessitate more social programming; the
social sector expands and diversifies while the supposed aim, social
inclusion for people who sell sex, does not succeed.That the majority of
social agents continue to spend time and energy battling over the
correct feminist or moral position, or which policing regime to back,
also maintains their own importance. Many social agents turn criticism
from themselves by blaming the law, international bodies, the
communications media, violent men – never themselves. This chapter
argues that reflexivity is in order.
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7
P A R T I A L T R U T H S

Belittling ideas about people who sell sex are perpetuated through
police discrimination, media stereotypes, gender inequality, poverty,
xenophobia and state policies on sex and migration.When I began my
study, research already demonstrated the constructed nature of the
‘prostitution’ concept in the nineteenth century, so I set out to
examine its reproduction in the present. I used the notion of a sex
industry in order to embrace today’s proliferating forms and changing
meanings about buying and selling sex, a complexity that contrasts
sharply with the usual reductionism and that encompasses more acts,
places and people. First I analysed two major areas, migration and
services, where migrants who sell sex ought to be discussed and
studied but rarely are.

The migration discourse relies on numerous questionable dichoto-
mies: work and leisure, travel and settling, legal and illegal. The label
migrant goes to poorer people who are conceived as workers with no
other desires or projects, but when migrants are women who sell sex,
they lose worker status and become ‘victims of trafficking’. The
obsessive gaze on poverty and forced sex disqualifies working people’s
participation in global flows, flexible labour, diaspora and trans-
nationalism. Women are victimised more, but the migrant label is dis-
empowering for men, too.

Within discourse on services, cleaning and caring are treated with
some subtlety, but debate on the sale of sex focuses on ideologies and
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moralising, despite the efforts of a minority of writers. Selling and
buying of sexual services remain undertheorised and are disqualified
from proposals to improve regulation and benefits for service workers.

I found the roots of these exclusions in a phenomenon called the
Rise of the Social, when a newly empowered bourgeoisie came to
believe that their high level of evolution and sensibility qualified them
to rehabilitate inferiors. Educated women carved out an employment
sphere through discovering a mission to save the less fortunate, espe-
cially ‘prostitutes’, who were redefined as victims. Despite a charitable
discourse, many ‘social’ jobs were disciplinary, locating those to be
rescued where they could be watched, controlled and trained in
obedience. Philanthropists and helpers had good intentions, but their
projects benefited themselves rather than their less lucky sisters.

In field work, I studied individuals engaged in social projects aimed
at assisting particular other people. Helping discourses describe objects
needing help: the poor, the disadvantaged, victims, undocumented
migrants, the socially excluded. Some social agents refer to offering
services, others to saving and rescue, still others to empowerment.
Whether related to HIV/AIDS prevention, rescue or rights, these
projects are widely considered rational and benign, and those who
carry them out as charitable and solidary.The goal of the field work was
to look beyond social agents’ statements of missions, however, to reveal
some of the tactics and practices involved in their everyday occupa-
tions. Most of these reproduce the ‘prostitute’ discourse and perpetu-
ate the divide between helpers and helped, giving primacy to their own
roles.

This is crucial: the social constructs its own objects in order to
study, organise, manage, debate and serve them. Regimes may appear
completely benign on the surface: medicine – healing, the alleviation of
physical suffering; teaching – enlightenment of the ignorant; rehabili-
tating offenders; protecting the vulnerable from abuse; rescuing victims
from violence; reducing risk and harm. But terms like harm, enlighten-
ment, rehabilitation and so on are defined by would-be helpers. Those
who are to be helped may well not define these terms in the same way,
but their opinions are rarely taken into account.

In Europe, a fundamental contradiction accounts for the incoherent
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programming dedicated to migrants, as standard rhetoric on social
inclusion and civil rights runs into exclusionary national immigration
policies. Since so many migrants do not have permission to work
legally or enjoy citizens’ rights outside their home countries, the single
most widely voiced help they want is papers: whatever bureaucratic
documents are required. Very few social agents are able to help more
than a few individuals in this way even if they want to, and few projects
dare make this kind of help overt or public: this is a tension between
goals and results that cannot be resolved.

Do I believe that those concerned with social justice and helping
should sit on their hands and do nothing? Frequently asked this
question, I always reply No: the desires of helpers, activists and
theorists, whether utopian or pragmatic, are as valid as any other. I
advocate neither nihilism nor indifference; to the contrary, I think con-
structive change is possible. The questions I pose to those desiring to
help are: When embarking on a social project that concerns other
people, how do you decide what your actions will be? Do you choose
what is most rewarding to you personally? Do you try to find out what
the objects of your help actually want? How do you accomplish that?
What do you do if you find out that you cannot realistically provide
what they desire? Or if you don’t like it? In other words, who defines
social projects? Consider the conversation among experts in Brussels in
1851 on the lack of separate bedrooms in houses of the poor:

Ebrington: The separation of the sexes is indispensable for morality
and decency. A minister said to me: ‘I have done all that I
could, but the common bedroom has gotten the better of me’.

Ducpétiaux: In cases where this separation is not possible, can’t we
achieve the same effect by suspending bedding from the
ceiling for the children?

Gourlier: One would have to separate the hammocks from the rest
of the room by a kind of curtain; but it would be there one day
and be taken down the next.

Ramón de la Sagra: Would you prefer hammocks, or a bed where
parents and children are all brought together?

Gourlier: Supposing that this separation were not achieved, then
our efforts would come to nothing.The children would see the
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parents from their hammocks, and thus the requirements of
decency would not be satisfied.1

Present-day exchanges on social problems belong to the same tradition:
how to prevent young girls from becoming pregnant, everyone from
eating too much, men from buying sex, women from selling it. The
power to define problems, terms and solutions rests with social
agents, who debate how to get Others to behave differently, even save
them from themselves – the disadvantaged, unruly, victimised,
unhappy, offensive, addicted. Feminists of all stripes are implicated in
this assumption of Knowing Best and having a duty to find proper
solutions. My critique, far from implying that there are no injustices or
troubles to be solved, points to the constructed character of ‘social
problems’. As constructions, they can change. No single objective
reality or monolithic power exists; rather, we all participate in a web of
dominations that are contingent on ourselves. For women’s
movements, part of the change requires admitting

that not every incident and every species of women’s social and his-
torical power merits our applause . . . In the case of female moral
reform, the laudable ability to maneuver for social influence fell
short of the feminist goal . . . The power of women’s networks, be it
manifest in female moral reform or the New Right, deserves more
than either congratulations or condemnation. It requires serious,
critical attention to both its historical permutations and diverted
feminist possibilities.2

Were government employees, political appointees, feminists, NGO
spokespersons, academics and other social agents able to shed their
certainty of knowing how everyone else should live, they might be able
to dispense with neocolonialism, admit that agency can be expressed in
a variety of ways, acknowledge their own desires, and accept that
Europe’s dynamic, changing, risky diversity is here to stay. We would
also benefit from moving on from the myth of a clear boundary between
commercial sex and many normalised sexual activities. Leave behind
certainties, listen to Others – leave home.3
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